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How do you deal with things you believe, live them not as theory, not even as emotion, but
right on the line of action and eect and change?
Audre Lorde, 1981 [1]
In our meetings, we keep going back to this belief: we cannot do this alone, and we don’t want
to. To me, grassroots approach is both at once a practicality and a desire. We can’t do it alone,
that’s just the truth, it’s a practicality. But ‘we don’t want to’ speaks to this desire, that we want
to be part of something broader; we want to be part of something large, and something
connected and something inclusive; something that speaks to many people even if it doesn’t
speak to me individually.
Southern Movement Assembly Member, 2016
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SUMMARY
Grassroots social movements led by Black, Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC) in the south-
eastern United States have survived and fought through centuries of systemic oppression. In the
recent age of Information Communication Technologies (ICTs), these movements often turn
to popular, centralized technology systems like Facebook or Google Drive for support in accom-
plishing day-to-day tasks of organizing. Toward organizing their actions, grassroots social move-
ments follow praxis—a combination of theory and practice. At the core of this grassroots praxis
is the belief that our social movements must be centered around the people at the margins of a
society. Popular centralized ICTs used in these movements, however, are often not made with
grassroots praxis in mind. Though grassroots communities may be aware of this conict, they
have few alternatives to choose from. In fact, more value-aligned technical solutions are often
more expensive and less inclusive. This poses interesting questions for the eld of Computer-
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)—how can we make sure community organizations are
critically informed of the ways ICT values can aect their culture? How can we support them as
they practice ICTs in ways that center their own values? What does it mean for us to design in
solidarity with communities marginalized by hegemonic cultures of technology?
In this dissertation, I aim to contribute to these broader questions with ndings and analy-
ses from four years of community-centered, participatory action research I have conducted with
grassroots social movements of the US South. Specically, my research has been in collabora-
tion with two grassroots social movement communities of the U.S. South: i) Science for the
People-Atlanta, a local grassroots organization that I also helped build, and ii) Southern Move-
ment Assembly, a regional grassroots movement consisting of 110 local organizations located over
the U.S. South. I conducted two interview studies, three participatory workshops, and four years
of ethnographic work while simultaneously supporting the movements by volunteering my labor
as a community organizer. I also designed tools—both physical and digital—with and for these
communities. Specically, I designed a web platform with SftP-Atlanta and a handbook of move-
xiv
ment communication with the SMA. Finally, I analyzed this grassroots experience of ICTs in the
light of notable theories of social transformation and technology-use—namely, liberatory peda-
gogy of social action, technocultural theory, and the body of work in CSCW and Social/Critical
Informatics theorizing technology as enactment of structures. The tools I created as well as the over-
all process of my research were evaluated through ongoing reections within the communities.
In this thesis, I show that the consequences of value-conicts between grassroots organiza-
tions and popular ICT culture have signicant implications of exclusion and marginalization
within these communities—e.g. favoring community members who have the privilege of tech-
nology access and ability, which is further related to the racial, gendered, classed privileges held
by these people. For grassroots organizations situated in the U.S. South, this perpetuates hege-
monic patterns of the past—especially since they end up excluding the same subjugated groups
of people who have been historically excluded by systems of power these movements aim to resist.
Through my analysis of their lived experiences of existing ICTs, as well as through mate-
rial explorations of designing new technologies with and for these communities, I oer a critical
perspective on technology-use by grassroots social movements. I argue that while popular ICTs
largely came as a blessing to these movement communities that are often overburdened with the
work of social transformation, relying on popular ICTs also came with a cultural cost. These
tools and their surrounding culture of technology play a steady role in excluding the marginal-
ized people in these communities by making invisible the power dierentials underneath tech-
nical solutions—systemic issues such as lack of technological access/ability get foreshadowed by
accounts of progress, eciency, connectivity, etc. Thus, even in communities that actively ques-
tion power, relying on ICTs can lead them to default to the values these technical solutions were
often produced with. I further show that with adequate grounding and critical infrastructur-
ing we can begin to imagine means of ICT-use that center grassroots praxis—an outcome that
I present through my work in the eld. Finally, I envision a future of critical technology practice





1.1 What to a Southern Grassroots Movement is Technology?
“With this collective breath we honor all of the people in struggle we have met, and all
the people we have not met yet but we will since we have decided to stay in the struggle
together. Oh, and a reminder to turn on your Zoom mic and camera as you take these
deep breaths if you are able, it helps to know we are in this together." — Mama Nia,
SMA Meeting, August 2018
Nia Wilson, or as I had come to know her in the community, Mama Nia, was gently guiding
meeting attendees through a virtual experience of cultural grounding. Over fty participants in
this video conference taking place on the proprietary videotelephony platform Zoom
1
—some on
desktop computers, some on smartphones, many joined via phone call so you could only see ten
impersonal digits on screen—you would not have to try hard to hear life happening in the back-
ground with road trac, technical malfunctions, or domestic chatter. Plenty of everyday chaos
all around, yet, if you were a member of the regional grassroots movement Southern Movement
Assembly (SMA), this moment would mean everything to you. For this would be your chance to
feel connected to your fellow freedom fighters across geopolitical boundaries and borders—from
Congo to North Carolina—it would be your chance to renew your commitment to the South.
Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) like Zoom play a pivotal role in grassroots
movement organizing of the present day. The meeting described above is one of many opportu-
nities they shape for movements across the globe to create collective identities [2]—movement
communities of the U.S. South and the Global South are no exception [3, 4, 5]. The case of ICTs
in a movement led by Black, Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC) of the U.S. South, however,
1https://zoom.us/
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carries unique lessons for what technology has been to communities marginalized by race, class,
gender, disability, and other systemic issues. As a scholar in the space of Computer-Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW) and the broader human-computer interaction (HCI) eld, I envi-
sion a world where ICTs governing our lives are held accountable for the values they embody and
promote—not just by technologists but by all people. I am committed to the agenda of foster-
ing a culture of public accountability of technology through community-centered research. Toward
this broader vision, for this dissertation, I have worked in partnership with grassroots social move-
ments mobilizing marginalized people toward resisting systemic injustice in the context of south-
eastern United States. Particularly, my work so far has focused on understanding how movement
communities—primarily consisting of historically marginalized people often with limited tech-
nological access and/or ability—relate to ICTs used in their everyday work. Toward which, I have
worked as an action researcher—both participating in the movements and studying/ designing
ICTs with them—with a commitment toward Southern grassroots traditions. With my work
in the U.S. South, I have helped build a local grassroots social movement (Science for the Peo-
ple, Atlanta) and ii) helped sustain a regional grassroots movement in the U.S. South (Southern
Movement Assembly).
Broadly, two research questions have guided me in the work of this dissertation.
First, what is the role of social computing technologies in grassroots movement building?
And, secondly, what does it mean to design for the culture of grassroots movement
organizing?
Both of these research questions were generated in collaboration with the movement com-
munities I studied. In doing so, we established a common goal to understand the ways in which
ICTs have impacted the goals and identity of grassroots organizing in the U.S. South. I felt a par-
ticular calling to study this relationship, as, in my past life as a community organizer in the Global
South, I frequently encountered the conicted feelings movements share with their ICTs. They
value the technical ecacy ICTs bring to the movement which leads these movement organiza-
2
tions to depend on ICT tools more and more, while simultaneously nding it odd to be enabling
Big Tech, the major corporate phenomena that many of their actions and beliefs go against.
In this dissertation, I posit that this conflict is not merely an indication of ideological discomfort,
it is also one with implications of exclusion and marginalization within social movement commu-
nities. While this may be a broader pattern in organizational settings whose values do not match
with their own tools, for grassroots organizations situated in the U.S. South (and Global South),
this relationship carries systemic, hegemonic patterns. In this thesis, I uncover the lived experi-
ences of these systemic patterns and further work toward resolving some of them with the con-
cepts I formulate and the tools I create via participatory, community-centered research methods
practiced with a local and a regional movement community located in the U.S. South.
For instance, in one of my studies with the SMA (Chapter 4), I noted that the only note-taker
in the large movement coalition (of 110 organization, almost 500 members) of predominantly
Black and Brown people was a White woman of age 75. From the peripheries of the movement,
this seems problematic to the movement values since a White person becomes the only narrator
and active interpreter of the stories of Black and Brown people (while also creating quite a lot
of labor for one person). But as I became closer to the central leadership, it appeared that this
was a choice born out of multiple dependencies. The note-taker happens to be an expert in the
history of the U.S. South which plays a role, but more importantly, she learned to type when
she was sixteen years old, and now considers herself to be procient with both typing on a com-
puter as well as with the software commonly used for taking and sharing notes such as Google
Documents/Drive, Dropbox, Microsoft Word. She embodies the value of eciency in that she
perfected the skill and labor of note-taking in the fastest and most accurate way with the help
of a technology that many community members are intimidated by and/or many do not have
physical access to. For a movement overburdened with resistance work it is understandable to
rely on eciency. Issues of access/ability further manifest into more complex problems. For ex-
ample, as a result of these issues, most of the announcements, updates, and outreach from the
organizers do not reach a signicant part of the movement who lack technological access/ability
3
due to a variety of reasons—leading to an exclusion of the very people who were supposed to be at
the center of the movement. This is a frequent occurrence in modern-day grassroots organizing:
movement communities that are philosophically and politically committed to resisting systemic
oppressions—racism, sexism, class, and caste-based oppressions—inadvertently end up perpet-
uating similar exclusions. In my research, I position myself in this dicult reality of grassroots
organizing.
I argue that modern technology plays a role in this dynamic by making invisible the power
dierentials underneath technical solutions—systemic issues such as lack of technological ac-
cess/ability get foreshadowed by accounts of progress, eciency, connectivity, etc. Thus, even in
communities that actively question power, relying on the ICTs often carries the risk of defaulting
to the capitalistic values these technical solutions were often produced with. In this dissertation,
toward establishing this argument I analyze my ndings in the light of several theoretical works.
While I use the theory of social transformation formulated by Brazilian educator and philosopher
Paulo Freire (§2.3.1) to understand the social process of building up a movement, I map the nd-
ings (Chapter 3) from my work with SftP-Atlanta to explain the complex role social computing
technologies play in that process. Further, I make sense of technology-use by the large regional
movement of SMA (Chapter 4) with the help of technocultural theory articulated by Arnold
Pacey (§2.3.2). Finally, grounding myself in CSCW and Social Informatics literature on practice
theory (§2.3.2), I share my work of collaboratively envisioning and building a grassroots praxis of
technology (Chapter 5).
For readers of this dissertation, it is important to rst understand the sociopolitical, historical,
and ontological context within which my research inquiry took place. Particularly, what the South
and grassroots—the two key phrases that feature heavily in the rest of this dissertation—has meant
to my research.
In this dissertation, I use “the South” in the transnational sense as it is being recently theorized
and discussed in the academic elds of political philosophy, economics, cultural geography, and
most importantly, in Southern studies [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. In geopolitical terms, the South holds
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immense signicance in the history of slavery [12, 13, 14], Western European colonialism [6], and
continues to mean the changing landscapes of neoliberal globalization [15, 16]. There exists a rich
history of the Southern identity that is rooted in its critique of global capitalism through a focus
on racial violence, and particularly, anti-blackness. When I speak of the South or the cultural
meaning of being a Southerner in this thesis, mostly, I refer to the shared experiences and tacit
knowledges of capitalist oppression that people from all three continents of Americas, Asia, and
Africa are exposed to. In the movements that I studied, allyship among the U.S. South, South
America, Africa, and India was a clear goal. In fact, this dissertation is a product of the many
relationships I was able to form with the BIPOC situated in the U.S. South—my Global South
identity being an important part of that relational connection. While the term “Global South”
is frequently used to mean “poorer [16]” nations situated in the Southern hemisphere (often as a
post-Cold War alternative to the term “Third World”), it is getting reclaimed across various aca-
demic elds toward a broader understanding of the South. South in this sense becomes transna-
tional, addressing “spaces and people negatively impacted by capitalist globalization.” This new
framing of the South, as Anne Garland Mahler writes “captures a deterritorialized geography
of capitalism’s externalities and means to account for subjugated peoples within the borders of
wealthier countries, such that there are Souths in the geographic North and Norths in the ge-
ographic South [6].” Throughout this dissertation, I will focus on the role ICTs play in both
sides of this struggle—legitimizing global capitalism as well as helping strengthen a transnational
Southern movement against capitalist exploitation.
Despite carrying many promises of democracy and welfare especially in the Western world
and beyond, the twentieth century ended with the rise of hegemonic globalization—a phenomenon
extensively theorized by Portuguese economist Boaventura de Sousa Santos [7]. Santos also noted
that the same hegemonic globalization also necessitated the “construction of a new pattern of lo-
cal, national, and transnational relations[...]embedded in new forms of sociability and subjectiv-
ities” [7]. These eorts that Santos saw as having “the seeds of new emancipatory energies,” were
a formative step toward an epistemological shift in organizing strategies of local and global social
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movements. While social movements of the past have often relied on the theories and philoso-
phies of the Eurocentric political left originating from the Global North [9], this new shift in
movement organizing intentionally centered the knowledges and experiences of oppression in
the Global South [6]. A key example of this shift is the World Social Forum (WSF) [17]—an
annual meeting of global movements that are similarly driven to ght the eects of hegemonic
globalization. WSF rst took place in Porto Alegre, Brazil, and gradually traveled to dierent
parts of the global South like Mumbai, Nairobi, and Dakar. In 2002, WSF came together with
the broad agenda of ghting against capitalist exploitation and the collective hope that “another
world is possible.”
Since 2002, the agenda of WSF saw many manifestations—signicant among them is the
organizing of United States Social Forum (USSF) [18], which later morphed into a culture of
Southern grassroots organizing in the U.S. South as well. This culture of movement building
and organizing has been centered around and led by the life experiences of BIPOC in the U.S.
South while being laterally connected to similar struggles in the Global South. The Black freedom
movement in the U.S. South [11, 13] had previously been connected to broader movements against
casteism and racial capitalism in India [15, 19], Africa [20, 21], and beyond. The USSF agenda re-
established U.S. South’s connection to Black Radical Traditions [9] that owed through notable
movements such as the Haitian revolution [18]. Here, I think it is important to note that not all
movement organizations that are geographically based in the U.S. South subscribe to this culture.
Even if they do so in practice, not every organization in the U.S. South consciously identies
WSF/USF as one of its roots. Therefore, by writing about the Southern grassroots experience of
ICTs, I do not mean to generalize ICT-use by all movement organizing taking place in the U.S.
South. Instead, my goal with this thesis is to only speak to the experiences of Southern grassroots
movements that explicitly associate with Southern grassroots traditions.
Going back to the agenda set by WSF: the turn to situated knowledges of the South in move-
ment organizing was a deeply technological endeavor. In the sense that it made use of the tech-
nologies traditionally available to the global and local communities involved, for instance, tech-
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niques of community building against colonial oppression. With time, the meaning of technol-
ogy changed in the globalized market as well as in public perception, and so did the meaning
of technology in the context of movement organizing. This change was mostly toward infor-
mation technologies—Facebook, Twitter, and other ICT platforms started dening what tech-
nology was in a movement setting. ICTs opened up a whole new dimension to the Southern
agenda of a global movement against hegemonic globalization—solidarity beyond borders was
easier to imagine with advanced ICTs [6]. Movements could gain instant momentum via social
networking sites and video conferencing facilities with little to no nancial burden. Despite the
well-argued culturally problematic foundations of the Internet [22, 23], these technologies were
also being subverted globally toward political goals of movement organizing [24]. My research in
the U.S. South began on this note of ICTs being acknowledged as a force of ecient organizing
and a blessing to the movement culture overall. In this thesis, I show that the same technologies
that came with the blessing of eciency also came with the cost of constructing a new margin
within these movements. People who had the race, class, gender privilege associated with owning
technology [25] and the expertise to manipulate it ended up at the center of these movements,
and at the margins were the people who have been historically marginalized by the culture of sci-
ence and technology—an outcome that is in entire contradiction to the agenda of WSF and its
satellite movements.
1.2 Locating Information Technologies in Grassroots Praxis
Positioned in the broader Southern landscape, my collaboration with grassroots social move-
ments with the U.S. South has been about locating ICTs in the movement fabric. Toward this,
I rst and foremost looked for the mundane ways in which ICTs pervade grassroots movement
organizing [4] and the costs of marginalization associated with these dependencies [5]. Secondly,
I facilitated several participatory workshops in rural towns of the U.S. South toward collectively
analyzing the marginalized experiences of ICTs in the movement. My goal with these workshops
has been to relocate ICTs back into the movements’ fabric in their totality—i.e. not just as ar-
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tifacts supporting ecient organizing, but also as market monopolies that directly benet from
the marginalization of the already marginalized [3].
In this sense and many others, my research, its goals, and its outcomes would not be possible
without the foundation of the grassroots infrastructure of the South. I want to take this oppor-
tunity to elaborate more on what that grassroots infrastructure looks like—both materially and
philosophically. My goal with this section is not so much to give a universal view of what grass-
roots infrastructure is, as it is to paint a picture of the rich traditions and structural qualities of
community organizing I had the privilege to build my work on.
Grassroots, philosophically, has to do with the idea of basing social movements in realities
experienced at the roots of a society [26]. At the heart of this philosophy is the place “where
common people are born, live, and die” [27]—it is believed that political success lies in grounding
our movements and social analyses in that place where power structures governing a society are
experienced in its most authentic sense [28].
The idea of “roots” in philosophy is not without critique. Notably, Gilles Deleuze and Félix
Guattari [29] argue against the metaphor of roots alone, noting that a root of a plant is actually
a stock that dominates its anatomy, killing all other organisms around it. As an alternative, they
oer us the metaphor of rhizome. French-Caribbean writer and poet Édouard Glissant builds
on the rhizome metaphor in his anti-colonial theorization of the Caribbean identity. He explains
rhizome as “an enmeshed root system, a network spreading either in the ground or in the air, with
no predatory rootstock taking over permanently The notion of the rhizome maintains, therefore,
the idea of rootedness but challenges that of a totalitarian rot” [10]. The centralized power struc-
tures emerging in both the U.S. South as well as the Global South in the twentieth century both
constituted as a fertile ground for the development of a rhizome-like grassroots culture.
Thus, the grassroots culture in the Southern context is very much a political project that
questions the centralization of governance. Toward this goal, it strives to mobilize individuals
at the local level toward collective action for the improvement of their own situation and that of
broader society [30, 31]. This is practiced with a bottom-up approach toward movement building
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that starts with addressing local issues and further tries to eect change at the regional, national,
and even international level [32]. At the core of the grassroots strategy is the belief that every in-
dividual is capable of reecting, conceptualizing, thinking critically, making decisions, planning,
and acting toward social change [33, 33]. Therefore, with a bottom-up infrastructure of decision-
making, grassroots movements strive to foster democratic participation by letting every individual
exercise their power and voice. They further leverage the models of democratic decision-making
(e.g., voting, consensus building, assemblies) and practice self-organizing and self-governing [34,
31, 35]. Their commitment to the grassroots philosophy can be realized in practical ways of how
collective resources are managed and governed with non-hierarchical structures. I am particularly
indebted to this foundational characteristic of grassroots infrastructure—without such a non-
hierarchical distribution of power, it would have been much harder for me as a researcher/activist
from the outside of the U.S. South to truly experience the complex role played by ICTs in this
infrastructure, let alone eecting change in that dynamic.
Beyond its conception of a political project, the grassroots culture can also be imagined as a
form of subjectivity and sociability. Santos describes a facet of this subjectivity as “a way of being
and living permanently in transit and transitoriness, crossing borders, creating borderland spaces,
open to risk—with which it has lived many years[...]—accustomed to enduring a very low level
of stabilization of expectations in the name of a visceral optimism before collective potentiality”
[7]. This optimism becomes a rigorous practice in much of the BIPOC communities of the U.S.
South—as an SMA member notes “hope is a discipline.” Needless to say, my work of collectively
facing the highly unequal realities of ICT culture and further imagining an alternative culture of
ICT-use would be impossible without this existing infrastructure of hope and joy.
Most importantly though, the cultural trait of Southern grassroots organizing that my work
heavily depended upon was its steady commitment to a synergistic use of theory and practice,
or as this is known in philosophy: praxis. A core outcome from WSF was the culture it bore
of opening up a movement space to multiple theories of social transformation. This inclusive-
ness has only privileged “commonalities to the detriment of dierences and fosters common ac-
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tion even in the presence of deep ideological dierences, once the objectives are limited, well de-
ned, adopted by consensus” [7]. This also meant that the communities were already receptive
to grounding themselves in theories of technology that would help in relocating ICTs in a new
and more critical light.
1.3 Goals of the Dissertation
It is in this sociopolitical, historical, and ontological context of Southern grassroots organizing,
that I situate my work. In this dissertation, I will be reporting on my action research with grass-
roots social movements located in the U.S. South. Since 2016, I have participated in one local
grassroots organization and then in a large regional movement—both have been accomplished in
the dual capacity of a community organizer and an HCI researcher. In both communities, my in-
tentions have been to critically explore the role ICTs played in the culture of Southern grassroots
organizing.
In Chapter 2, I will discuss the primary methods of inquiry I used to approach my research
questions, situating those choices in my personal history as an individual and a community or-
ganizer rooted in the Global South. In this chapter, I shall further share my theoretical commit-
ments. I use a constellation of theories—while the theories of social transformation used in my
work are of non-Western origin, the theories of technology and technology-use I apply to my
ndings are from Western scholars who explicitly engage with the problem of using Eurocentric
theories to make sense of subjugated people’s relationship to modern technology. In Chapter
3, I share my ndings and analysis from the local movement organization that I helped build
called the Science for the People, Atlanta (SftP-Atlanta). In this chapter, I share what it means
to build up a grassroots movement from scratch in the U.S. South, especially the role of ICTs
in that endeavor. In Chapter 4, I will discuss my work with a larger movement group that SftP-
Atlanta became a part of—i.e. the regional movement of the Southern Movement Assembly
(SMA). Joining a regional Southern movement exposed me to a whole new dimension of tech-
nology experience—the tensions between rural vs. urban experience of technology, the systemic
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patterns of exclusion perpetuated via ICTs–to name a few. Further in this chapter, I plant the
seed for an alternative, more critically grounded relationship with ICTs that Southern grassroots
movements can benet from cultivating—a vision I term as “Grassroots Technology Practice.”
In Chapter 5, I share my experience of co-designing that Grassroots Technology Practice with
the regional movement of SMA. Through workshops and community building across the U.S.
South (centering the rural parts of the South) as well as through iteratively designing culturally
meaningful artifacts, the community has begun to enact a more politically grounded structure
via ICTs. The work of building a grassroots future of technology practice is not done, of course,
this is a work that will have to long term project for the future years. Concluding this dissertation,
I share my vision for that future of a grassroots praxis of technology in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS AND KEY THEORIES
In Chapter 1, I shared one of the key characteristics of Southern grassroots organizing—praxis,
i.e. a combined application of practice and theory—as a choice I have also made in my research
inquiry for this dissertation. Explaining the grassroots praxis, one of my participants noted (see
Chapter 4) “to me it is both a practicality and a desire”—not only do we need to begin this work
from the lived experiences of subjugated people but also we want to do just that. Similarly, I
recognize that my choice of participatory action research as a primary method of inquiry for this
thesis was driven by my own positionality and my desire to use that as a lens. Additionally, the
research questions I developed with grassroots communities I studied in this thesis further ne-
cessitated that approach and the associated research methods. In this chapter, I share the main
methods I employ toward understanding the grassroots experience of Information Communica-
tion Technologies (ICT) and key theories I use to make sense of the data from my research inquiry.
I share my methods and theoretical commitments in the light of my own positionality in relation
to this dissertation and the U.S. South.
Following, I rst share what practicing technology in the South has meant for me—i.e. my
positionality in the geopolitical fabric of the South in §2.1, and details on the methods applied
in understanding the grassroots experience of ICTs in the South in §2.2. Next, I share the key
theories I have used iteratively in my research in §2.3—i.e. a theory of social transformation that
systematically tackles the process of grassroots movement building from a Southern perspective
(2.3.1), and theories
1
of technology and technology-use from a range of perspectives including
works in CSCW, HCI, Social and Critical Informatics, and so on (2.3.2).
1
The theories of technology and technology-use that I have most commonly used in my analyses acknowledge
and address the Eurocentric bias of technology studies.
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2.1 Practicing Technology in the Global South: Positionality
My interest in the question of public accountability of technology arose from my experiences
growing up as a cis-gender woman in the state of West Bengal in India. I believe that my upbring-
ing, along with my prior work in technology activism in the Global South, played a key role in
leading me to the research questions I answer in this dissertation.
I grew up with signicant caste privilege as a Brahmin person in India [15]. Although I grew
up seeing my family explicitly reject Brahminism, I think it’s important to ground my position-
ality in relation to the work of this thesis in the privilege I have held as a light-skinned brown
person of the Brahmin caste. The caste privilege, however, came to me not as a piece of token de-
mographic information about my identity, but as a cautionary tale for how the very status that I
hold in Indian society has been weaponized against those marginalized by the caste system. Brah-
minism for me has always represented a systemic mechanism that is at the core of many injustices
reigning in the world, including the systemic harm caused to the Dalit (the untouchables) and
Adivasi (indigenous) peoples of India.
I can recall my early days of connecting caste and class status to technology. Growing up, I
saw my father—an electrical engineer by training—work at a thermal power station. Because of
my father’s profession, my early childhood days were spent in a make-shift town surrounding the
power station—which meant that even in the earliest memory of my life I was in close proximity
to an industrial project involving technology. Being a single-income family in rural Bengal that
included a technology worker made us an upper middle class (by the standards of the Indian econ-
omy in the early 90s) family with sucient nancial privileges too. But unless explicitly stated
systemic privileges generally tend to appear as just life—normalized and taken for granted—not
just for ourselves but also for the whole world. I was fortunate to have an upbringing that told me
otherwise. I was reminded in no uncertain terms that the land where this mega-industrial project
of thermal-powered electricity was taking place was acquired by displacing several indigenous vil-
lages that previously lived in and owned that land. Compensation was promised but not fullled
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as measures of accountability were never strict—our very own monument of technological ad-
vancement harmed the lives of people and communities that lacked the socially accredited status
of class and caste. This political analysis was always there as a necessary truth in the narrative of
our lives in the technology-land—a truth that we needed to reconcile with and make amends for.
This is to say, in own my life, I never knew technology without this other half of the story—the
half that is often invisiblized in the popular narrative of technology.
Needless to say, I come from a politically engaged family. My grandfather—a freedom ghter
involved in struggles against the British colonial regime as well as in post-Independence political
struggles—was the most politically active individual and organizer I saw in my immediate family.
Due to his organizing commitments and political work, I grew up being surrounded by a larger
community of people either representing a certain political party or rallying for civil and human
rights from outside of the realm of electoral politics. When I think of my positionality in the
movements of the South I rst and foremost think of this upbringing. One that taught me that
hard truths like the one about the power station were, never to be discussed without its politics,
and, always to be processed with the community.
Apart from my upbringing or perhaps precisely as a result of it, in my youth, I got involved
in the movement of free and open-source software (FOSS)—with collaboration and collective
action, we exercised a steady focus on questioning corporate means of technology production.
Through my work as a software engineer and a community organizer (in West Bengal, India)
with the movement of free and open knowledge led by Wikipedia, I came to realize that while
technology activism around FOSS raised important questions about means of technology pro-
duction, our activism was often detached from ongoing social implications of technology. Tech-
nology activism continued to be a domain for self-identied technology experts—which both in
the context of India and the Western World of FOSS—were predominantly middle-class cisgen-
der males with signicant educational privilege. On the other hand, in my home country and
beyond, technology was (and still is) being positioned as an object of power used by traditional
power structures of the state, market, etc. to disproportionately aect people from marginalized
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race, class, gender, caste, and other normative statuses. Even when technologies such as Aadhar—
mass-scale, government-sponsored biometric authentication for access to public services—were
resisted, such movements were far detached from the lived experiences (with notable exceptions
such as [36, 37]) of the people that were most aected by these technologies. I saw this divide as a
problem with serious consequences for the politics of a long-term socially grounded movement
as it also indicated a latent assumption from the technologically elite class that poor people, rural
people were not “literate” enough to join the cause. It is at this juncture of conict, I went to a
village in Himachal Pradesh, India, where I spent the next several months understanding whether
critical relationships with technologies already exist in people systematically aected by them, and
further uncovering ways in which this relationship can be cultivated to form a resistance against
technology-mediated oppressions from the ground up.
2.2 Practicing Technology with Grassroots Movements in the U.S. South: Methods
In 2016, I came to the United States to pursue my agenda of accountability in technology—a
place that always, at least from the Global South view, was at the epicenter of Western techno-
logical advancement. I specically wanted to situate my work at this epicenter with a focus on
understanding how technologically mediated societal realities were being dealt with, mitigated,
and resisted by the people within the most excluded by this project. At the same time, I looked
for ways to connect and utilize my Global South experience in my doctoral research—leading me
to position myself in the U.S. South. I got involved in movement organizing in the U.S. South
within the rst few months of arriving here—for this, I see both the 2016 U.S. presidential elec-
tion and my past networks from software freedom advocacy as key factors that helped in mani-
festing that goal. I share more on this story in Chapter 3 while discussing my work with the local
movement organization I helped build in Atlanta, Georgia.
Toward understanding the relationship between movements and their ICTs, I do participa-
tory action research—both studying movement communities and meaningfully supporting them
in their political agenda.
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2.2.1 Participatory Action Research
As an alternative to ethnographic observation from a distance, the theory of action research ex-
ists as a participatory research method which uses “action disciplined by inquiry, a personal at-
tempt at understanding while engaged in a process of improvement and reform” [38]. Action
researchers typically start with establishing meaningful relationships in the communities they
study, participate in actions that benet the community and their goals, collectively form research
questions that all parties are interested in answering, while simultaneously studying and evaluat-
ing that research question with various participatory methods [39].
Action research exists as a more involved research process used both in industry settings and
the academy. Action Research was rst introduced to the Northern traditions by Kurt Lewin
[40]. Concerned by the positivist trends in research from an objective distance [40], Lewin pro-
posed an alternative way of looking that is more grounded in the lived realities of people [41]. Ac-
tion research has been used for community-based research in several academic disciplines leading
to meaningful human-centered outcomes [42]. HCI research, too, turned to participatory action
research for this purpose of human-centered design work [43, 44]. Notably, Gilian Hayes suggests
action research as a method of inquiry that HCI researchers aiming to work with communities
may choose [45]. As Hayes points out, action research aims to implement some constructive
change in the community. Therefore, “AR researchers must understand the values they and their
community partners bring to the project so as to interrogate explicitly what they hope to achieve,
why they hope to achieve it, and what makes them believe the solutions they are attempting will
do so” [45].
2.2.2 Overview of Data Collection & Analysis
Overall, my research embodies grassroots praxis of collaboration in that my work can be concep-
tualized as a cyclic process of action and reection. While the grassroots actions I co-facilitate
help me gain rst-hand knowledge on the role of technology in my empirical setting, toward a
more reexive take on it, I gather and analyze my ndings with three value-driven inquiries that
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Table 2.1: A summary of the qualitative tools I used toward applying the overarching method of
participatory action research
Data collection Analysis Design
• Field notes from participa-
tion Sept 2016 - Jul 2020
• Over twenty five semi struc-
tured interviews
• Three participatory work-
shops
• Reexivity & Positionality
• Conceptual engagement
with several theoretical
works, notably, i) Liber-
atory pedagogy of social
action ii) Technocultural





inform each other. Toward an empirical inquiry into the topic, I build on tools and techniques
from qualitative research and design research such as semi-structured interviews. The empiri-
cal ndings I gather from the site are then informed by material/technical inquiries driven by
communities’ needs. Typically these inquiries involve participatory design activities, participant
observations, and iterative design. Situating my ndings and observations within the broader his-
torical and analytical context they occur in, typically, I perform inductive analysis toward generat-
ing theories from my data [46]. Here, I mean “theory” broadly, including conceptual frameworks,
explanations, constructs, and models of sociotechnical processes [47].
In Table 2.1, I summarize the various qualitative tools I have used for this dissertation from
September 2016 till July 2020. For the detailed methods of participation, data collection, and
analyses associated with the three studies reported in this dissertation, see in their corresponding
chapters (particularly Sections 3.3, 4.2, and 5.2).
2.2.3 Ethical Considerations
With that overview in mind, I would like to share some of the ethical considerations I took into
account in each step of my research trajectory—from establishing a partnership to data collection
and analysis to publishing outcomes. In what follows, I share the steps from my action research
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and the ethical considerations taken into account in each step. These steps are abstracted from
the overall research trajectory, though as noted by previous research ethnographic, community-
centered research on the ground often is “messy”—as messy as the real world itself [47, 48, 42]. I
embrace that messiness in my work and try to capture some of that complexity in my reporting
of the process.
Relational work
While the two communities I worked with were dierent— both structurally and in their politi-
cal and philosophical commitments, my relationship with both had a similar research trajectory.
For me, it began with attending an event hosted by the community organizations. As stated ear-
lier, in my personal/political life too, I seek out community organizations I can participate in.
While research interest can not ever be cleanly separated from that intent, my relationships with
community organizations I have studied were primarily rooted in my activism goals. In both
cases, I explained the parts of my identity—introduced myself as an individual interested in un-
derstanding the role of technology in movement organizing. My organizing background as well
as my technology building skills have both been useful in making these connections, especially
in establishing trust and accountability. In both of my community relationships, I volunteered
my skills and labor to the movement for at least three months before a research goal was collabo-
ratively established. I also spent time learning from the communities as I participated in actions
and tasks that were assigned to me.
Embedding myself in a community organization and oering material outcomes to the com-
munity beyond academic research have been a conscious ethical choice. An ethical stance that is
at the core of participatory action research [45].
Establishing (transnational) solidarity
The relationships I developed with BIPOC activists of the U.S. South were grounded in solidar-
ity, especially in the “south-south connection” that cultural theorist Anne Garland Mahler talks
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about in her book “From the Tricontinental to the Global South: Race, Radicalism, and Transna-
tional Solidarity” [6]. This dissertation covers some of what the South has meant to me, especially
in the transnational sense that I use the concept in this dissertation (§§1.1 and 2.3.1). In that, I have
shared how my Global South community organizing background has been a driving factor for the
choice of the topic of this dissertation. It has played an equally critical role in shaping how I have
conducted participatory action research in the U.S. South. Establishing research partnerships
grounded in this transnational Southern solidarity meant—quite materially—sharing analyses,
reports, knowledges, and relational networks I built and maintained in my Global South organiz-
ing past. For example, while building up the movement of SftP-Atlanta, I greatly leveraged my
existing Global South connections for a range of movement resources like—funds, or in several
instances, organizing experiences and meeting notes from a similar eort I had been part of in the
past.
The legacy of transnational solidarity in movement organizing of the South is a rich one and
can be found throughout the history of global political resistance. Notably, Tricontinentalism—
a transnational solidarity politics that has fostered international solidarity among the U.S. Civil
Rights movement, anti-apartheid struggles in South Africa, Afro-Latnix resistance, etc. since
1966—primarily framed its struggle through the Jim Crow South. In doing so, this particular
solidarity politics “portrayed the U.S. South as a microcosm of a deterritorialized empire and
presented its global vision of power and resistance through the Jim Crow racial binary of white
and color” [6]. Similar solidarities emerged between Pan-Africanist and Black American Sociol-
ogist W. E. B. Du Bois and Indian Dalit leader, economist, and social reformer B.R. Ambedkar
[19]. This is to say, while my experience as a light-skinned brown person from the state of West
Bengal, India can never be equated with the Black experience in the U.S. South, I was able to still
establish meaningful solidarities with my fellow movement organizers of the U.S. South. I share
this to disclose that although I chose to apply a research method that does not mandate such a
connection, it does call for relationship building [42]. For me, applying participatory action re-
search grounded in aective solidarity [6] ended up strengthening my relationships with these
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communities [42], and in turn, solidied my ethical stance toward conducting this research.
Co-constructing research questions
After relationships evolved into a state of trust and accountability, I became more open to form-
ing research questions with the community partners. In both cases, I had an immediate base of
people who were similarly driven to work on the technologies of the movement and an extended
community of people who were stakeholders and active supporters of this smaller “technology
team.” In both cases, I found this division of labor/expertise as a double-edged sword especially
in the case of technology-maintenance—a phenomenon that I share with my ndings in the fol-
lowing chapters. Invisible structures and power relations such as these are a unique challenge
for participatory research though not uncommon for non-hierarchical community organizations
[49]. For example, in the case of SMA—the regional movement I partnered with—the structure
was lateral but not leaderless. To establish a research partnership with organizations with such
lateral structures, I had to make my work and intentions known to the more central gures in
the community. Though I was never required to get formal approval from these leaders, their
support and interest in the purpose of this dissertation played an essential role in approaching
the rest of the community for research collaboration.
I share this context to point out that while research questions were formed as negotiations
exchanged between the smaller group of technology-maintainers including myself and the larger
community, it required careful ethical examination on my part. I specically tried to make sure
that we worked through the internal power dynamics toward a set of research questions that rep-
resented the interest of the people at the peripheries. In doing so, I was careful that my work did
not end up representing the interests of the “technology-experts” in the community alone, or that
the research questions we identify do not end up being the expert-eyes’-view of lack of expertise
in the broader movement [50]. In both cases, the research questions were intentionally formed
with representatives from a diverse group of people within the community. For instance, in the
case of SMA, toward gathering the situated knowledges of people in various power positions
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within the community, research questions were formed in a group consisting of (but not limited
to) elders in the community who were asked to share their wisdom on past technologies of the
movement, youth organizers who experience technology-mediated surveillance in their schools,
urban organizers who work at technology rms of the present day, etc.
Sharing of research plan with the community
Once initial questions were formed and possible research methods were brainstormed within
the community, I requested approval from research from the Internal Review Board (IRB) that
included documentation of the community values and goals. The communities had knowledge
of this process and of how they were represented to the IRB. At the same time, I also sent out a
Google Document
2
sharing the research plan with the community to get their approval on the
work I would be doing in the next months. This plan was shared both through electronic and
non-electronic means. For several elders of the community with limited access to technology and
those I could not hand-deliver a plan, I called them on phone to discuss and get their feedback
on the plan.
This refers back to the rst step of the process—forming relationships with care—in both
cases the people representing the community became close to me. I also checked in on these
relationships—outside of research or community-related needs. Unconditional care is a part of
grassroots ethic, and I committed to practicing that in my work (and in my life) as well.
Participant observation and data collection
Once the plan was discussed in detail, I continued participating in both online and oine meet-
ings of the community as usual. In meetings, I noticed whenever someone said particularly useful
for the research goal, and further asked their permission to report that in my writing. I took de-
tailed notes in the meetings—I typically avoided any interpretation at this stage and recorded the
actions as they were happening. For physical meetings, I distanced myself for at least twelve hours
2
For example, this was shared at the beginning of 2019 with the Southern Movement Assembly: https://
perma.cc/69YN-TQEV
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before jotting down interpretations.
This practice, too, was an ethical choice driven by my everyday involvement with the com-
munity. Although I do not claim my research to be free of “insider bias,” I did try to capture the
narrative from the various position of distance from the community as much as I could [51].
Sharing research outcomes iteratively with community partners
Throughout, I shared smaller outcomes from my research and analysis. For example, in an online
meeting, while sharing my research updates with the community I brought up how a theoretical
framing has been particularly helpful in making sense of an event. I also sought out feedback on
analyses at dierent points in time.
It has been documented extensively how community organizations such as the ones I part-
nered with are overburdened with analyses [52]. I considered it to be my responsibility to not
overwhelm them with research data, outcomes, analysis, and most importantly my lens through
which I saw a community. At the same time, I chose to stay accountable for their judgment of
my thesis. Periodically sharing outcomes and analysis was an ethical choice toward that goal.
Sharing research outcomes to the academic community
Reporting my ndings and analysis to the outside world, to academia, for me was perhaps the
one that required the most critical examination. Both communities wanted to be named in my
publications, however, both communities found it necessary to have control over how much of
their political analyses were revealed through my work. Many of the examples and data I reported
in my work, therefore, did not expose the strategies, techniques, and analyses of systemic issues
that these communities perform in their meetings. This was critical, not only for their safety but
also for preserving agency over their own narratives [53].
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2.2.4 Evaluation
Following the notion of participatory action research, the evaluation of my work was done in
an ongoing, reexive manner. Grassroots praxis is aligned with participatory action research,
in that they both advocate for an iterative and reexive process of creation: action leading up to
reection, and then reection informing action [54, 33, 9, 2, 45]. Grassroots evaluation is therefore
continuous, ongoing reection [2]. Therefore, for the purpose dissertation, I committed to a
reexive evaluation of both the process and the material outcomes of my action research. This
took place throughout our partnerships–as a participatory process involving both the community
and myself. For both community organizations I worked with, I stayed involved in the movement
as they used the tools we collaboratively designed—I responded to the evaluations of both the
artifacts and the process from the community. Both communities already had an infrastructure
for evaluating ongoing social actions they participated in [7, 2]—eventually, the evaluation of my
work became a part of their routine examination of existing practices.
Further, the partnerships I established with the communities are long-term relationships that
I plan on staying accountable to for the foreseeable future. This is to say, participatory evaluation
and iterative design of artifacts and community principles that my research has contributed to
will continue to be an essential part of the future of my relationship with them.
2.3 Theorizing Technology-use in the South
My research draws heavily from a range of theories that help me make sense of how technology is
perceived and used by BIPOC in the U.S. South, especially in its rural parts. As stated before, this
turn to theories of social transformation or technology is by no means a replacement for the deep
knowledges gathered through the practice of technology in the U.S. South and the Global South I
participated in. Instead, I see them as tools necessary for including the historical context of power
and patterns of resistance into my analysis of technology-use in grassroots spaces. In this quest,
I have rst and foremost stayed open to learning about the theories of social transformation that
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Southern organizing groups themselves subscribe to—grassroots organizing in the South (both
U.S. and Global) are rich in their engagement with non-Western critical theory. In my work with
the movements, I have exercised a steady commitment to this aspect of grassroots praxis.
In what follows, I rst discuss some of the theoretical contexts that helped me make sense of
the South as an epistemological, ontological, and geopolitical phenomenon. Particularly, in this
regard, I share in detail the philosophy of Brazilian educator Paulo Freire whose pedagogy of social
action deeply inuenced the movement organizations I discuss in this dissertation. Next, I will
look for both past and contemporary theories of technology-use toward establishing technology
as something that not only needs to be understood both in relation to the practices surrounding
it but also needs to be examined as a practice itself. With this, I aim to accomplish the following:
i) I want to establish these theoretical foundations as the ground for what my ndings in the next
three chapters are analyzed against ii) I also see this collection of theories as a contribution of its
own, especially for scholars who wish to make sense of situated uses of technology in their totality.
2.3.1 The Southern Question in Grassroots Praxis
Here, I attempt to construct an abstract understanding of what, who, and which places I speak
of with the concept of Southern grassroots experience. My empirical research has been based in
the U.S. South—particularly, I have traveled with movement communities to both attend and
facilitate meetings in the rural towns of Mississippi, North Carolina, and Alabama. My research
has been based out of Atlanta, Georgia. Although my Atlanta experience is predominantly an ur-
ban experience of the South, the tensions within rural vs. urban U.S. South are present through
all of my ndings. These tensions are signicant also in the broader question of how to see the
South as a single unit. I do not answer that question necessarily, though, I do dissect the role
information technology has played in shaping the tensions between rural and urban parts of the
U.S. South. The South, therefore, in my empirical work, is primarily a view from the U.S. South.
That said, as I have mentioned before, the movements I have studied explicitly wanted to further
the agenda of a global Southern movement. This is obviously related to WSF’s agenda of global
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movement building, but in my experience, the desire to build a movement that brings together
the lived experiences of colonial oppression, forced migration, labor exploitation can be traced
further back to Black histories of the South. BIPOC in the U.S. South—throughout their expe-
riences of genocide, slavery, poverty, and segregation—have seen their struggles to have parallel
threads to that of the Global South countries (e.g. the Dalit experience in India). The South in
this grassroots question is unied in its critique of whiteness in addition to its critique of capi-
talism. The Southern identity in my research and the writing of this dissertation appears as all
three: a geopolitical entity, an epistemological position (ways of knowing against capitalism and
whiteness), an ontological phenomenon (ways of being as a Southerner).
Liberatory Pedagogy by Paulo Freire: A Southern Grassroots Praxis
In an attempt to understand the epistemology as well as the ontology of Southern grassroots orga-
nizing, I draw from the liberatory pedagogy of social action as formulated by the Brazilian educa-
tor and philosopher Paulo Freire [54]. Freire, inuenced by Marxist and anti-colonial ideologies,
advocates for an emancipatory practice of education, the crux of which is to enable individuals
to take part in collective social action.
This critical pedagogy further states that social action should be driven by praxis: a combi-
nation of action and reection. Freire believes that individuals have the capacity for reection,
for conceptualizing, for critical thinking, for making decisions, and for planning toward social
change. Therefore, to enable democratic participation in social movement organizing is to make
sure every individual involved in the movement gets to exercise their “right and power to intervene
in the social order and change it through political praxis”[54].
Freire’s philosophy of praxis regards dialog as a tool for individuals to achieve the critical con-
sciousness that can lead them toward emancipation. Furthermore, it is through the practice of
reexive dialog that a collective sense of identity and solidarity is formed. However, according to
Freire, liberating pedagogy cannot be reduced to either verbalism or activism, it must be a combi-





 word = work = praxis
Sacrice of action = verbalization
Sacrice of reection = activism
Building o of Freire’s philosophy of praxis, the participatory communication model of so-
cial movement organizing stresses the importance of democratization and participation at all
levels—international, national, local, and individual [55]. Participatory communication theory
emphasizes the importance of practicing reciprocal collaboration throughout all levels of partic-
ipation [55]. This implies that listening to what others say, respecting others’ attitudes, estab-
lishing mutual trust, and believing in the ability of the masses to develop themselves and their
environment—all of these are crucial to the growth and sustenance of a social movement organi-
zation [55].
Freire continues to inspire and inuence grassroots movements of the South. The local move-
ment organization I describe in Chapter 2—Science for the People, Atlanta—was notably in-
spired by this pedagogy, leading to building up a movement from the ground up with the same
values. Their steps toward collective action can be described with the help of the Freirean model
of participatory communication theory. The participatory communication model suggests that
grassroots movement organizing typically follows three steps toward sustainable movement build-
ing [56].
• Forming a collective identity. This step entails a careful analysis of the power relation-
ships that shape structural inequalities in each social and historical context. Through this
analysis, the collective identity of the organization, and the initial framing of the movement
will be formed.
• Mobilizing toward collective action. This strategic analysis informs the next phase, in
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which individuals involved in the social movement cooperate to bring change through col-
lective action.
• Engaging in reexive dialogue. Finally, the third and the iterative step in this model
of movement organizing is reection. By encouraging reection about framing practices,
participatory communicators foster ongoing reexive dialogues that build new generations
of leaders and extend relational networks.
While these steps of movement building are somewhat sequential, they do not result in a
linear process of organizing. Similar to the cyclic nature of Freire’s pedagogy (action informing
reection; reection inuencing action), this process is also iterative. Grassroots groups often do
not create a collective identity in a vacuum. Instead, the identity of the group develops through
the process of organizing collective actions; similarly, engaging in reexive dialog results in more
meaningful collective action. As a result, these steps of movement building end up being inter-
dependent in reality.
While the Freirean model of participatory communication theory provides a powerful lens
to understand SftP-Atlanta’s process of movement building, as social computing researchers we
wanted to understand the role of their sociotechnical practices in supporting the organization in
their process of day-to-day organizing. It is this inquiry that led me to the rst research question
of my research: what is the role of social computing technologies in supporting the process of grassroots
movement building?
2.3.2 Understanding Technology and/as Practice
In naming this section, I am inspired by Communication scholar Wendy Chun’s formulation of
race and/as technology [57]. She argues that this particular phrasing (and the underlying analytical
framing) allows for a special kind of nuance that then adequately captures the dialectical relation-
ship often existing between race and technology. In that, two essential insights are gained in the
conjoining of “and/as”: i) the ways in which race and technology impacts each others’ logic and
development, and ii) the patterns and similarities that make race pose as a technology at times. I
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follow Chung’s footsteps and attempt to bring together two lines of thought that are similarly re-
lated: i) the scholarship around technology and its impact on (individual and organizational) and
practices (e.g. [58]), and, ii) an adjacent body of work arguing for technology to be seen as a prac-
tice of its own (e.g. [59]). These two lines of thought have engaged with each other, contributing
meaningful critiques and insights that only enriched both elds. For my work, and the broader
context of technology-use, I nd both useful in meaningful ways. In what follows, I shall describe
where each is coming from and where they intersect. Like Chun, I found, that conjoining the
two bodies of work allowed us a nuanced point of view on grassroots use of technology.
Technology and Practice
Technology in the elds of Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) have been explored extensively for its inuence on individual, collective, orga-
nizational practices. Notably, among these theories, sociotechnical systems theory suggests that
social and technical systems are interlocked and interdependent [60]. Emerging primarily from
studies on the relationship between people and technology in the (western) workplace [61, 62]—
this framing suggests that workers relate to technology in more than just instrumental ways [63,
64]. Over time, the implications of these technologies became increasingly prominent in every-
day American life (i.e., beyond the workplace) with commercial eorts of integrating information
technology in society—aecting both the lives of those who could aord (information) technol-
ogy [61, 65] and those who could not [25].
For those who could aord digital technologies, these sociotechnical implications included
seemingly mundane changes in everyday ways of being [66], such as in workplace dynamics [63],
interpersonal relationships [67], expression and construction of individual identities to a broader
society [68, 69], public perceptions of privacy/security [70, 71], and so on. These were widely
looked at by research elds such as Social Informatics [72] in addition to being discussed in
CSCW and HCI [61]. A central thesis that emerged out of these disciplines is that there needs
to be a more intentional connection between human values and design of technologies [73]—a
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theme that challenged the more technologically deterministic notion [74] that suggests techno-
logical innovation is something that the broader society eventually catches up to [75].
Among the few comprehensive frameworks [76, 77, 78] that allow us to consider the no-
tion of values in broader HCI research and practice—perhaps the most notable is Value Sensitive
Design [79, 73, 80]. Friedman proposed the term value-sensitive design (VSD) suggesting that
designers and technologists need to take more proactive measures in engaging with human val-
ues and social contexts of technology use [80]. Friedman et al. dened VSD as “a theoretically
grounded approach to the design of technology that accounts for human values in a principled
and comprehensive manner throughout the design process” [73]. They formulated VSD as a con-
stellation of value-sensitive practices that existed before on their own with separate design elds
such as in computer ethics, social informatics, CSCW, and participatory design; VSD was thus
envisioned as a combination of forces from these disciplines. VSD does not present itself as an
academic discipline, in fact, to this day it maintains its identity as a design approach with numer-
ous empirical studies [73], methodological recommendations [81], toolkits [82], and recently, a
book [80].
Yet, technologies even when made in a value-sensitive way—in that they follow the value-
sensitive methods and procedures in a technical sense—still have complex implications for so-
ciety [3, 4]. The call for value-sensitivity did not eliminate the more fundamental conicts of
technology and society—in fact, sometimes it obscured our understanding of the sociotechni-
cal implications that are rooted in human values itself [3]. For example, the emergence of digital
technologies and its broad adoption also resulted in a new underclass of people who could not
aord to use, consume, relate to Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) with
the same privileges [25]—even though the meritocratic ideal of the cyberspace promised it would
move past such pre-existing inequities [83]. While this notion of “digital divide [84]” was initially
framed as a binary distinction between who could or could not aord to buy and subsequently
use technology, more recent work has urged to consider the question of who has the privilege
to design and develop technology as well [25, 85]. This implied that even with an intentionally
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value-sensitive approach (the majority of which never explicitly engaged with such sociotechni-
cal implications of inequity at a fundamental level), ICTs were still made with and for the values
of a select few [86, 87, 88].
Beyond inuencing broader societal practices, the implications of popular technical artifacts
being used in community-based organizing practices are worth discussing too. Community in-
formatics scholar Amy Voida reports extensively on the use of information technologies in non-
prot organizations, noting how existing ICTs do not meet their needs properly [89, 90]. CSCW
researchers Prost et al. do an in-depth study on the tensions that arise when ICTs are used to
establish a cooperative advocating for food democracy [91]. My work with the local grassroots
organization that I discuss more in Chapter 2 studied the use of technology in a growing move-
ment from its initiation [4]. Specically, I found that “inclusivity, privacy/security, and social
translucence” are common grassroots values that popular technical platforms do not embody,
and therefore these artifacts can not comfortably be used in grassroots environments. Addition-
ally, these some of these values, such as inclusivity and privacy, can be at odds with one another
and require designers to examine how the values exist in relation to one another [92].
A key theme across most of the studies having to do with values (including the study I report
on in Chapter 3) is the loyalty toward understanding situated uses of technology exercised by elds
like CSCW, HCI, SI. This loyalty is rooted in social constructionist beliefs: society is impacted by
technology in important ways, and in turn, society also impacts the design and evolution of tech-
nology [75]. Technology, therefore, in this view, is developed through a socio-political process
that leads structures being inscribed into technology. To study technology use is to then under-
stand the ways in which human actions determine how technology structures are used—a phe-
nomenon commonly known in CSCW scholarship as “appropriation” [93]. Appropriation of
technology is dened as ”a network of activities that users continuously perform in order to make
a software "work" in a new environment, shaping the artifact as a material as well as a meaningful
object [94]”. Theorizing technology use, DeSanctis and Poole make a distinction between “faith-
ful” and “unfaithful” appropriations of technology structures “highlighting the degree to which
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uses of technology reect the inscribed structures, and relating these to expected outcomes” [93].
Appropriation is a powerful framework that helps us understand the role of technology in shap-
ing organizations as well as individual practices.
Technology as (Cultural) Practice
I found the technology-and-practice framing and corresponding studies immensely helpful in
making sense of how technology is used and what these patterns of usage say about the embod-
ied value-structures in technology—readers will see this inuence on Chapter 3. However, as I
engaged further with the South, traveled more into elds of rural South, and started making tech-
nology artifacts with Southern movements, I started seeing the limitation in that framing alone.
This leads to the theoretical framings that helped me unpack and answer my second research
question: What does it mean to design for the culture of grassroots movement organizing?
Recent work in Critical Informatics points out that a depoliticized application [95] of so-
ciotechnical systems theory can sometimes overlook the “cultural mediation of design, use, and
meaning of ICTs” [96, p. 1]. They call for an application and understanding of sociotechnical
systems that “positions culture and subject as interrelated, and thus demands an interrogation
of technology as culture/ideology” (p. 2). For the context of this dissertation—grassroots social
movements led by BIPOC in the U.S. South—this view of culture becomes indispensable. In ex-
periencing grassroots beliefs, rituals, and practices in the U.S. South, we found that participants’
primary way of relating to the work of the movement and to one another is through shared cul-
tural values. These cultural values are not bound by topological boundaries or normative struc-
tures [97]. For instance, SMA, which has a majority of working-class African Americans would
identify with the culture of blackness more than they would identify with the idea of a standard
"American society" [98]. Given this, I recognized that I needed to be careful with framing the
grassroots context as merely sociotechnical especially since various scholars argue many qualita-
tive analyses normalize a White Western cultural ICT context as the “social,” while other cultural
ICT usages are lost in that generalization [99, 100, 65, 86].
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To uncover and interpret the cultural tensions in SMA’s relationship with ICTs, I turned to
the eld of Critical Informatics—a turn that will go on to solidify my understanding of technology
as practice. Toward framing technology as practice, and especially as a cultural practice, I will dis-
cuss two important theoretical threads: technocultural theory [101] and technology as enactment
of structures [102, 103].
Technocultural Theory
A valuable theoretical framing Critical Informatics draws from is technocultural theory [101]. Tech-
nocultural theory, as formulated by Arnold Pacey, builds on the notion of sociotechnical systems,
with an emphasis on technology as not just a societal phenomenon but also a cultural one. As with
sociotechnical systems theory, technocultural theory sharply criticizes technologically determin-
istic and instrumentalist views in which modern technology is seen as something separate from
society’s character [101, 104]. Engaging with the social constructivist [75] approach of under-
standing how society is changed via technology, the theory of technoculture exercises a steady
focus on interrogating the design of the technology itself, asking why certain technologies lead to
inequitable outcomes for certain cultures within a society.
Technocultural theory suggests looking at elements such as social and economic beliefs lead-
ing up to the design and production of technology, values with which technology gets marketed,
and ultimately, how the means of technology design and production shape the social, cultural,
and political consequences of an artifact. This suggests that technology cannot be understood
without understanding the cultural conditions driving the production of that technology.
The technocultural theory further argues that ambiguity around the meaning of technology
often leads it to be perceived as a neutral entity that only “experts” know how to operate. As an
alternative, it oers us the lens of technology practice which lets us see that technology is nothing
without the practices around it—therefore the argument about its neutrality is inherently awed.
Further, we see that seemingly neutral artifacts are also products of the practices and beliefs held
by their makers and marketers. Within this framing, technology practice is “the application of
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Figure 2.1: Diagrammatic representation of culture of technology, as conceptualized by
Pacey [101]. While technology in the popular meaning is often restricted to tools and machines
that require expert skills and knowledge for their operation, Pacey urges us to look beyond this
restricted view and understand technologies as cultural phenomena. Understanding technology
in such totality entails critically engaging with its cultural and organizational aspects (with an
emphasis on its means of production and design) along with the technical.
scientic and other knowledge to practical tasks by ordered systems that involve people and orga-
nizations, living things and machines” [101]. This translates to a triad of cultural, organizational
(economic and industrial activity, professional activity, users and consumers, trade unions), as
well as technical (knowledge, skill, and technique; tools, machines, chemicals, liveware; resources,
products, and wastes) aspects of a technology-practice (Fig. 2.1).
Further, we see that many users (especially users who belong to non-expert classes) do not
share the same values as that of technology (values that primarily represent the expert culture).
However, due to the immense power technology holds over people it has the ability to distort the
organic cultures of its users. As a way of resolving the fundamental conict of cultural values be-
tween "experts" and "users," technocultural theory calls for a “cultural revolution [101, p. 160]” in
technology against this—rooted in user values that will reform technology’s dominant culture set
by experts. Our intention with this paper is to contribute to this idea of the cultural revolution:
by rst understanding the culture of SMA (grassroots "users"), followed by an understanding
of the expert culture of ICTs, and nally with a formulation of countercultural ICT-practice
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rooted in grassroots values. Recent work in Critical Informatics has extended Pacey’s formula-
tion of technology practice as a triad of social/organizational, cultural, and technical components
[86]. Brock points out Pacey’s lack of consideration of ideologies in the making of technical ar-
tifacts, and further urges us to question the gendered and racialized character of technocultural
ideology. He particularly notes how the beliefs and practices about the appropriate use of tech-
nology reproduce "the existing relations of production” [105]. Extending Pacey, Brock reformu-
lates technocultural theory to examine technology with three categories: artifacts, practices, and
beliefs [86]. Ideologies—those of the makers and marketers of ICTs as well as of the users of
ICTs—are taken into consideration in each component of this formulation.
Technology as Enactment of Structures
The enactment perspective of technology—the second theoretical thread in my work—is more
application-oriented than technocultural theory itself. Though I see the fundamental concepts
in technocultural theory to be entirely in line with the enactment perspective—especially since
both advocate for a practice lens of technology.
The enactment perspective is a dialog with the “technology and practice” framing of tech-
nology that I discussed previously. The main critique this holds for that body of work is that
it assumes that structures become stabilized after the development of technology, and any user
engagement with these structures of technology only happens externally. As Orlikowski points
out, “they may be less able to account eectively for the changes associated with ongoing orga-
nizational use of technologies, particularly the newer and recongurable technologies becoming
more prevalent in organizations (e.g., groupware, web)” [103]. Orlikowski and other contem-
porary scholars of practice theory propose an enacted lens of technology to address these gaps
in appropriation—by posing technology as a practice. Practice theory, the theoretical framing
behind the enactment lens, specically focuses on dynamics, relations, and enactment, thus sup-
porting and augmenting appropriation in important ways [102, 59]. With the practice lens, we
can begin to see user actions as an enactment of the structures in technology, thus, “rather than
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emphasizing the technology and how actors appropriate its embodied structures, an enacted view
emphasized human action and how it enacts emergent structures by interacting with the features
at hand” [103]. In this view, the structures in technology are not just embodied and permanent
(which they can be), they are also dynamic, subject to change with how they are enacted in prac-
tice. The practice view oers more agency to users, centering humans and their actions around
technology, in its understanding of emergent structure. User actions around technology is not a
matter of obeying a pre-determined structure (as is suggested with the above-mentioned faithful-
ness analogy in [93]), in this view, “technology becomes technology only when it is used, and this
use of technology—technology-in-practice—denes the nature and inuence of technology in
human aairs” [103]. It also oers us hope. In that, we see while user actions can sometimes be-
come reections of the values and structures originally inscribed in technology artifacts, they can
also be intentionally designed to “circumvent built-in ways of using the technology and invent
new ways [103]”, to contradict, resist, and reform the built-in structures of the same technologies.
In my work, I have found both points of view—technology structures as embodied and
enacted—helpful in explaining the grassroots use of technology. The rst lens of examining em-
bodied structures in technology let us see how grassroots use of technology often showed “repro-
duction of cultural values of the chosen ICT artifacts [5]”—thus leading to inequitable conse-
quences for more marginalized members of the community. I describe this analysis at length in
Chapter 3, while in 4, I try to reconcile with this truth with the help of the technology-as-practice
lens.
Ultimately, in this dissertation, I share what it means to intentionally design to resist the
built-in structures of ICT artifacts. To do this I follow suggestions from practice theory in in-
tentionally designing a critical technology practice. For example, practice theory challenges the
long-standing notion that “the subjective and the objective are independent and antithetical con-
cepts” enabling scholars to theorize “the dynamic constitution of dualities” [59]. In developing
a critical technology practice grounded in grassroots praxis I, therefore, needed to simultaneously
i) collect subjective experiences of movement organizers of the structures of technology, and ii)
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design interventions to actively engage members in reecting on technology’s position in the his-
tories and objective realities of Black and Brown people in the U.S. South.
With these theories in mind, I share my rst participatory action research work conducted
for this dissertation in the next chapter. In Chapter 3, I will draw from the methods and the key
theories described in this chapter as I describe my ndings and analyses from studying the local
grassroots organization of Science for the People-Atlanta.
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CHAPTER 3
THE ROLE OF SOCIAL COMPUTING TECHNOLOGIES IN GRASSROOTS
MOVEMENT BUILDING
3.1 Introduction
Lakewood, a neighborhood in the south of Atlanta, has exceptionally poor living conditions.
Residents struggle on several fronts, having an average per-household income of $18000/year and
lacking the accessibility of fresh produce—a situation commonly dened as a "food desert" [106].
Jasmine, a volunteer activist of Science for the People - Atlanta (SftP-Atlanta) who is also a res-
ident of Lakewood, brought these statistics up in one of the organization’s monthly meetings
and proposed that SftP-Atlanta should focus their research eorts within the Lakewood com-
munity. Members present in that meeting discussed the issue in further detail, and three mem-
bers of the organization signed up as volunteers interested in being involved in the community.
In the months that followed, SftP-Atlanta collaborated with the Lakewood-based organization
Georgia Citizen Coalition on Hunger over various oine and online means of collaboration and
prepared a detailed report on Lakewood’s socio-economic infrastructure. This report further
guided their needs analysis with the community, at the end of which, they decided to help build
a community-owned and run food co-operative. According to the volunteers from SftP-Atlanta,
the goal of this “Urban Garden
1
” project was “not only to make fresh produce accessible but also
to create jobs and strengthen the community as a whole.”
SftP-Atlanta, the grassroots science-activist organization I partnered with in the rst year of
my research, is focused on building a movement around a practice of science that is inclusive,
participatory, and accessible
2
. They are a group of accredited scientists, researchers, and science




As a grassroots organization, they focus on the practical needs and requirements of local commu-
nities and follow a bottom-up approach of movement building. Toward their organizational goal
of mobilizing scientic skills for the causes of people, SftP-Atlanta collaborates with individuals
and communities most impacted by social injustice, and further positions these impacted groups
as leaders in framing research questions, assigning interpretations and designing meaningful so-
lutions. Their leaderless governance structure strives to allow all members to equally engage in
collective action. Movement building for this organization has been a continuous process sup-
ported by a set of sociotechnical practices consisting of several social computing technologies,
technological knowledge, and skills of members, local norms around these technologies, etc.
Although much had been studied about the role of social computing technologies in rapid
movement organizing, there had been less work done on understanding the role of social comput-
ing platforms in building up a grassroots movement. In this phase of my research, I conducted
action research with SftP-Atlanta from its inception and studied the role of social computing
technologies in organizing a grassroots movement from the ground up.
As researchers in the domain of Computer-supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), I recog-
nize that computing technologies are inherently value-laden: values are embodied in and repro-
duced through how we design, build, and choose to use certain computing technologies [79, 107,
108]. Therefore, I see our responsibilities as twofold: we strive to build systems that not only pro-
mote instrumental values such as functional eciency, safety, reliability, and usability, but also
embody substantive social, moral, and political values that societies and people subscribe to. My
investigation of the existing sociotechnical practices of SftP-Atlanta reveals that while the social
computing technologies they chose to use served some of the instrumental purposes, they often
lacked the social, moral, and political alignment with the causes of grassroots organizing. While
technologies were chosen with an expectation of being an “ecient” solution to some practi-
cal problems, the very choice of certain social computing technologies introduced new power
relationships within the organization that were antithetical to the philosophical beliefs of the or-
ganization.
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As I noted before, with social movement organizing becoming increasingly dependent on






, etc.) that were built with com-
mercial values in mind, these conicts become a default reality of movement building. However,
these conicts come with consequences that are not just ideological but also practical: how can
a group democratically decide on issues when the decision-making tool that is supposed to facil-
itate that process disproportionately favors people who are more comfortable with technology?
In this chapter, I provide a way of understanding and working around conicts that may exist
within the sociotechnical ecosystem of grassroots social movements.
This chapter begins on the note of philosophical values that the movement of SftP-Atlanta
is founded upon. Members of SftP-Atlanta take a pedagogical approach to their activism. As a
group of scientists, researchers, science-workers with little to no background in social movement
organizing, members of this organization realized that they needed to read, contextualize, and
collectively reect on dierent philosophies of social action. They are notably inspired by the
philosophy of Brazilian educator and philosopher Paulo Freire. Following their lead, I chose the
Freirean model of participatory communication theory of social movement organizing [54, 56] to
understand their process of movement building. The Freirean model of participatory communi-
cation theory oers a clear structure that helps us unpack the iterative steps of social movement
organizing [54]. Leveraging that framework, I present an empirical account of both the perceived
strengths and weaknesses of their sociotechnical practices in supporting the organization as they
iteratively go through the three key phases of forming a collective identity, facilitating collective ac-
tion, and fostering reflexive dialog. My analysis of SftP-Atlanta’s sociotechnical practices leads us
to identify inclusivity, privacy/security, and social translucence as three essential values of grass-
roots movement building. Further, I note that there are often tensions among these values: while
they are philosophically interdependent, it can be challenging to simultaneously embody them





ers to not only keep an eye on each value individually but also understand how they interact or
move in relation to one another. This chapter particularly contributes a way for activists to make
sense of the philosophical conicts that may arise in their day-to-day organizing practices. It also
provides social computing researchers an understanding of how grassroots social movements en-
counter such conicts in their everyday activities.
3.2 Empirical Setting: Science for the People, Atlanta
3.2.1 Science for the People
Science for the People (SftP) is a U.S.-based organization dedicated to building a social movement




• Growing an international organization of STEM workers, educators, and activists who
work to serve the people—especially in poor, oppressed, and marginalized communities.
• Contributing to social, economic, and environmental justice internationally.
• Seeking new and radical solutions for problems of energy, environment, agriculture, public
health, and workplace safety.
• Establishing platforms of communication and educational tools for STEM workers, edu-
cators, and activists to develop research, strategies, and tactics to achieve these goals.
There are seven local chapters aliated with the organization. The local chapters of Science for
the People embody the core principles and strive to fulll the strategic vision of the organization.
They are encouraged by the national body to use their own autonomy and ingenuity as they
develop and apply bottom-up, grassroots strategies to address local issues. From the year 2016
to 2017, in my research, I partnered with the Atlanta chapter of the Science for the People, to
6https://scienceforthepeople.org
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simultaneously engage in the organization and study their use of social computing technologies
in organizing a local movement around science-activism.
3.2.2 Science for the People-Atlanta
Rachel had never been a part of any activist organization, but like many others, she identied the
2016 US presidential election as a moment of political crisis. She attended the Women’s March
in Atlanta in January 2017
7
, and kept wishing that she could do more than just attend protest
marches. She wished she could use her skills and experience as a public health worker toward
helping people who would need it the most in a time of crisis. And so, when her friend Sam invited
her to a potluck dinner he hosted to plan and discuss the possibility of initiating a movement
around science activism, she was immediately interested. Later, at that dinner, she realized she
was not the only person in the room who felt the urgency of coming together for the causes of
social justice. As she shared her reason for choosing to be a part of the movement, she said,
“These are difficult times, and I feel miserable and powerless. But I also see this as a
time of collective spiritual growth.”
That potluck dinner was the birth of the movement of Science for the People-Atlanta, the grass-
roots science-activist organization I discuss in this chapter. I was present at that rst ocial gath-
ering of SftP-Atlanta and stayed involved as an active member of the organization through the
time of this research, witnessing the birth and formation of a grassroots social movement orga-
nization. As I discuss the story of SftP-Atlanta throughout the rest of the chapter, the demo-
graphic information of the members I interviewed is described in the table below. To preserve
the anonymity of the participants, the names I will be using in this paper are all ctional.
Among the ten members I interviewed, Rachel, Emma, Sam, Natalie, Alex, Chris, and Steven
were part of the core member group that formed in January. Emily reported having found out
about the organization from their website. Shortly after she signed up to become a member, she
was invited to the organization’s subsequent face-to-face meeting. Sam and Jasmine connected at
7https://atlantamarch.com
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Table 3.1: List of participants in my interview study with Science for the People-Atlanta
Participants Age & Gender Ethnicity & Nationality Occupation
Rachel 33, Female Caucasian; US Public Health Analyst
Emma 25, Female Caucasian; US High School Science Teacher
Sam 35, Male Caucasian; Italy Researcher in Neuroscience
Natalie 30, Female Caucasian; Spain Researcher in Data Science
Alex 30, Male Caucasian; US Researcher in Cybersecurity
Chris 28, Male Caucasian; US Student and IT Consultant
Steven 66, Male Caucasian; US Environmental Justice Worker
Emily 37, Female Caucasian; US Assistant Professor in Microbiology
Jasmine 27, Female African-American; US Student
Becky 26, Male African-American; US Software Engineer
an activist event, and she came on board as a member in May 2017. Becky, an experienced activist
and community organizer with ties to several grassroots organizations in Atlanta, was recruited
through Emma’s personal network.
3.2.3 Advocacy of SftP-Atlanta
SftP-Atlanta is built on a local community of scientists, researchers, and science enthusiasts. Like
Rachel, they all came together with the shared belief that “scientic reasoning could be an ex-
tremely powerful tool to resist injustice
8
.” They also identied that activating scientic discourse
among the public would not happen without a re-imagination of the practice of science for the
causes of social justice. Following the core values of SftP, the local chapter in Atlanta built their
identity around a practice of science-activism that is inclusive, participatory, and accessible. Their
plan of collective action toward this goal includes both short term and long-term advocacy work
(as shown in 3.1 below).
Their short-term collective action includes both taking part in activist events happening in
and around Atlanta as well as organizing public-facing events to advocate for their cause of science-
activism. For instance, as a part of their short-term advocacy, they organized a lm screening of a
documentary on climate change. They also collaborated with two other grassroots environmen-
8http://atlanta.scienceforthepeople.org
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Figure 3.1: Collective action in SftP-Atlanta
tal justice organizations to co-organize a panel discussion at a local university on environmental
racism. Their long-term collective action is a step by step process that was informed by methods
of community-centered research. It includes: making a connection with a local community orga-
nization; establishing a partnership between the organization and SftP-Atlanta; and positioning
the partner organization as leaders in shaping research questions, framing interpretations, and
designing meaningful research action and outcomes. It is important to note that as a group com-
ing into the local communities, SftP-Atlanta is not looking to take over their struggle [109], but
instead provide further resources to the community to better enable them to engage in their own
praxis. For instance, in one such partnership, SftP-Atlanta is collaborating with an environmen-
tal justice organization called ECO-Action, helping them create a web platform to communicate
their research. In this partnership, SftP-Atlanta members trained in web development, data sci-
ence, and science communication came together to collectively contribute to the shared cause
of SftP-Atlanta and the partner organization. The shared cause, in this case, is to make scien-
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tic research around environmental injustice accessible to ordinary people, and especially to the
communities that are most aected by those injustices.
In another partnership, the organization is collaborating with two local grassroots organiza-
tions called Project South and Georgia Collation for Hunger and working to set up a food coop-
erative in Lakewood, a local neighborhood that is known to be a “food desert” in Atlanta. For
that project, three members of SftP-Atlanta are collaborating with members from two dierent
organizations that already have experience working in that neighborhood.
Social movement research has evaluated results of movement organizing with a focus on two
main questions: the eects of the movement (a) on its members and (b) on the general social situ-
ation [110]. Keeping those markers of evaluation in mind, I observed that SftP-Atlanta, through
the time (eleven months) I partnered with them, have recruited about twenty more members,
established three community partnerships, and grew and sustained a community of scientist-
activists contributing to the social justice initiatives in and around Atlanta.
While face-to-face meetings played a crucial role in establishing the collective identity of SftP-
Atlanta, the internal organizing that led to the outcomes of this organization was supported by a
collection of social computing tools. Their use of online tools and technologies resembles the way
volunteer-run organizations make use of online tools to conduct meaningful collaborations [89].
That said, they also appropriated certain tools in unique and innovative ways for their purpose
of movement organizing which makes SftP-Atlanta an interesting case to study.
3.3 Participation, Data Collection & Analysis
I joined SftP-Atlanta as a volunteer activist for the organization, learning about the organization
through Facebook. Upon establishing a connection with one of the existing members, I was then
invited to the rst face-to-face meeting (the previously mentioned potluck dinner) with the core
members of the organization.
SftP-Atlanta particularly needed help with the development of its web platform. I had some
experience with web building and oered to develop the website for the organization. In the
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rst phase of my action research, I facilitated several participatory design workdays with other
members of the organization and subsequently developed the web-platform of SftP-Atlanta with
the community. I also maintained and iterated on the design of the website throughout the course
of my membership in the organization.
Figure 3.2: Website of SftP-Atlanta
I stayed involved in the organization both as an action researcher and a volunteer activist.
During the course of this study, I participated in several organizational activities including around
thirty face-to-face meetings. I facilitated around ten of those face-to-face meetings, attended all
of their direct-action initiatives (lm screenings, seminars, protest marches), and actively con-
tributed her research skills in SftP-Atlanta’s collaboration with Eco-Action. Moreover, I became
an admin of SftP-Atlanta’s Slack channel and Facebook group and used those platforms to com-
municate with the rest of the community daily. I also took extensive eld notes throughout the
course of her participation in the organization.
While the eld notes from my participation in the organization worked as an important re-
source, I also performed semi-structured interviews with ten active members of SftP-Atlanta who
were also the users of the tools used by the organization. The participants of our interview study
were all active in SftP-Atlanta with various degrees of involvement with organizational activities.
They represent a spectrum of identities: some of our participants reported to have strong activist
backgrounds, while some identied more as community organizers. We had three participants
who were participating in social actions for the rst time with SftP-Atlanta. They subscribed to
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the organization as a reaction to the 2016 presidential election of the United States
9
.
My main method of recruitment for the interviews was my relationships in the organization.
The participants consisted of ve females and ve males, between the ages of twenty-ve to sixty-
four. The semi-structured interviews contained questions regarding the following topics: mo-
tivation for joining SftP-Atlanta, individual roles in the organization, tool use, organizational
workows, etc. My goal was at this stage was to gain a better understanding of how SftP-Atlanta
members interact with tools, workows, and each other in the organization.
After transcribing the interviews, I qualitatively analyzed the interview data and eld notes
using inductive and deductive approaches. I open-coded the interviews and conducted a thematic
analysis based on the theoretical framework and emergent themes grounded in the interview data.
I also identied the themes based on interest to the CSCW and CHI community.
3.4 The Sociotechnical Experiences of Building a Grassroots Social Movement
Grassroots movements have spontaneous growth; however, the interviews I conducted with SftP-
Atlanta members suggest that such organizing requires intense planning and collaboration among
all members. In SftP-Atlanta this collaborative process is supported by a combination of social
and technological networks. Toward answering the research question of understanding the role
of social computing technologies in grassroots movement building, rst, I will describe the so-
ciotechnical ecosystem that supports the movement of SftP-Atlanta. With this description, I
mean to build a narrative on how the sociotechnical practices were constructed in the rst place:
the choices and decisions around the tools, who chose the tools, and what drove them to make
the choices they made. Next, I will analyze the role of this ecosystem in the process of their
movement-building in the light of Paulo Freire’s model of participatory communication theory
[54]. My analysis of SftP-Atlanta’s sociotechnical practices is informed by both my participa-
tion in the organization, and the interview study I conducted with the members of the organiza-
tion. My analysis reveals both strengths and weaknesses of the ecosystem in supporting grassroots
9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_United_States_presidential_election
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movement building. Finally, my analysis of each step leads us to identify three core values that
can guide the future design of sociotechnical systems aiming to support grassroots movement
building.
3.4.1 A Description of the Sociotechnical Ecosystem of SftP-Atlanta
SftP-Atlanta’s sociotechnical ecosystem is not monolithic, it is a combination of several online
platforms (Google Tools, Slack, Facebook, the web platform), bi-weekly meetings, volunteer ac-
tivists, and local rules. These elements, in turn, shaped their practices of movement building.
Sociotechnical system studies dene the human organization as an integration of two heteroge-
neous but mutually supportive systems: a social system in which members form relationships
through activities and a technical system that they use to perform a series of tasks related to spe-
cic goals. These two systems are interdependent, and greater coordination between the two
leads to higher productivity in the organization [111]. Grassroots social movements, too, consist
of social and technical systems: a social system made of volunteer activists collaboratively working
toward their collective mission, and technical systems that foster collaboration in the social sys-
tem. Together, this ecosystem shapes the sociotechnical practices of grassroots movement build-
ing. Optimized integration between these two systems leads to more eective practices which will
then lead to more participation from the members.
The social system of SftP-Atlanta evolved with time. As I mentioned before, the potluck
dinner in January 2017 marks the ocial inception of the organization. In the rst potluck dinner
organized by three core members, all participants were handed a questionnaire with six questions:
“What’s your educational and occupational background?
How did you hear about SftP?
What interests you about the organization?
What’s your experience in organizing?
Are you a part of any labor, environmental, or other activist organizations?
Do you know other people who would be interested in getting involved with organizing
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SftP?”
A core group of ten members was formed after that meeting. They met weekly for the next
two months to frame a collective identity and a vision for the organization. These members were
also simultaneously leveraging their social ties to recruit more people in the organization. In the
rst two months, the core group members of SftP-Atlanta engaged in readings on themes includ-
ing but not limited to grassroots politics, participatory democracy [35], pedagogy of social action
[54], feminist epistemologies [109], and so on. The group would also engage in analyses of the
local political landscape of Atlanta. This led to the creation of their core principles by the end of
January
The core group members also chose the technical system of SftP-Atlanta. These tools were
chosen over the course of the rst three months since their rst meeting in January 2017. In
that potluck dinner, participants also discussed the technologies they could use to continue the
work of building up the movement. While several participants expressed their concerns with
using commercial platforms like Google and Facebook, they were also quick to identify that at
the initial stage of building and sustaining a movement they should prioritize usability over the
politics of the platforms. At the end of the potluck dinner, the core members decided to create a
Google account, a drive folder
10
from that account, and nally a document in the drive to collect
and synthesize the skillsets of the members. We elaborate on the role of Google Drive in framing
a collective identity in the coming sections of this paper.
While Google Drive worked as a repository for organizational data, the web platform of SftP-
Atlanta along with the Facebook account were created to establish the organization’s identity to
the broader public. Using Facebook was another decision where the members felt conicted, but
also recognized that a social media presence was necessary to establish a strong public presence.
Emma (a participant in this study) set up the Facebook page of the organization. Although the
admin privileges were shared among a few of the core members, Emma took up the primary
responsibility of managing the page.
10https://www.google.com/drive/
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As the technical and social systems started to grow, members started to realize a need for more
eective asynchronous coordination between the social and technical systems. During a face-to-
face meeting in February 2017, Alex (a participant in this study) shared the idea of creating a
Slack channel for the group. Slack is a proprietary team collaboration tool. Alex had already been
using Slack for work and had found it to be eective for asynchronous communication. In his
interview with us, Alex reected that as a hacker he was an avid user of Internet Relay Chat (IRC)
platforms, and he saw Slack as a more user-friendly version of IRCs.
“I like Slack a lot. It is nice because using IRC has a bit of a learning curve, and it
was just kind of like a beardy hacker kind of thing, and Slack is made that style of
communication a lot more accessible” –Alex
When Alex shared his idea to a meeting with eleven participants, four of them said they had a
similarly positive experience with it, two of them shared that they have Slack accounts but are not
actively using the tool, ve of them had no prior experience with the tool. Some of the members
also suggested that the group should look for open source alternatives that are customizable, as
an activist group like theirs might have needs that a commercial team collaboration tool might
not accommodate. While Sam, Alex, and Natalie took up the task of doing more research on
open source alternatives, the group decided that they would create and use a Slack channel until
an alternative was found. The members with prior experience with Slack oered to help others
with less or no experience with the tool. Here it is important to note that later when open-source
alternatives were found, members (primarily the ones who had to learn Slack for this organiza-
tion) showed very little enthusiasm to learn yet another tool. When asked how she felt about the
proposed transition to a new tool, one of our participant shared,
“Slack was hard enough for me. I am not on these platforms like others, I am not a
techie, I don’t think I can manage yet another tool.” –Rachel
This reluctance (shown by some members) to accept “yet another” tool to the technical sys-
tem of the organization inspired the group to look for technological aordances within the Slack
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universe instead of adding a new tool to the ecosystem. Their choice of the to-do bot of Slack
is an example of such a usability-driven choice. Three months into organizing their movement,
SftP-Atlanta started to work on concrete projects. The group started to realize that they needed a
task-management tool to increase accountability in their social system. Addressing this concern,
Sam suggested the to-do bot of Slack as a way of managing and distributing tasks to members.
The to-do bot is a project management application integrated with Slack. The group was quick
to adapt to a choice that was merely an extension of a technical system (Slack) that they were
already using.
The technical system of SftP-Atlanta was established in the rst three to four months of
movement building, while the social system continued to evolve as the organization continued
to grow both in terms of membership and projects they were involved in. To the newer members
who joined after the rst four months, the technical system was presented as a given fact about
the organizational ecosystem. However, the social roles associated with the tools were transferred
to newer members. For instance, Jasmine joined SftP-Atlanta in March 2017, and after joining a
few of their face-to-face meetings she showed interest in helping with the Facebook account. She
was promptly made an admin of the Facebook page by Emma.
Not all transitions were as seamless as it was with Jasmine’s role as the Facebook admin. SftP-
Atlanta’s social system was built upon the foundations of grassroots democracy. The technical
systems that SftP-Atlanta chose to use were, as was pointed out by the core members themselves,
all commercial platforms with values often in conict with grassroots politics. As a result, the
social and technical systems of SftP-Atlanta were not always integrated most optimally. The
sociotechnical practices of SftP-Atlanta, in turn, were not always successful in supporting the
grassroots process of movement building.
To better understand this conict between the social and the technical systems of the orga-
nization, I needed to examine SftP-Atlanta’s sociotechnical practices in the light of their own
politics. In the following sections, I will analyze both the strengths and the weaknesses of these
sociotechnical practices in supporting the iterative steps of grassroots movement building.
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3.4.2 Examining the Sociotechnical Practices of Grassroots Movement Building
SftP-Atlanta is founded upon the values embedded in grassroots organizing. They are dedicated
to building a movement around science activism from the ground up with a goal of producing
local impact. Toward their goal of establishing a solid political foundation, they organized sev-
eral reading groups. From my eld observations and the interviews with the ten members of
SftP-Atlanta, I observed three primary goals that guided them through their process of internal
organizing: building their organizational capacity and expanding their relational networks, mo-
bilizing their members toward collective action, and fostering meaningful engagement among
the members.
Several organizational activities were planned and executed to collectively accomplish these
goals. As I was studying and experiencing these activities as part of the organization, I wanted to
make sense of these goals and activities in the light of a philosophy that SftP-Atlanta subscribes
to. For that purpose, I will now turn to the Freirean model of participatory communication
theory. My observations of their goals and activities reveal that SftP-Atlanta followed the three
iterative steps of grassroots movement building that the theory of participatory communication
also suggests: building a collective identity, facilitating collective action, and fostering reflexive di-
alog. I further analyze the sociotechnical ecosystem as a means for operationalizing this process
of movement building. My analysis of the ecosystem indicates both strengths and weaknesses of
the sociotechnical practices in supporting the unique qualities of bottom-up movement build-
ing. I further analyze their strengths and weaknesses and identify values that emerge from their
practices of movement building.
Building a Collective Identity
All the core members we interviewed identied the potluck dinner gathering of January 2017, as
the birth of the movement of SftP-Atlanta. As one of the members noted in that meeting,
“To plan our actions in and around Atlanta, we have to first realize who we are as a
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community.” –Rachel
From that informal gathering to a grassroots science-activist organization, an essential part of
SftP-Atlanta’s journey was to collectively explore and establish their identity as an organization,
that is, who they were as a community. Reecting on the organizational goal one of our partici-
pant noted,
“I see the goal of our organization is to push for a type of scientific inquiry the ultimate
goal of which is to make the world better for all people” –Emma
Although there was a shared cause that initiated the process of organizing for SftP-Atlanta, con-
structing the goals and the guiding principles that framed the collective identity of the organiza-
tion required more nuanced interventions. As a rst step toward forming an identity, the theory
of participatory communication stresses the importance of careful analysis of the social and po-
litical context in which a movement is being organized. This implies a critical understanding of
the broader structural issues that might be inuencing the cause of the movement, the power
relationships that shape the cause, and a collective consensus on how the movement should be
addressing the issues it is dealing with. Members reected on how the sociotechnical ecosystem
of the organization played a crucial role in this phase of movement building.
Figure 3.3: Goals and activities toward collective identity
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Perceived Strengths of Current Practices for Building a Collective Identity Since there was
no hierarchical structure leading the movement, the collective identity of SftP-Atlanta
was formed through several collaborative work sessions (both oine and online) among
the core members of the organization. The focus of those collaborations was to decon-
struct the “ultimate goal” into two concrete actions: recording and analyzing the scientic
skills and political interests of each member and developing a set of guiding principles that
would direct their organizational activities.
For the rst task, all core members were asked to communicate their research and politi-
cal background in three to four sentences on a shared document in SftP-Atlanta’s Google
Drive. Two of the members with expertise in community organizing then volunteered to
synthesize the document and further draft a few guiding principles where the individual
voices of the members were chronicled. The google document containing the guiding prin-
ciples was then iterated in the network of the core members to reach a consensus on those
principles. The result of this internal analysis was a more rened framing of the movement
of SftP-Atlanta. As one of the participants explained, it also identied new requirements
in the organizational agenda,
“We realized that it’s important for Science for the People to be a resource to the
people. But to serve the people as resources, we need to know what questions they
have or what’s going on in the communities that need to be answered. That doc-
ument was our way of collectively exploring the question: do we have the resources
to help in answering those questions people might have for us?” –Emma
Once there was a shared understanding of the organizational identity among the core mem-
bers, the next priority for SftP-Atlanta was to establish connections with local communi-
ties to work with and to grow its organizational capacity by recruiting new members. The
collective identity of the organization, as crafted through democratic collaboration, further
inuenced the framing of the organization’s advocacy strategies as well as the recruitment
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policies. For SftP-Atlanta, the purpose of advocacy was twofold: (a) to nd and recruit
potential members, (b) to build a network of allies who would be willing to partner with
the organization. Social media, and particularly Facebook, was the tool the organization
used for this purpose. Although some of the members were initially wary of Facebook’s
policies and were personally absent from the platform, the group collectively voted on hav-
ing a social media presence. One of the participants who volunteered to manage the social
media presence of the organization explained,
“I see the use of Facebook in getting the word out. Reposting, retweeting, making
sure the subjects of concern are present in the communication sphere. We could
reach the big audience that we could not have reached by any other means before.”
–Jasmine
Participants also noted that having a presence in the landscape of social media, because of
its broad reach, made the members feel less alone. The virtual support system (a network of
allies) played a vital role in situating the work of the organization in the broader grassroots
network.
“I can see how it makes us feel less isolated as we do the work, because social justice
work can be very exhausting, and people get burnt out.” –Jasmine
While the Facebook page of SftP-Atlanta served the purpose of raising general awareness
about the issues the organization’s identity is tied to, the public page was rarely used to
directly recruit members from the Facebook world. Recruitment in a social movement or-
ganization requires a more nuanced approach than what the Facebook page could aord.
The members soon realized a need for a dierent tool for this process, which led me to co-
create a sign-up feature on their web platform. Recruitment in SftP-Atlanta is a two-way
process: while some members reported initiating a connection with the organization via
their web platform and were later recruited by an existing member, the core members I in-
terviewed also reported having approached potential members through various networks.
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Participants found the sign-up feature on the web platform to be more useful in the rst
scenario. The second scenario required more human intervention. An active recruiter in
the organization reported its strategy,
“Sometimes I just point them to our website, or I give them my email address or my
phone number when they seem to be interested. When you talk to people you sense
it, how much they are interested. Then depending on that, I either give them my
contact if it’s a really strong interest that I see. If it’s not that strong, I just point
them to our webpage so that they can explore and decide for themselves.” –Sam
Participants further reected on how recruiting individuals and advocating for a cause one
is personally and politically invested in, can be an emotional exercise.
“If you expose yourself too much to people who are sort of, you know, not so invested
in the idea...and they don’t follow up, it sometimes consumes you. You invest and
there is nothing coming back, which is where you must be patient. Because you
can never avoid that." –Sam “Science for the People is always at the front of my
mind. I’m always thinking about it. Even if I’m not messaging in the Slack group
or something I’m talking to my coworkers, I’m talking to my bosses, I’m talking
to this person that I met at a coee shop in Detroit about it. It’s at the forefront of
my mind all the time because I think it’s so important that it exists.” –Emma
Although both agreed that the emotional component of advocacy is irreplaceable, they
also noted that the web platform helped in streamlining this process of recruitment. One
of the recruiters of the organization personally (over email) reached out to everyone who
would sign up as a volunteer activist through that feature on the website. The objective of
this step was to establish a stronger connection with potential members and depending on
the conversation they would get invited to the monthly meetings or the Slack channel.
Recruitment in SftP-Atlanta was not only about acquiring new volunteers; the organiza-
tion was also focused on building partnerships with other community organizations. They
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intended to make this process of partnership formation a two-way process like that of the
member recruitment, which led the organization to include a sign-up feature on their web
platform for community partners as well. However, members reected on how complex
this process of network formation is. SftP-Atlanta established three community partner-
ships in the course of my work with them, and in each of these three cases, participants
reported following strategies that were more human-driven than tool-driven. As one of
the participants elaborated, in three of these partnerships, one or more members of SftP-
Atlanta would attend meetings of the organization, and similarly, the other organization
would also have representatives in the monthly meetings of SftP-Atlanta. It is through this
process of relationship building that mutual trust is formed and that leads to a stronger
partnership between two organizations.
“So far, it’s been by two or more individuals from each organization bonding,
and then you show up at their events, they show up at your events. Everybody
gets a feeling of how the organization functions. I think that’s very important for
the type of organization that we are. Which is to say, a grassroots organization.
You want to know how the other organization works in its core, the surface is not
enough, because you need to share core values to collaborate.” –Sam
Perceived Weaknesses of Current Practices for Building a Collective Identity While the ex-
isting sociotechnical practices functionally supported the organization in their phase of
identity formation, the choice of this ecosystem came with its limitations. In my obser-
vations of the face-to-face meetings of the organization, I realized that dierent members
of the organization, depending on their level of familiarity with the tools (or with technol-
ogy in general), interacted with the tools in dierent ways. While dierences in experiences
while interacting with the same tool is not unexpected in a diverse community, it can some-
times end up having consequences. As one member reected on his introduction to the
Slack channel,
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“I felt a little lost in the conversations in the beginning. If you’re just jumping into
it, you don’t know what’s happening and you don’t know all the conversations, you
don’t even know how to use the tools, there is a lot to it. I really wish there was like
some sort of introduction or something of some kind, an on-boarding experience
or something, either by the organization or the tool.” –Becky
It is crucial for a grassroots movement organization running strictly on a volunteer capac-
ity with no practiced hierarchy to be able to successfully tie new members into the exist-
ing web of volunteers and provide them with a sense of community. One of my research
participants was also concerned about how this barrier to entry in the organization’s so-
ciotechnical environment might accidentally result in the loss of representative voices.
“I think that it ends up favoring people who are already using Slack for their jobs
so they’re on it all day versus people who only use Slack for Science for the People.
They end up not necessarily participating in the conversations as much or being
represented in the conversation as much.” –Emma
Drawing on the participatory communication theory of movement building and its em-
phasis on the importance of democratic participation, I argue that it is a responsibility for
both the designers of the systems and the facilitators of those environments to ensure that
technologically disadvantaged voices also get represented. Furthermore, reecting on the
way SftP-Atlanta’s sociotechnical ecosystem formed, it can be seen that these technologies
were chosen by only a few of the core members, and were expected to be used by all who
become members of the organization. This expectation assumes a certain level of technical
competence that might not always be the case for everyone interested in the organization.
My analysis of the perceived strengths and the weaknesses of the sociotechnical practices of
SftP-Atlanta in this phase of collective identity indicates a conict between the social and
technical systems at work. While on one hand, the organization wanted to stay true to the
democratic values of grassroots organizing, on the other hand, it often struggled to mean-
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ingfully include all members in the sociotechnical ecosystem for it to be a fair and equitable
democracy. Reecting on this conicted relationship between the social and technical sys-
tems, I identify a key value of grassroots movement building as: inclusivity.
Moving toward Collective Action
The identity of an organization is also tied to the actions it participates in. Freire suggests that
collective action in social movement organizations be informed by the shared understanding of
the organization’s identity. According to Freire, “the interrelation of the awareness of aim and
of process is the basis for planning action, which implies methods, objectives, and value options”
[54]. Building o of Freire’s ideology of praxis, participatory communication theory suggests
collective action as the second step of movement building. While the sociotechnical practices in
place helped in mobilizing the members toward direct action, our participants also reported how
their values were often in conict with their own technological infrastructure.
Figure 3.4: Goals and activities toward collective identity
Perceived Strengths of Current Practices for Supporting Collective Action For SftP-Atlanta,
the two key activities that facilitated collective action were democratic decision making and
proper task management. Collaborative decision-making is essential in democratic envi-
ronments. Whether it was about taking part in a campaign or starting a new project, for
the rst few months since inception, any crucial decision that would require participation
from the members of the organization was always decided collaboratively by making use
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of both online (Slack) and oine (face-to-face monthly meetings) communication infras-
tructure. Interestingly, the strategies they used on Slack were a virtual equivalent of their
oine strategy for decision making at this stage. The facilitator of the decision-making
process would post the issue and ask for votes using three dierent emoji: thumbs up if
one agreed, thumbs down if one disagreed, and a neutral face if one was agnostic about
the issue. Additionally, the post would urge members to add the reasoning behind their
votes as a comment on the post thread. One of our participants who identied as more of
a community organizer in the organization explained how Slack was useful for her work
within the organization,
“I can see how decisions are being made, who was making those decisions, who was
being the initiator or the campaigner role, or whatever. I think it’s useful to have
all that stu visually displayed and it’s easy for me in my mind since so much
of organizing is just understanding the social landscape that the organization is
operating in. I think that ends up being extremely helpful.” – Emma
Social movement theory stresses the importance of having regular internal meetings in
grassroots movement organizing, as it helps create safe spaces for the members of the or-
ganization. Members of SftP-Atlanta realized the signicance of a safe space for complex
decision-making processes to take place. As one member reected,
“We need to create a space where every member feels as comfortable while dis-
agreeing with a decision as they feel while agreeing with it.” –Emily
While monthly meetings did help foster that trust, the channel on Slack which had a pres-
ence of all forty members accelerated the development of trust. Appropriating the aor-
dances of the existing Slack channel to democratic decision making was also to foster this
sense of comfort and safety in the process.
Deciding on an action was usually followed by decomposing the idea of action into tan-
gible tasks that members can then volunteer to take up. Grassroots movements run by
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volunteer activists require a robust infrastructure for task distribution and management.
In the case of SftP-Atlanta, this was also mediated through a sociotechnical system that
revolved around the to-do bot plugin on Slack. The job responsibilities in the organiza-
tion were distributed in two ways: either individuals took up tasks during the monthly
meetings, or the two members who identied themselves as community organizers would
approach certain members with tasks. The second method needed community organizers
to be aware of the skills and interests of every member. After that initial exchange of task
details, which happened either face-to-face or over chat on Slack, the tasks were then for-
mally assigned to the members with the help of the to-do plugin on Slack. SftP-Atlanta
operated in a strictly non-hierarchical manner, and so at the core of their internal process
is even distribution of labor among the volunteers. In practice, this was done by switching
roles often. Our participants found the process of organizing tasks and setting up deadlines
for the deliverable to be useful in keeping them motivated.
“I checked o my little ‘completed’ for my to-do bot the other day. On the day it
was due. I was so proud. Social movement organizing can sometimes get stuck
at discourses around nebulous ideas and you can feel lost in ideas sometimes, but
checking o an actual task has been an emotionally satisfying experience. It also
reminds me that I am playing a part in the big action” –Emily
Perceived Weaknesses of Current Practices for Supporting Collective Action Participants
of my research reported varying levels of trust in the systems they were using. The deni-
tion of trust, however, was dierent for dierent individuals. One of our participants re-
ported, the closed source, “secretive” nature of the applications they were using made him
question the tools frequently,
“I am almost always very, very aware of what I am sharing there. We don’t
have any activities that could be perceived as subversive. There is no counter-power
action. The thing is we are innocuous. Which is good. But, yeah, you never know.
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We don’t have any control whatsoever over these tools. We don’t even clearly know
how these things work. They don’t tell you how secure Slack communication is. But
I encrypt my emails.” –Sam
Another participant reported concerns about the privacy policies of Facebook events, and
how that impacts the privacy of both the organization and the individuals associated with
it. More specically, he was worried that his attendance at a Facebook event (if the event
was public) was by default public to his friends on Facebook. He shared that as an activist
and a social justice worker he might be interested in participating in an event that he would
not want to make everyone aware of.
“What worries me most is when you create a Facebook event, it is public by default.
And if you don’t know better, most of the time it’s public, and when it’s public,
and the fact I’m going to it, is being broadcasted to everyone I am friends with
on Facebook. Sometimes, the information even travels outside of Facebook. I’ve
had events that I went to that I was like, “oh maybe I don’t want everyone on the
internet knowing I’m going to this.” –Becky
Although almost all participants had a critical stance toward some of the politics (or some-
times the lack of a careful political stance) inherent in the systems in use, they also reected
on how they collectively chose to still be present in those communication spheres because
of the power and reach those systems have already achieved. For instance, Becky also ad-
mitted that Facebook event was one of the most popular ways of organizing an activist
event because it could easily draw the attention of many people who were already on the
platform.
“If you want to work with the people, you cannot not be on Facebook. Because that’s
where the people are.” –Jasmine
Jasmine further reected on how the organization was leveraging the knowledge and the
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expertise of the cybersecurity researchers present in the group to educate each other about
the issues of privacy and security in political organizing. Sam, one of the lead organizers in
the movement, oered more context to this initiative,
“What I think is a useful thing that we do in our organization, is educating each
other on these issues of security and on alternative tools that we can use on an
individual level. And we have experts in our team on cybersecurity! Looking
at the current state of aairs and the work that we do, I really don’t think the
paranoia is immediately necessary. But things might change. And if it does we
have the possibilities in our reach, it will not be too much of a trouble to adapt the
new tools I feel.” –Sam
Another participant who self-identied as a “non-expert” of technology, reected on how
these conversations have inuenced her interactions with the tools she had been using as a
part of the group as well as in her personal life,
“I can see in the SftP group, being with people that are much more adept at tech-
nology, I started to feel that there’s going to be such a huge divide. And the people
who really understand this technology are going to be so powerful and the rest of
us are just going to be like, “what do we do?” Because there is so much power in
technology and all these tools and it’s so hard, unless you’re in that industry, to
keep up with the speed at which it’s changing.” –Rachel
Almost all the systems participants reected on were not developed with a special inten-
tion to support social justice organizing. However, going back to the central tenet of our
theoretical framework—the notion of democratic participation—it is only viable when
the members of the sociotechnical ecosystem trust the platforms that are meant to enable
democracy. Furthermore, the ndings suggest that people might have dierent levels of
comfort with technologies in use—knowledge and/or accessibility, in relation to technol-
ogy, also plays a role in making people feel more or less secure in a platform. For instance,
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Rachel’s reection on the more “technical” internal discussions on privacy/security prac-
tices within the organization indicates that while she gained theoretical knowledge of the
privacy practices of these systems in use, she felt a little lost realizing that without adequate
skills she was at more risk in such technological platforms.
Previous social computing researchers have investigated the relationship between trust and
privacy/security of systems [112, 70]. From my investigation in SftP-Atlanta’s sociotechni-
cal ecosystem, I realize that the issues of security, privacy, trust, knowledge, and accessi-
bility were all the more signicant because of their purpose of movement organizing. I
argue that for there to be successful collective action through democratic participation,
members need to feel secure enough to participate in the platforms used by a grassroots
organization—privacy/security is a key value that sociotechnical practices of grassroots
movement building can embody in order to eectively support meaningful collective ac-
tion. Furthermore, for grassroots social movement organizations that may host people
with varying levels of competence in technology, sociotechnical practices around privacy/security
would mean both choosing tools that functionally support their need for a trustworthy
platform as well as investing time in collectively developing knowledge and skill of privacy
practices.
Constructing an Infrastructure for Reflexive Dialog
The third and the iterative step in grassroots movement organizing is building and sustaining an
infrastructure that supports reexive dialog in the organization. The concept of reexive dialog
in participatory communication theory emerges from Freire’s dialogical pedagogy. For Freire,
liberating pedagogy speaks of the fundamental need of a person to inquire and question existing
structures [54, 33]. In the case of SftP-Atlanta, constructing an ecosystem where free transactions
of ideas and inquires can take place was a crucial step toward fostering democratic participation.
Perceived Strengths of Current Practices for fostering Reexive Dialog For SftP-Atlanta,
the nature of reexive dialog within the organization changed over time. As a newly formed
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Figure 3.5: Goals and activities toward collective identity
organization still in the phase of deciding on their collective identity, for the rst few months
since January 2017, members would collectively reect on what it meant to build a grass-
roots movement around science activism. As scientists, researchers, and science workers
involved in dierent local institutions, SftP-Atlanta members engaged in a critical evalua-
tion of the traditional modes of scientic inquiry. For instance, making science useful for
the political causes of social justice is often perceived as an antithesis to the value-neutral
position of traditional modes of knowledge production [113]. Given their academic back-
ground and training in traditional scientic inquiries, SftP-Atlanta dedicated many face-
to-face meetings in the rst few months in critically reecting on what their role should be
as “scientists” in local communities. My eld notes from my participation in these meet-
ings suggest that the outcomes from these reexive practices ranged from pedagogical (i.e.
more awareness in members on how to develop a more community-centered practice of
scientic inquiry) to instrumental (i.e. a set of guiding principles that were later published
in SftP-Atlanta’s web platform).
While these conversations continued within the organization more informally, as the or-
ganization took shape, the monthly face-to-face meetings became more systematic. Typ-
ically, a monthly meeting would have introductions of new members (if there were any),
followed by discussions of updates from various projects, and careful reections on exist-
ing practices and strategies in place. The transition to a more systematic design of monthly
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meetings was a conscious decision made by the organization after realizing that members
from less-advantaged backgrounds working multiple jobs could not always aord the lux-
ury of semi-structured conversational meetings [35]. At this stage, they prioritized the need
of keeping all members updated with the progress of dierent projects and creating ways
of holding each other accountable for the practical tasks they were responsible for.
For instance, in one such face-to-face meeting in April 2017, members involved in the Lake-
wood project reported back to the entire group on their latest development on a potential
funding source for the community garden. The group discussed the potential benets and
drawbacks of writing a grant application for that particular funding source. The members
involved also shared concerns regarding their lack of experience in writing grant proposals
for an agricultural initiative. As a response to that concern, Emily, who was not involved
in the project before but had grant writing experience from her professional background,
oered to help with the grant writing process if required.
While the monthly face-to-face meetings became more about reporting back from dierent
projects, SftP-Atlanta turned to Slack to discuss readings on science and politics, and their
movement strategies informed by their interpretations of these readings. Members of SftP-
Atlanta considered Slack to be an eective platform that met their need for a medium for
asynchronous communication.
“What Slack does is that it creates a virtual space where we meet, where we all
are present. I believe that every single act of communication even if it’s just a
thumb up or something, it counts. If I’m a new person, and I post something there
and I post it into the void, an empty chamber, that might turn me down. But if
there’s another person who reacts to that post, there is a communication. Act of
communication binds people together.” –Sam
Slack’s asynchronous nature was reported to be particularly useful for the volunteer ac-
tivists of the organization.
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“Especially for our particular demographic, and the way in which we flirt with
being a professional association almost, the asynchronous nature of Slack is super
crucial. These folks are going to have other commitments, and they’re not going to
want to feel completely disenfranchised, completely separate and alienated if they
miss a face-to-face meeting” –Emily
Although not everyone in the organization was comfortable with the online mode of com-
munication.
“I think people have dierent communication styles. I noticed that some people
who don’t really type out that much are much more willing to speak out loud and
talk through their idea processing and bounce o ideas in that way.” –Emma
“I don’t think you get to know people’s personalities as well on Google groups and
Slack channels. I think seeing how people fill in dierent roles when you’re all in
a room together is dierent than the kind of roles people fulfill when they’re in an
online community.” –Jasmine
On a related topic, participants further noted that their practices for reexive dialog in the
organization would be incomplete without face-to-face meetings. In an attempt to com-
bine the aordances of the oine and online modes of communication, members did a
synergistic use of Slack and face-to-face meetings. For instance, once the date and the time
of the monthly meetings would be set up, the agenda for the meeting would be collabo-
ratively edited over the document sharing feature on Slack. Opening the meeting agenda
for everyone in the organization to edit and modify was a step toward including the voices
of individual members in the planning phase of a meeting. Similarly, the notes from the
monthly meetings would have a record of reections from members, which would then be
posted on Slack as a “note” that can be further edited by other members.
Perceived Weaknesses of Current Practices for fostering Reexive Dialog While Slack was
useful for sharing relevant readings and having discussions on them, when they had to de-
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cide on movement strategies, Slack had limitations. Members would organize face-to-face
meetings dedicated to specic issues that might arise within the organization. For instance,
in August 2017, in an attempt to have an informal reexive meeting, SftP-Atlanta organized
a retreat where all core members went hiking to a nearby trail and discussed their visions
for the organization. In this retreat, in addition to discussing future projects that each
member would like for the organization to be involved in, members of the organization
critically reected on the inherent politics of their sociotechnical practices. SftP-Atlanta
advocated for an open and transparent method of scientic inquiry, and more specically
for Open Science. However, the closed source nature of all the tools that they used made
some of the members uncomfortable. As Sam shared,
“On principle, I think Slack, should not be our first choice, because it’s proprietary,
it’s not open source. It’s not easily customizable for our needs. Plus, we don’t know
where all our data is going, you know. Personally, I am looking forward to at
some point hopefully replacing that with a similar tool that is open source. But
most people knew Slack and introducing a new tool require work, it requires time,
and of course, we don’t want to get stopped by these technical things.” –Sam
On a similar note, another member reected on how tools with an explicit purpose and
political values have the potential to contribute to the social and political ecosystem of an
organization.
“It just becomes this community built around a platform that has a politics asso-
ciated with it. I think there’s always politics built into a system.” –Emma
Emma referred to the success of Riseup
11
, in building a community around their work.
Riseup is a collective that provides secure online communication tools (email account,
email list, VPN, online chat, etc.), and as they say it on their website, they are focused
on supporting “people and groups working on liberatory social change.” Our participant
11https://riseup.net
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further expressed that her experience with dierent activist work led her to believe that
there is an opportunity for a tool developed with the values of social justice to solidify the
network among dierent social justice organizations.
“I think that overall that will really strengthen social movements is when people
are using similar platforms. You don’t have to learn how to use something just to
participate.” –Emma
While there must be more to a successful grassroots network than just a tool, Emma’s reec-
tion does speak to the gap that exists between the social systems of grassroots movements
wanting to practice new modes of democracy and the technical systems not supporting
that. For instance, during the rst few months of organizing SftP-Atlanta tried to imple-
ment a democratic model with emoji-based voting and other social rules associated with
voting-based decision making. However, after a few successful implementations of this
method, they also reported having struggled with establishing a reexive infrastructure for
decision-making with the process of voting. As one participant noted,
“The Slack vote versus the subsequent discussion at the most recent monthly meet-
ing was vastly dierent. On Slack I was like ’meh I don’t care’, and so I would
take a neutral position. But in the meeting, someone explained why she voted yes,
and I was like ’oh that actually makes me change my opinion’. And I can tell you,
I was not the only one.” –Alex
After realizing that the emoji-based voting was not adequate in supporting the group reach-
ing consensus transparently, the group started a ritual for members to add a comment on
the voting thread explaining their decision on the subject. While some members followed
that policy, from my observation of the group I could see that it did not help resolve the
issue.
“It’s often not enough to know one’s decision. In a group like ours, there has to be
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a space for dialogue in decision-making.” –Emily
The Freirean model of participatory communication theory puts a strong emphasis on the
role of reexive dialogue in facilitating democratic participation. Reection, according to
Freire’s pedagogy of social action, complements action as the other half of praxis [54]. I
argue that for there to be a successful reexive environment for grassroots democracy and
decision-making, members need to know more than “yes/no” opinions of other members.
Decision-making, as a reexive and pedagogical process, calls for adequate transparency in
the sociotechnical practices enabling reection. Transparency in this sociotechnical sense
further speaks to both Alex and Emily’s account of the weakness of slack-based decision
making: it lacked space for a meaningful exchange of opinions.
What does a meaningful space for communication and collaboration look like? What does
it mean to design such an infrastructure? CSCW researchers Erickson and Kellogg were in-
vested in designing collaborative tools and technologies that would make meaningful com-
munication happen [114]. They realized that in order to support communication that is
deep, coherent, and productive, digital platforms need to support three essential elements
of social interaction: visibility, awareness, and accountability. They named this combina-
tion of design qualities as social translucence [114]. Although emerging from very dierent
sociopolitical settings, there is an interesting similarity between the communication needs
of SftP-Atlanta and the social situation that the idea of social translucence was built upon.
Toward justifying the three principles of a social translucent system, Erickson and Kellogg
tell the story of a door with a design problem: “opened quickly, it is likely to slam into
anyone who is about to enter from the other direction” [114]. A successful design solution
for this problem, they argue, is putting a glass window in the door. This solution would
work for three reasons.
One, the glass window would make socially signicant information visible, that is to say,
someone opening the door would be able to see the presence of another person on the
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other side. The element of design supporting this process is visibility. Secondly, along with
visibility, it would also support awareness in the sociotechnical system: meaning, based on
what one perceives to be on the other side of the door they can make a choice of whether
or not to open the door. Awareness creates an opportunity for social rules to govern our
actions. Thirdly, it would provide a way for the person on the other side of the door to
hold the person opening the door accountable for the choice he makes. Thus, ensuring
the third element of social translucence: accountability [114].
SftP-Atlanta’s sociotechnical practices for reexive dialog—from using Slack as a commu-
nity space where members could have political discourse to leveraging face-to-face meetings
for greater accountability within the ecosystem—strive for greater visibility, awareness, and
accountability within the organization. While SftP-Atlanta’s goals for transparency and
accountability have philosophical roots that can be traced back to the Freirean model of
participatory communication theory, it can be argued that these philosophical values can
be operationalized in sociotechnical systems with the more instrumental value of social
translucence. Finally, our participants also emphasized the role of emotions in social move-
ment organizing. According to a participant, the monthly face-to-face meetings were more
eective in fostering emotional connections among the members.
“I think virtual platforms are necessary but not sufficient. To really feel emotion-
ally connected, to really have buy-in to the group in a way that encourages self-
sacrifice, you need more than just virtual. Like, “I don’t feel like getting up this
Saturday morning but I’m going to, to go to this meeting because this matters”—
that emotional component is very hard to build through virtual communities.
Also, just try imagining virtually attending Tahrir Square!” –Emily
Emotions play a big role in any volunteer-driven not-for-prot organization. In the case
of a grassroots organization, it is one of the most essential elements in social movement
organizing. There are also dierent webs of emotional networks in play in the landscape
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of SftP-Atlanta. There is an emotional connection among the volunteer activists of the
organization who worked together to build and sustain the movement. Our participants
also reected on how their personal transformation from “researchers in a lab” to “volun-
teer science-activists working with a community” was an emotional journey and learning
process for many. As participants reected, their partnerships with the dierent commu-
nities were driven by a sense of solidarity that would be impossible to establish without
face-to-face meetings and gatherings with the representatives of those communities.
“You hear about food desserts and you have an idea of what the situation looks like.
But how would we imagine a solution to it if we never actually experience what
it feels like to live there? The truth is, most of us never will. But for this food co-op
project, I am glad that we have established connections with community workers
from Lakewood who know about what is going on and who have been fighting
their battle for years. We are just joining forces.” –Sam
Technology can never fully substitute some of the unique qualities of social interactions
in grassroots organizing. The emotional component of movement organizing is one such.
However, it is possible to imagine systems that work synergistically with the oine spirit of
grassroots movements by staying committed to the bottom-up nature of grassroots move-
ment formation and by addressing the concerns mentioned in the previous sections. As
Ackerman pointed out, the sociotechnical gap of CSCW systems is perhaps unavoidable,
but if we are aware of the nature of the gaps we can acknowledge them and design around
them. In Ackerman’s words, “an understanding of the sociotechnical gap lies at the heart
of CSCW’s intellectual contribution. If CSCW (or HCI) merely contributes “cool toys”
to the world, it will have failed its intellectual mission. Our understanding of the gap is
driven by technological exploration through artifact creation and deployment, but HCI
and CSCW systems need to have at their core a fundamental understanding of how peo-
ple really work and live in groups, organizations, communities, and other forms of collec-
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tive life. Otherwise, we will produce unusable systems, badly mechanizing and distorting
collaboration and other social activity”[61].
3.5 Designing for Values in Grassroots Movement Building
So far in this thesis, I have described three modes of inquiries toward my original research ques-
tion: what is the role of social computing technologies in grassroots movement building? My
philosophical inquiry led us to the Freirean model of participatory communication theory (see
Chapter 1). Grounded in this theoretical framework, I further contextualized the ndings from
my empirical inquiry on the perceived strengths and weaknesses of the sociotechnical practices
of SftP-Atlanta. On a more technical note, I have also talked about how as an action researcher
I helped SftP-Atlanta build their web platform. My overall investigation in this “sociotechni-
cal mess” [48] of SftP-Atlanta reveals that the organization chose commercial social computing
technologies that were not developed with grassroots groups in mind. As my description of their
sociotechnical ecosystem suggests, most of these tools were chosen by the ten core members, and
out of expediency. Furthermore, I noted that while the organization tried to appropriate these
social computing technologies for their collective purpose, the values inherent in them often con-
icted with the values of grassroots organizing. My analysis of this conicted relationship be-
tween the social and technical systems of SftP-Atlanta in each step of their movement building
further led me to identify a set of three values that the process of grassroots movement building
calls for: inclusivity, privacy/security, and social translucence. My ndings suggest that grass-
roots groups would benet from having sociotechnical infrastructures and practices that attend
to these values.
As CSCW researchers in this space, we believe that computing technologies can serve pur-
poses that are more than just functional; they can also carry substantive social, moral, and politi-
cal values. As we aim to design for the purposes of grassroots movement building, there is a need
to investigate: what does it mean to design for these values? Toward this goal, I will draw from
both my philosophical and empirical inquiries: a combination that, according to Flanagan et al.,
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can lead us to a critical understanding of technologies and the values encoded in them [107]. In
their words, philosophical inquiry “contributes to the eort of embodying values in design by
articulating the rationale behind, or the justication for, commitments to particular values in a
given system.” Additionally, an empirical investigation not only “complements the philosophical
inquiry into what values are relevant”, but it also functions as “the primary means for addressing,
systematically, the question whether a given attempt at embodying values is successful” [92].
I will now draw from the Freirean model of participatory communication theory [54, 56] and
the empirical account of SftP-Atlanta’s process of movement building to expand on the three
core values we identied: inclusivity, privacy/security, and social translucence. While I reect on
the philosophical roots of these values, in what follows, I will also suggest design implications
for both social and technical interventions that can be used to instrumentalize these values of
grassroots movement building.
3.5.1 Inclusivity
A central tenet of grassroots movement building is its commitment to democratic participation
at all levels: individual, local, regional [55]. My philosophical and empirical investigations suggest
that SftP-Atlanta attempted to construct an environment that strives to grant every member an
equal voice. This notion of practicing a truly participatory democracy is rooted in Freire’s phi-
losophy and the theoretical framework of participatory communication. In Freire’s words, “this
is not the privilege of some few men, but the right of every (wo)man. Consequently, no one can
say a true word alone –nor can he say it for another, in a prescriptive act which robs others of
their words” [54]. Freire’s philosophy and SftP-Atlanta’s movement-building, therefore, speaks
to the value of inclusivity in grassroots movement building.
Inclusion, in this context, would mean that all members feel comfortable with suggesting
new ideas, taking an active part in the decision-making process, and even dissenting with exist-
ing principles if needed. For a group like SftP-Atlanta where there is an inevitable power rela-
tionship between the middle-class scientists and marginalized communities from lower socioe-
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conomic backgrounds they work with, inclusivity would have to practice with an awareness of
that unequal group dynamic. For SftP-Atlanta, this awareness led them to purposefully center
the knowledge and experiences of the historically marginalized communities when it came to
making decisions about a project in these communities. While SftP-Atlanta strives to maintain
an inclusive environment, both my empirical investigation and participation in the organization
shows that their intention of becoming a participatory and democratic environment often con-
icted with the values encoded in both the technical systems they chose and how they chose
those tools. The technologies in their ecosystem were chosen by a few of the core members and
were presented to the newer members as a given. While some members reected on how they
had to “learn” Slack for the purpose of taking part in SftP-Atlanta’s organizational activities,
many members expressed that they felt left out. While choosing technologies as an essential part
of the grassroots infrastructure can be empowering for groups, certain tools assume certain lev-
els of technological competence from its users. Therefore, the same tools that serve a seemingly
functional purpose of communication can be disempowering for the technologically disadvan-
taged members of the movement. I argue that one of the many ways social computing systems
can operationalize their commitment to inclusivity is by lowering their entry barriers as much as
possible so that the system does not end up favoring the technologically privileged members of
the community. Additionally, grassroots groups who choose to use systems with higher barriers
should have regular training on those tools, where more experienced members can educate the
new members on the tools in use. There also needs to be a culture within the movement for ongo-
ing critical reections on technologies that a grassroots group chooses to use. Finally, grassroots
groups can stay aware of the challenges that choosing a technology brings to their goal of inclu-
sivity, and further use their social infrastructures (in the case of SftP-Atlanta, their face-to-face
monthly meetings) to mindfully and intentionally accommodate the voices and opinions of the
technologically marginal members of the group.
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3.5.2 Privacy/Security
My ndings suggest that in order for there to be successful collective action, members need to
trust in the platforms enabling such actions. Fostering this sense of trust, however, will require
the social computing systems to be designed with a commitment to the value of privacy/security.
Issues of privacy, security, and trust have long been a topic of interest for social computing
researchers. Acquisiti and Gross identied trust/security management as one of the key respon-
sibilities of Social Networking Systems (SNS) [112]. Shin extended that argument and articulated
the relationship among security, privacy, and trust in the context of SNSs [115]. Perceived security
is “the extent to which a user believes that using an SNS application will be risk-free” [115]. Palen
and Dourish present privacy as a dynamic and dialectical process [116]. Dourish and Anderson
further argued that privacy and security in design should be reimagined as “collective informa-
tion practices” [117]. In their vision, collective information practices refer to “the ways in which
we collectively share, withhold, and manage information; how we interpret such acts of sharing,
withholding, and managing; and how we strategically deploy them as part and parcel of everyday
social interaction.”
CSCW researchers have also engaged with the special privacy needs of communities commit-
ted to the causes of social justice. Activists perceive themselves as dissenters from the traditional
power structures [118]. They further perceive their dissent to be risky work that sometimes re-
quires protection from the surveillance of the State or other power structures they might be up
against. Studying the work of political activists in a Palestinian village in the West Bank, Wulf
et al. have reected on how privacy in the context of social media (particularly Facebook) was
identied as a concern for the activists [119]. Driven by a similar concern around privacy, Tad
Hirsch built the activist messaging tool TXTMob. Hirsch’s tool particularly focused on ensur-
ing a private and secure communication platform to movement organizers [118]. I align myself
with the work done by Hirsch and echo the concerns raised by past researchers around the issues
of privacy, security, and trust in social computing systems [112, 120, 115]
In order to ensure a secure infrastructure for grassroots movement organizers, social com-
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puting systems will have to implement better encryption policies in messaging, oer a secure in-
frastructure for data storage and maintenance, and clearly communicate their privacy policies to
their users. Additionally, making the source code of the technical systems open and providing
greater transparency on how encryption works in the systems can foster greater trust in the sys-
tem. Finally, security and privacy features are useless if they are not usable by real people in real
situations. This presents particular challenges for grassroots groups that, as discussed in the pre-
vious section, aim to include people from diverse educational and socio-economic backgrounds
as rst-class citizens in their organization. Therefore, in addition to choosing technologies that
promote better privacy/security, grassroots groups would have to also invest time in collectively
developing knowledge and skills of certain privacy practices.
3.5.3 Social translucence
Grassroots organizations like SftP-Atlanta follow a bottom-up approach to movement organiz-
ing. One of the practical ways in which SftP-Atlanta tries to do that is with participatory decision-
making—where every member of the group gets to contribute to the decisions made by the
group. While in the beginning, SftP-Atlanta attempted to use the aordances of Slack-based
voting for this purpose, they quickly realized that it was not enough to count opinions in order
to reach consensus. They needed to make space for letting members frame and justify their posi-
tions publicly. Decision making, in their context, had to be a participatory process that allowed
the group to come to a collective decision through reexive dialog among members. This in turn
called for more transparency within the organization. I propose that this need for a more transpar-
ent environment can be addressed with sociotechnical practices of social translucence [114]—this
means both socially and technically designing for greater visibility, awareness, and accountability
within a grassroots organization.
A socially translucent grassroots infrastructure supporting reexive dialog will have both de-
velopmental and solidary outcomes [35]. Greater visibility and awareness of how decisions are
made, projects are conceived, and tasks are accomplished will have the developmental outcome
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of making members feel more agency over the actions made by the group as a whole. Seeing how
decisions are made also has the potential to re-create new forms of solidarity by recognizing the
legitimacy of dierent opinions.
I argue that a socially translucent infrastructure is crucial for the kind of participatory democ-
racy SftP-Atlanta strives to practice. Social translucence as a grassroots design value speaks to
the two core requirements of a participatory democratic environment: transparency and reex-
ivity. While transparency speaks to the aordance of being able to see how dierent opinions
are formed, reexive dialog, as Freire discusses it, makes space for a more pedagogical process of
decision making. Especially for a group like SftP-Atlanta, where the scientists and the histor-
ically marginalized communities they collaborate with often had very dierent socioeconomic
realities, a successful participatory decision-making process could potentially serve the pedagog-
ical purpose of learning where each member is coming from. Moreover, the socially translucent
practices within SftP-Atlanta were also meant to serve the developmental purpose of providing
historically marginalized groups with an opportunity to hold science and scientists accountable
for their work in these communities.
However, as I have noted before, SftP-Atlanta’s philosophical goal of transparency and re-
exivity often conicted with the values within their sociotechnical practices around Slack. How
would this radical exchange of dialog between scientists and community members happen if de-
cisions are made in Slack – a tool that inherently favored the more technologically adept members
of the group? Even when they voiced their opinions on issues on Slack, voting yes/no on the sub-
ject of an issue meant little. While SftP-Atlanta’s internal structure was unique in its own way,
issues of visibility, awareness, accountability, are just as present in other venues of collaborative
communication platforms. Erickson and Kellogg suggested ways in which designers can inten-
tionally design for greater visibility, awareness, and accountability [114]. Introducing the notion
of social translucence in the realm of social computing, Erickson and Kellogg identied three spe-
cic needs that socially translucent systems should be designed around: namely activity support,
conversation visualization and restructuring, and organizational knowledge spaces [114]. I argue
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that social computing technologies that are committed to enabling the transparent and reexive
environment of grassroots organizing can benet from incorporating these design suggestions
made by Erikson and Kellogg, thereby exercising a commitment toward the design value of social
translucence.
While social translucence was introduced as a design idea for transparent communication in-
frastructures, social translucence in the grassroots sense is more than just a technical task. Grass-
roots groups will have to stay mindful of how their choice of certain technologies might act
against the transparent and reexive environment they wish to cultivate. They can further pri-
oritize the presence of the primary stakeholders when making decisions on certain issues and let
that determine the place and method in which a decision is being made. For example, in the
case of SftP-Atlanta, a social intervention toward fostering social translucence might look like
having these face-to-face meetings about the “Urban Garden” project in the neighborhood of
Lakewood—which would allow more visibility, awareness, and accountability within the com-
munity.
3.5.4 Relationship among the three values
In this section, so far, I have discussed the philosophical roots of each of the values I identied.
I further connected them to CSCW literature that provides insights on how to instrumentalize
those philosophical values. Now it’s important to acknowledge that there is a complex relation-
ship among the three values we describe. While philosophically these three values are interdepen-
dent, when realized in a more instrumental way through design, they can be in conict with one
another.
Although in my analysis each value is identied in each step of the movement-building pro-
cess of SftP-Atlanta, these values ow through the overall philosophy of grassroots movement
building. Furthermore, these steps of movement building are iterative, and so are the values that
emerge from them. This means that, although privacy/security can be traced back to the step
of collective action, according to Freire, collective action is incomplete without the presence of
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reexive dialogue. Thus, privacy/security becomes a necessary value for a reexive environment
too. Similarly, ensuring a secure infrastructure can also lead to a more inclusive environment in
the organization. And so, incorporating these values both socially and technically would result
in more purposeful sociotechnical practices for grassroots movement building.
On the other hand, speaking of instrumentalizing these core values with design, I further
identify that there are tensions among these values. My research participants reported interest-
ing dichotomies that clearly show how these values are often in conict with one another. For
instance, many of the tools that currently oer privacy/security in communication often have
low inclusivity and higher entry barriers for technologically less-adept individuals. On the other
hand, Facebook’s higher inclusivity comes with the cost of privacy/security of the members who
would rather not broadcast their participation in certain activist events.
Furthermore, my ndings suggest that a platform supporting reexive dialog and democratic
decision making requires a socially translucent infrastructure for collaboration and communica-
tion. However, as Erikson and Kellogg point out while describing the challenges of designing
socially translucent systems, there is always going to be a tension between visibility (one of the
key attributes of socially translucence) and privacy/security [114]. According to Erickson and Kel-
logg, this essential tension between privacy and visibility is what dierentiates socially translucent
systems from socially transparent systems. They argue, “privacy is neither good nor bad on its
own—it simply supports certain types of behavior and inhibits others” [114]. They further ex-
plain this contextual nature of privacy with the example of elections. In elections, the perceived
validity of the process depends primarily on keeping certain aspects of the election private and
others public. While the private aspects of the election process oer voters a secure infrastructure
to vote, the public aspects of the process keep those who count the votes accountable to the vot-
ers. The qualities of visibility and accountability in socially translucent systems, therefore, have
to constantly negotiate with the notion of privacy/security.
This complex relationship among the three core values poses as a necessary yet dicult chal-
lenge for us as CSCW researchers and designers. This challenge is not unknown to the eld of
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values-in-design. As Flanagan et al. aptly note, “engineering is rife with such conicts—whether
to favor safety over cost, transparency over privacy, aesthetics over functionality, with many more
appearing at layers of ne granularity” [107]. They suggest resolving, dissolving, and trading o as
three possible strategies to manage such conicting values. Further, navigating conicting values
when choosing technologies is an internal challenge for grassroots groups as well. Our analy-
sis can be helpful for grassroots organizations who want to make a critically informed decision
about technologies they want to use. A critical evaluation of these technologies can further in-
form their sociotechnical practices of movement building. To provide an example of how our
analysis could be used, in the following table I describe the strengths and the weaknesses of tools
that SftP-Atlanta chose to use with respect to the values of inclusivity, privacy/security, and social
translucence.
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Current tool Strengths Weaknesses
Facebook Inclusivity. Facebook being a
popular social networking plat-
form, the barrier to entry was
very low.
Privacy/Security. Facebook’s
public nature was threatening





Inclusivity. Google tools were
popular among the members.
Barrier to entry was much lower
compared to Slack.
Social translucence. Supported
the collaborative processes of
framing the collective identity
with visibility and awareness.
Privacy/Security. The overall
lack of clarity around where all
the data is being stored was a
concern for many.
Slack Social translucence. Supported
the process of internal com-
munication, task management,
and voting-based decision mak-
ing with adequate visibility.
Inclusivity. Members who were
already not on Slack were un-
comfortable with the interface
and distanced themselves from
the tool
Privacy/Security. For a plat-
form serving as the primary
mode of internal communica-
tion, it was not perceived as a
secure medium of communica-
tion.
Social translucence. Slack did
not provide the kind of so-
cially translucent environment
required for participatory deci-
sion making.
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I nally argue that in order to successfully design sociotechnical systems for the causes of grass-
roots movements, we need to understand the values embedded in them in all their complexities.
My identication of the core values of inclusivity, privacy/security, and social translucence was
the beginning of that endeavor. In the next chapters, I will share in detail about how I applied
these insights toward designing new communications tools for both Science for the People At-
lanta and a larger coalition of groups called that Southern Movement Assembly that SftP-Atlanta
is part of.
3.6 Conclusion
“Freire is clear that education and cultural processes aimed at liberation do not succeed
by freeing people from their chains, but by preparing them collectively to free themselves.
This is dialectically facilitated when conversation is replaced by a dialogical praxis”
[121].
With this chapter, I make three contributions to the HCI literature on designing for social
justice. First, I highlight the value of using Freire’s model of movement organizing to understand
and help an organization working for social justice. Second, Le Dantec et. al. [122] make a com-
pelling case that values must be learned from participants, and suggest that more work is needed
to understand methods for learning those values. In this work, we successfully used action re-
search as a method for learning values from participants and suggest this method is particularly
suitable in the area of designing for social justice. Finally, the specic values we learned from
our participants—inclusivity, security/privacy, and social translucence—we believe to be more
broadly useful to others studying and partnering with grassroots organizations.
In Freire’s participatory communication theory, grassroots social movement organizing is not
just an organizational process, it is also a pedagogical journey that strives to bring social change.
Furthermore, the journey is as much a collective journey as it is an individual one. The essence
of democratic participation in movement organizing is in its success in enabling all individuals
to speak for themselves as they work toward a collectively identied goal. The philosophy of
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social movement organizing, as McLaren says, is not just to facilitate collective action but to do
it through a process that brings agency to every individual involved in the action.
It is easy to get lost in the mundane, day-to-day details of organizing. (Who is going to the
meeting? Did we decide whether to partner with that new community group? Has the website
been updated?) Freire’s theory was suggested to us by our participants, and we and they have
found that it helps focus our attention on the bigger picture. The accumulation of these little
day-to-day decisions shapes an iterative process of forming a collective identity, planning action,
and reection. A focus on Freire’s notion of praxis particularly reminds us that reection and
action are interdependent. We believe that Freire’s theories can be of great use to members of the
HCI community trying to design for social justice.
As we design systems to support the philosophical process of social movements, it is crucial
for CSCW researchers to understand the values embedded in grassroots organizing. While com-
munication technologies are becoming increasingly popular in these processes, as observed in the
internal organizing process of SftP-Atlanta, there exist use-cases where the same technologies are
either insucient or, as observed in this case, such technologies might accidentally disempower
members of the organization. To make sense of some such conicts, in this chapter, I oer an
analysis of this sociotechnical reality of a grassroots social movement grounding myself in a social
movement theory that they subscribed to. I have observed the movement since the time of its
inception, partnered with it as it grew a sociotechnical ecosystem to support its organizational
goals, and studied its use of social computing technologies in facilitating collective action. To-
ward my research question of critically understanding the role social computing technologies play
in grassroots movement building, I aligned myself with HCI researchers and practitioners who
have taken a similar critical approach and further urged us to look at the values encoded in and
reproduced through the technologies we choose to use. My close partnership with SftP-Atlanta
let us see how the members of the organization often struggle with the same technologies that
they chose to use for their work. My analysis of both the strengths and the weaknesses in their
sociotechnical practices led me to identify inclusivity, privacy/security, and social translucence as
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three values that future design of social computing systems can embody in order to better sup-
port the process of grassroots movement organizing. I also call to mind that as designers and
researchers working with a commitment to these values, we not only need to keep an eye on each
individually, but also on the ways they interact with or move in relation to one another.
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CHAPTER 4
TOWARD A GRASSROOTS CULTURE OF TECHNOLOGY PRACTICE
4.1 Introduction
As I have noted through the previous chapters, grassroots social movements in the U.S. and be-
yond have emerged out of people’s shared experiences of systemic inequity, marginalization, and
exclusion [123]. Most of these movements are not about a single leader or an organization—
they are driven by people at the front lines of political struggle against systemic oppression [31].
While a central goal of these movements is to demand equitable outcomes from societal power
structures, it is equally important for them to be radically inclusive toward that goal [35]. At a
practical level, grassroots culture calls for centering marginalized voices and experiences in every
step of decision-making, self-governing, and strategizing. That said, even for groups who put the
highest priority on participation and democracy, making it happen in practice poses considerable
challenges—I show an example of this conundrum in the last chapter with Science for the People-
Atlanta. Notably, modern information communications technologies (ICTs) both support and
hinder grassroots practices in complex ways [4]. In this chapter, I describe and critically reect on
the conicted relationship between grassroots movements and their technologies to gain insights
on how to design a grassroots culture of technology practice.
This chapter will tell the story of my collaboration with a large-scale grassroots social move-
ment, the Southern Movement Assembly (SMA). SMA is a social movement consisting of 118
local grassroots organizations from all over Southeastern United States
1
and the broader land of
the Global South. Emerging from the rich political history of the U.S. Social Forum [18] and the
World Social Forum [7], SMA has been successfully building and sustaining a large-scale social
movement for over eight years. The member organizations of SMA coordinate their eorts and
1http://southtosouth.org
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share resources to help resist inequality and work for social justice across the region.
Continuing my involvement with the local organization (SftP-Atlanta) I worked with in the
rst year of research, I became a part of this larger collective of local organizations that SftP-
Atlanta also joined in October of 2017. While I joined as an activist invested in the idea and the
practice of sustaining a Southern identity [8] of a movement—an identity that was important to
me personally because of my Global South organizing past—I moved my research questions to
this movement around early 2018.
This chapter as well as Chapter 5 are a result of my three years of participation in the SMA
[45] starting from late 2017. In this chapter specically, I report on the rst sixteen months of
detailed eld notes from my participatory action research with SMA, and eleven interviews with
SMA members. As an action researcher, my primary goal with SMA has been to support them
in integrating ICTs into their grassroots culture.
Toward understanding the role of ICTs in a grassroots culture, it is important to understand
grassroots culture itself, especially the practice of grassroots politics. Thus, the rst research ques-
tion in my work with the SMA was:
How does the Southern Movement Assembly (SMA) practice grassroots politics? (RQ1)
The second step to understanding the specic role of ICTs in grassroots culture is to examine
the ways in which digital tools get used by members of the movement. This leads to the second
research question that I will attempt to answer in this chapter:
How does the SMA currently use and perceive Information and Communication Tech-
nologies in their practice of grassroots politics? (RQ2)
Toward answering RQ1 and RQ2, I rst nd that SMA depends on ICTs that are often at
odds with their core values, much like the local organization I discussed in the last chapter. How-
ever, the dierences between values of the movement and its ICTs manifested dierently for the
regional movement of the SMA. SMA’s values and practices are rooted in a multitude of ideolo-
gies, which, according to my ndings, converge to the notion of inclusivity. Inclusivity is seen by
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SMA as a political value and practice that focuses on not only the representation of marginalized
people but also a radical transformation of the power structures that enable systemic exclusion in
the rst place. Sustaining such a culture of radical inclusion translates to practical needs such as
facilitating a meeting, note-taking, and making yers and posters—needs that often require the
use of ICT artifacts. SMA primarily uses popular centralized ICT solutions (e.g. Google Drive,
Facebook, Twitter) for their communication needs; particularly, the ones that are marketed as
technical solutions for needs such as collaboration and inclusion. At the same time, they also
explore choices in free and open-source software (FOSS). However, SMA’s use of ICTs leads to
inequitable outcomes in their sociotechnical systems: technically competent people having more
power and voice, technical expertise being associated with whiteness, masculinity, young age, and
other normative characteristics, and value-driven technical choices (i.e. adopting FOSS solutions)
coming with hard trade-os such as nances, usability, and technical labor.
Thus, while ICTs enable SMA to achieve its objectives in signicant ways, SMA also ac-
knowledges that their use of ICTs is non-conventional, and their choice of technologies is some-
times fundamentally at odds with what they believe. This dialectical relationship between a social
movement and the technology it uses has contributions for broader questions [63, 61, 108] raised
by past researchers in the domain of computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW). These
questions include: what happens when CSCW applications are used for values that they were
not meant to support? Whose values do CSCW applications mean to support in the rst place?
How can the CSCW community eectively accommodate various more marginalized cultures
of technology-use? In this chapter, I contribute an analysis of how a large-scale regional grass-
roots social movement grapples with similar questions through their use of CSCW technologies.
Through my ndings, I show that the means of ICT production can have complex implications
for power and marginalization in certain communities, including grassroots social movements.
Furthermore, I do a systematic analysis toward understanding why these complex implications
arise. Finally, I weave together my ndings to derive lessons for both communities, i.e., new means
to design and produce technology in CSCW and HCI to better accommodate grassroots needs
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and a localized culture of technology practice in grassroots communities that will hold ICTs ac-
countable for the values they embody and promote.
4.2 Participation, Data Collection, & Analysis
My relationship with the SMA begun on the note of collaborating on their movement practices—
not in the capacity of researchers but as a member with skills SMA deemed useful for the move-
ment. In October 2017, I attended SMA’s annual meeting as a representative of the local organi-
zation I was studying and organizing with at the time—SftP-Atlanta. I think it’s important to
mention how my partnership with the SMA evolved with time from here on, as the relational
work involved in community-centered research is a key method of the work itself. This is also
important to note because I want to reiterate what my positionality has been in the community
setting in the context of the studies I describe in this chapter and the next one.
I did not go in as a researcher with the objective to “x” things for others. Instead, I went
to SMA to learn from the years of organizing experience they had—as a scholar of technology
and an SftP-Atlanta member with a deep commitment to social justice issues, I wanted to learn
more about the role technology played in the Southern movement organizing initiatives. SMA
found my presence benecial for their movement, particularly because the Global South orga-
nizing experience I brought to this community was deemed necessary for the movement (I share
more on my positionality in relation to my research in Chapter 1). In the rst meeting attended
of the SMA, they made a declaration of how the Southern movement, as they want to imagine
it (also shared more on this shared meaning in Chapter 1), needs Global South representation,
and that they were looking forward to growing their solidarity with the Global South, especially
with the struggles against capitalism, antiblackness, caste-oppressions, Islamophobia, etc. They
were also actively looking for more politically committed people with “technical skills” to support
them with communication needs. SftP-Atlanta with its goal of mobilizing technology and sci-
ence toward causes of social justice was considered a valuable partner organization to be included
in the SMA. It was on this note that I started to participate in regular SMA meetings—weekly
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calls hosted on the video communication platform Zoom. These meetings, in many ways, held
the movement together. Especially after a large event that managed to recruit several new people
in the movement from all over the South, these regular video calls seemed like a necessity to wel-
come and orient new members with the culture of the movement. For me, this was also the rst
introduction to SMA’s technology artifacts.
From this moment on, I gradually became a central member of the movement particularly
with my work with joining and sustaining a communication working group along with other
members of the movement. The communication team was closest to the technology infrastruc-
ture of the movement as they were founded with the main objective of maintaining the move-
ment’s technologies. Beyond the technical support duties, this team also stayed open to exam-
ining the politics of the technical problems and needs that came up in the community. For ex-
ample, during a meeting in rural Mississippi organized by one of SMA’s partner organizations,
the communications working group realized that the lowest registration count was from people
and communities in rural Mississippi who were supposed to be at the center of the activities oth-
erwise. Later in the meeting, they further realized that there were several people attending the
meeting who could not manage to register using technological means due to issues of access and
ability. SMA wanted to work toward a cohesive practice of communication across the movement
that addresses incidental exclusions such as this.
Starting August of 2018, as a part of the communications working group, I started traveling
with the rest of the movement to dierent parts of the Southeastern United States, especially the
Rural South, wherever SMA has partner organizations from and organized community events at.
So far I have traveled to rural towns of Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, etc. to at-
tend meetings of the movement. Typically, these meetings were about sharing local problems and
solutions and coming up with regional strategies and systemic analyses to help make sense of how
local issues are in fact deeply interconnected. These events also mean to foster regional solidarity
among the partner organizations as well as the states they represent. This is also an eort to main-
tain a sense of regional camaraderie, or as SMA calls it, the Southern power rooted in the lived
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truths of the people who are at the margins of the society. I became one of the communication
leads in organizing the annual meeting of the SMA in November 2019.
Throughout my collaboration with the SMA, I took detailed notes of my own experiences
and that of others in the community over the three years I have been involved with them starting in
October 2017. Following a core value of action research, I was both a participant and an observer
in the community of SMA. Through these observations, participation, and lived experiences as a
prominent SMA member, I paid close attention to SMA’s relationship with technology ranging
from people of color in the rural parts of U.S. South feeling distant from technology due to lack
of access to members enthusiastically posting SMA’s activities on social media. In addition to my
participation, to get more personal accounts of other members of the SMA, I did eleven semi-
structured interviews with SMA members. This chapter covers the interview work I did with the
SMA.
The interview participants (Table 4.1) vary in their degree of participation within SMA, as
well as in their organizing backgrounds and experiences. They have varying degrees of comfort
with technology. Because SMA members are part of the movement through their home organiza-
tion (I describe SMA’s structure in further detail in the next section), many participants were able
to speak not only to their personal involvement in SMA but the role of their home organization
as well. Participants were recruited through connections that I made through my involvement
in the movement. The interview questions centered around the participants’ history as an orga-
nizer, their involvement in SMA, SMA’s decision-making process and grassroots practices, and
the technical artifacts used by SMA. Because some members have more experience with certain
parts of the movement’s work, I made an eort to recruit participants who were bringing dier-
ent skills to the organization (for example: note-taking, communication, or facilitation). In the
recruitment process, I also actively looked for people who were situated in dierent positions of
power within the movement (e.g. while I recruited governance council members, I also looked
for people who are more peripherally located in the movement).
After transcribing the interviews, I conducted inductive and deductive coding to categorize
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Table 4.1: List of participants in my interview study with the Southern Movement Assembly
Participants Age Race and/or Ethnicity Role in organization
P1 42 African-American Governance council member, SpiritHouse Representa-
tive
P2 19 African-American Member of Project South (anchor organization of
SMA)
P3 78 African-American Member of Southern Region National Council of El-
ders (participating organization of SMA)
P4 30 Haitian Member of political education and research workteam
of SMA
P5 24 Mixed-race Communications team member; also represents partici-
pating orgs like: Miami Workers Center, Tree Defenders
member.
P6 41 White Governance council member, co-director of anchor or-
ganization Project South
P7 75 White Note taker, retired history educator
P8 69 White Nurse and founding member of SMA
P9 28 White Governance council member; represents anchor organi-
zation Concerned Citizens for Justice
P10 26 White Youth advocate, Member of participating organization
Power Shift Network
P11 72 White Governance council member
and understand the emerging themes in the data [124]. The themes emerging from the coding
process were analyzed with the lens of technocultural theory [101]. That is to say, I categorized the
coded themes into two broad categories: SMA’s existing beliefs and practices, and the technology
artifacts supporting the work of the movement. The rst category of beliefs and practices are
presented as my ndings on SMA’s culture of grassroots inclusivity. The themes categorized as
technology artifacts are presented as my ndings on both ways in which ICTs help the movement
and cause conict with its practices.
4.3 What are ICTs in the Culture of SMA?
In this section, I describe my ndings of the dierent sociotechnical realities of the Southern
Movement Assembly (SMA). In the rst subsection that follows, I answer the rst research ques-
tion (RQ1) by sharing the key beliefs and practices that shape SMA’s politics. Next, I answer
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the second research question (RQ2) by identifying the information communication technologies
(ICTs) that support SMA in this process as well as the gaps that exist within the sociotechnical
practices of grassroots politics.
4.3.1 Beliefs and Practices of SMA: The Culture of Inclusivity
The Southern Movement Assembly (SMA) is a regional grassroots social movement made up of
over 118 grassroots organizations from all over the Southeastern United States. SMA is built on the
foundational values of participatory democracy [125, 126, 35], intersectionality [127], black radical
traditions [128], and other political value systems that critically question systemic injustice. SMA
also strongly identies with the “southern heritage” of resistance since many of the founding
members have also been deeply involved in questioning power and oppression in the southern
states of the US through various social movements throughout history [128, 35, 123]. While SMA’s
value system is informed by a multitude of radical values, a core value that all of our participants
mentioned in the interviews was inclusivity. Inclusivity, as a grassroots value, was discussed in
almost all of the SMA meetings I attended.
The term “inclusivity” has found many meanings in the contemporary social and technologi-
cal discourse—it represents dierent value systems and practices throughout. Toward answering
my rst research question, I wanted to rst understand how SMA as a movement interprets and
practices inclusivity. SMA denes the politics of “inclusivity” as an analysis of power and sys-
temic oppression that not only questions the lack of diversity and representation [129]), but also
aims to dismantle the institutional structures that continue to enable such exclusions. According
to P1:
"What we mean by an inclusive grassroots movement space is more than the neolib-
eral understanding of diversity and inclusion. We believe that our people—poor peo-
ple, black and brown folk, queer folk, disabled people, etc.—have been ignored and
oppressed for years by those in power. Institutional structures have been put in place
to maintain this culture of exclusion. This is not going to be resolved with a few black
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and brown folk in those same institutions that ultimately thrive on the exclusion of
poor people of color, you know? We need to dismantle the structural exclusion with our
radically inclusive practices, our movement has got to be governed dierently than our
country." —P1
As P1 demonstrates, inclusivity in the sense practiced by SMA comes from a grassroots anal-
ysis of structural oppression. At the crux of this grassroots politics of inclusivity is the belief that
“no one should be excluded from any form of governance that makes decisions about their lives”
[130]. While they demand radical inclusion of voices, experiences, and opinions from traditional
power structures of society, they also strive to practice the same notion of inclusivity through
their own internal movement culture. Toward their goal of being inclusive and welcoming of the
voices and experiences of all members of the movement, they have designed a unique governance
structure that accommodates leaders of many local organizations, a decision-making model that
goes beyond voting and centers the subjective experiences of people aected by systemic injus-
tices, and nally a culture of holding societal power structures accountable.
Two elements of social system are foundational to SMA’s practice of inclusivity: self-governance
and participatory decision-making [35].
The governance structure of SMA is designed to distribute power among many leaders and
organizations. Among the 118 organizations that form SMA, there are 18 “anchor” organizations.
Anchor organizations are expected to bring in movement resources (money, technology, labor,
etc.). At the core of this structure is the “governance council.” The governance council has rep-
resentatives from each of the 18 anchor organizations. Each member and organization of SMA
is bound by “the principles of unity”—a document that articulates shared practices, principles,
and commitments. One of the key characteristics of SMA’s governance structure is that it is pur-
posefully non-hierarchical. Power and resources are not controlled by a small group of leaders.
This also speaks to the value of SMA as an “organization of organizations”—made up of 18 an-
chor organizations, the governance council represents a multitude of perspectives. P5 notes that
this goal of building and sustaining “a movement of many” has both practical and philosophical
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motivations behind it.
“In our meetings, we keep going back to this belief: we cannot do this alone, and we
don’t want to. To me, the grassroots approach is both at once a practicality and a desire.
We can’t do it alone, that’s just the truth, it’s a practicality. But ‘we don’t want to’
speaks to this desire, that we want to be part of something broader; we want to be part
of something large, and something connected and something inclusive; something that
speaks to many people even if it doesn’t speak to me individually.” – P5
P2 and P5 share their perspectives and experiences of building a communal sense of purpose for
the movement of SMA.
“This country can get stuck at ‘me’ or ‘I’ sentences: like ‘I have to survive’, ‘I have to be
able to get out of this neighborhood’. To me SMA says, ‘your I has to be a we.’ Anything
we need to do, it has to be for your people who you’re accountable to, who you’re going
to back to at the end of the day, and who are you moving forward for. SMA is about
getting rid of this individualistic sense and creating more of a community sense of
problems and solutions.” –P5
“Bringing so many people together [through SMA ] immediately gives you that sense of
‘we’. If you felt alienated, look around you: there are like 300 more people who are here
and they’re all like you in many ways. Some of them are even from your hometown
but because of our still segregated ways of living you don’t even get to know and support
them.” –P2
The 118 organizations that make up SMA each bring their own perspectives and resources which
are carried through the movement by the bottom-up decision-making structure. The labor con-
ducted within the movement is distributed between paid employees and volunteers.
SMA believes that to be able to voice their opinions, people who have been marginalized by
traditional power structures rst need to realize that their experiences are valued. To make sure
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all voices are heard, many grassroots groups use a consensus-based decision-making process [35].
However, there are a number of well-documented problems with this process. The consensus is
vulnerable to manipulation by a well-organized subgroup, can be derailed by a single disagreeable
individual, and does not scale well [131]. To address these limitations, SMA designed a participa-
tory decision-making process that is called the Peoples’ Movement Assembly (PMA) [132]. Its pur-
pose is to not just include but truly center the voices and opinions of marginalized people who are
most often excluded from political decisions that aect their lives. The ultimate goal is to develop
a regional social movement to foster systemic change. SMA’s website
2
says: “The assembly pro-
cess is based on the facilitation methodology of collective critical thinking and analysis, resulting
in a synthesis that represents the sum organic total of all of the ideas and commitments.”
In a typical PMA, there are two rounds of assemblies: the frontline assembly and general
assembly. Each assembly is structured around three steps: consciousness (discussing the lived
experiences of a systemic issue), vision (the systemic change that participants wish to see), and
strategy (actionable goals to make the vision a reality). SMA holds annual PMAs that involve all
organizations of SMA. In the rst round of this face-to-face event, the frontline assemblies host
people who are the most aected by these issues, the general assembly is a participatory decision-
making event that engages all members present. P1 (one of the many leaders of SMA) talks about
what frontline assemblies mean to her:
“It takes a strong sense of community to hold people in power accountable. When you’re
ignored for so long you feel alone. Frontlines are where you get together with people with
similar experiences, discuss, and then gather the strength to show up in numbers to say
to people in power: “look, we see you.” Whether you recognize it or not, we’re the ones
bagging your groceries. We’re the ones who are taking your money when you pay for gas.
We’re the ones serving you in the restaurants, you know. The ones working underneath
the hood of your car. We are at the frontline of this struggle, and we are taking notes.
You cannot ignore us.” – P1
2http://southtosouth.org
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Participants describe how the core of the decision-making process is hearing the voice of every
person in the room. More practically, these voices are documented through a practice that SMA
developed called "synthesis." In each phase of a PMA, members split into smaller groups. Each
group appoints a member to represent their views to the larger group.
“Synthesis is an attempt to form a way of decision making that honors all voices and
is also able to be expressed to all people or many people”–P6
During the frontline assemblies, synthesizers document every contribution, and during the gen-
eral assembly, everyone in the room gains an understanding of each discussion that took place.
P6 discusses the signicance of every voice being represented both in terms of decision making
and within the movement as a whole:
“Well, there’s a real practical piece about it, around application. If you have three-
fourths of the room, you only have three-fourths of the muscle. If you have the whole
room, you have the whole power. . . If this movement is about everybody, and about ev-
erybody getting free, we’ve got to come at it together, even if there’s disagreements with
them.” –P6
The PMA process is complex. The design of PMA takes a political stance by centering the
process around the frontlines of oppression, and so, as members would argue, PMAs are not
neutral [130]. In an attempt to describe how a PMA looks like in practice I will turn to the example
of the Climate Justice Assembly that happened in New Orleans in 2016. This assembly, as well
as other PMAs, are documented in a handbook produced by SMA [130]—what I describe next
is a summary of the event description. Though I was not present at this particular assembly, the
PMAs I attended were similar in structure
3
The event, as described in the handbook, started on the note of community representatives
connecting climate crisis to tribal sovereignty, body autonomy, public health, and immigrant
rights. In the next phase of the assembly, there were two presentations: rst, highlighting the
3
The three PMAs we have experienced are similar in structure. In this chapter, I choose (§2.2) to use an example
that SMA has chosen to make public [130].
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concerns of the Gulf Coast frontline, describing the oil and gas leaks and its impact on commu-
nities, followed by a discussion on connecting these local realities to global examples (Flint MI
crisis, global draughts, etc.). In the following phase, as a part of the frontline assembly, small
groups discussed questions such as: “how does oil/gas drilling impact your community? What
would your community look like without oil/gas drilling? What could our communities look
like with renewable energy? What should we do to ensure healthier communities in the next 90
days, in the next year, in the next 3 years?” Facilitators from each small group then reported back
the “synthesis” from each group discussion to the large group. The group decided on tangible
actions (e.g. organized actions toward local legislative changes in the Gulf Coast) to be taken in
the community through another round of small group discussions. In the end, a list of action
items was decided for the community, and each person selected 2-3 priorities they were willing to
work on.
In addition to their central role in PMAs, the structure of synthesis and report backs are
applied to other meetings of SMA as well—oine or online—where facilitators take notes and
report back to the entire community. They recognize the need to inform the people absent in the
room (both in the oine sense of annual PMAs and the Zoom calls) to give them an opportunity
to contribute to the nal decision and participate in the collective actions.
4.3.2 Technology Artifacts of SMA and Their Consequences
For a regional social movement with 118 organizations located all over the Southeastern U.S., the
processes and practice of their politics require SMA to depend on several material resources like
nances, political knowledge of members, volunteer labor, and also information and communi-
cation technologies (ICTs). While communities of social movements have long been dealing with
material forms of resources like volunteer labor and nances, ICTs are relatively new in the realm
of movement organizing. ICTs often enter the fabric of grassroots movements to serve functional
needs. Although these functional needs existed before ICTs, these tools greatly expand what they
can accomplish both in outreach and ecient day-to-day operations. Toward answering the sec-
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ond research question, in this section, I will discuss the ways in which SMA uses and perceives
ICTs for the purpose of their politics.
SMA has chosen several ICTs for day-to-day organizing and internal communication. Since
members are located in dierent parts of the Southeastern United States, SMA depends heavily
on the video communication platform Zoom, which they use for all of their online meetings. Ad-
ditionally, they have a website that hosts resources on the history and philosophy of SMA as well
as information on dierent organizations that form the movement. This website is hosted by
MayFirst
4
, a collective that strives to develop and maintain politically conscious technology. The
website is also used to communicate monthly general assembly calls. SMA also maintains a public
Facebook page, which is used to inform followers about their monthly meetings and to live-stream
some of their events. Their decision-making process relies heavily on Google Drive and Dropbox
for documentation and archiving purposes.
SMA has also designed several handbooks on movement research, most notable ones on Peo-
ple’s Movement Assemblies [132], Movement Journalism [133], and Immigrant Rights [134]. These
handbooks are freely available and are both digitally and physically distributed among dierent
grassroots social justice organizations [132]. They are intended to make their movement practices
accessible and reproducible in other spaces. Our ndings reveal that the technology-practice of
making movement artifacts accessible is a practice that SMA inherited from one of their anchor
organizations Project South. As P6 notes,
“One thing that Project South believed was that nothing we create, and I think this was
before the term open source had even been coined, but none of it would be copyrighted.
The only thing we asked was that it be cited. Now that translates to creative commons,
but that was something we’ve always practiced, in a technical sense. This is a tradition
that SMA has also inherited.” –P6
Let us now look at a practical example of how these communication technologies are used
in the practice of grassroots politics. A notable outcome from the annual meeting of SMA in
4https://mayfirst.org/en/
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late 2017 was the inclusion of a Puerto Rican organization in the movement. At that annual
meeting, representatives from a grassroots organization based in Puerto Rico shared their expe-
rience of organizing and recovering from the ongoing political and environmental crisis in the
wake of Hurricane Maria, which struck the island in September 2017 [135, 136, 137]. SMA has
been invested in organizing around climate disasters for several years, and although Puerto Rican
organizations were not directly involved in SMA, the movement collectively decided that they
wanted to support this organization in Puerto Rico.
Although this act of inclusion happened in a physical meeting, the practices that followed
were deeply technological. In the months that followed, the governance council members had
multiple video conferences over Zoom with the organization’s representatives. The notes from
those calls were recorded on a Microsoft Word document. The video recording of those calls and
notes were reported back to the rest of SMA over emails. Finally, in 2018, SMA started planning
a visit to Puerto Rico, strategizing which members within the movement who would be the best
t to visit. As P5 shares,
“Well we had to be careful to not let it become disaster tourism. All of us who went had
experienced climate disaster in some way and had experiences of recovering from it as
well. It is about knowing who these people are, reaching out to them. And allocating
finances to fund their travel too because often the people who need to be in the room most
do not have the means to be there.” – P5
Once the logistics of this event were arranged, the communications work team was given the
task of making a graphic poster announcing their events across the southeastern United States,
including the event in Puerto Rico. P5 and P1 share how designing the graphic poster (Fig.4.1)
was both at once a technical and a political task.
“We wanted the graphic to say the story of inclusion of Puerto Rico. The map and the
line connecting the states was an intentional choice to say that we see Puerto Rico as a
part of the South.” – P5
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Figure 4.1: A poster—announcing SMA organizing drive across the southeastern United States—
was designed by a member of the Communications Work Team of the SMA. Among other de-
tails, the poster shows a map connecting dierent southern regions including Puerto Rico. SMA’s
collaboration with a Puerto Rico based organization had much important political signicance,
most importantly, the recognition that Puerto Rico is an integral part of the U.S. South. In this
poster, the designer attempted to express the act of grassroots inclusivity acknowledging that a re-
gional analysis of systemic issues of the South must include and center the experiences of Puerto
Rican people.
“When so much of the disaster capitalism that is happening in Puerto Rico is rooted
in exclusion of the place from rest of the US, the map makes a statement.” – P1
Finally, in the summer of 2018, several representatives from dierent organizations of SMA went
to Puerto Rico and helped with political strategizing as well as with manual labor like planting
seeds in their community garden. The group came back and reported on their experience and
discussed the next steps over another Zoom call.
SMA’s culture is rooted in political values, but the practice of grassroots politics has func-
tional needs. All of the tasks that were mentioned in this section—keeping a record of people’s
experiences, reaching out to people, regular meetings about nances, booking travel, making a
graphic poster, etc.— point to regular, practical tasks that are usually addressed with some form
of technical intervention. It is for these technical tasks that ICTs become an essential part of the
movement.
Although media technologies play a signicant role in the practice of SMA’s politics, the
adoption of these artifacts manifests in various consequences for grassroots politics. While they
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open new opportunities for communication, they also create new barriers for the inclusion of
marginalized voices that SMA tries to achieve. My ndings indicate that most of these “technology-
related” decisions in the SMA are made by a group of only four people (including myself) who
are identied as technically competent. This was because the communication team was seen as
the group of people tasked to make these choices for the movement, even when the group them-
selves often felt uncomfortable with the discrepancies in the power dynamic that these choices
entailed. The rest of the movement followed the suggestions of SMA’s communications team.
With time, ICTs became more and more pervasive in SMA’s infrastructure. The more compli-
cated it becomes to maintain these ICTs, the more distant members become from the technol-
ogy. Technology, in the common understanding in SMA, is a task for the younger demographic.
It requires expert knowledge, steady access, and a certain amount of racial and economic privilege.
This results in a complicated relationship between the social and technical systems of SMA. As a
member of the communications team and a participant of this interview study notes,
“There is just a lot of hostility toward technology.”–P9
For a community that is connected almost entirely via ICTs, these complicated sociotechnical
realities have serious consequences for their politics.
For example, P3 wanted to get involved in the communications work team but technological
access and ability were a constraint for her. The bi-monthly communications calls get announced
via a Google group. She was not receiving the bi-monthly notications of the meetings since she
could not sign up for the group. She shares,
"I have been missing the notifications for your calls because I think my google group
subscription is not functional, and I don’t know how to fix it" —P3
In my interview with her, she notes that although she likes technology she is often challenged by
it and relies on the help of technically adept people in her life.
“I’ve always been in contact with a variety of younger people—they are like my nieces
and my nephews. I have a couple of them who are really into technology and so they will
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help pull me out when I mess up something on my computer or I’m trying to load some
software and I do something. Or if I get my passwords all lost and confused. So I’m
blessed to have the support of a couple of people who know a lot more about technology.
” –P3
P3 further shared her concerns about the role of technology in the grassroots movement as:
“I think we have to be careful and that we don’t overvalue technology and undervalue
the importance of relationship building.” –P3
In a face-to-face meeting with P3, the communications workgroup helped P3 set up a Gmail ac-
count, and further signed her up on the Google group, which enabled her to get the notication
emails. Across our observations, a myriad of small barriers like this accumulates to create surpris-
ing degrees of exclusion in practice.
I observed members struggle with similar issues throughout my action research. For instance,
in a participatory workshop I conducted in the Mississippi Delta, participants discussed varied
mediums of movement communications and the opportunities and challenges that come with
choosing them. A younger person pointed out that they rmly believe in social media’s power of
“getting the word of movement out.” An older person from rural Mississippi shared that most
people in her neighborhood including herself have ip phones with unreliable internet connec-
tions. She further shared that online campaigns can sometimes make rural people feel isolated
when the movement is also about them. In addition to technology access in rural vs. urban parts
of the U.S. South, participants attributed this particular dynamic to age as well. Members shared
that disparities in comfort with technology can sometimes lead to an “inter-generational gap” in
the movement (this story is shared in further detail in Chapter 5 with my reporting of the work-
shops I conducted with the SMA). For example, the black and indigenous cultures many SMA
members come from deeply value the wisdom of elders—their lived experiences of racism in the
United States and beyond continue to inform the racial analysis of the movement [128, 138, 123].
However, in the current reality of movement organizing the elders (with some exceptions) often
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feel disconnected from the movement due to their relationship with technology. Following that
discussion, we listed the dierent mediums of communication in use by dierent communities
the participants were representing, and how we can use online mediums in a way that does not
undervalue the oine mediums of movement communications.
While ICT artifacts do in fact simplify movement-related tasks, my ndings suggest that per-
ceived technical prociency has implications for the internal power dynamics of a movement. P7,
a white historian of age 75, identies note-taking as a task that she could take up as a white person
in a space that is centered around people of color. While she used to take notes by hand in the
beginning, she realized note-taking for the purpose of SMA’s method of participatory decision-
making requires a lot of technical freedom like copy-pasting, referring to outside knowledge re-
sources like Wikipedia, being able to compress a 32-page long document to a 4-page summary,
etc.
“I learned to type in eighth grade. We don’t have to go through all of that, but you’ll
remember the reason, you’ll always remember the reason. And that meant that tech-
nically I could take notes. Although at first, it was handwriting. Then eventually I
discovered that having a laptop that I could take with me enabled me to be a part of
a meeting where I don’t fit otherwise. Because I had skills and tools that those spaces
needed and I could oer them that.” –P7
P7’s access to a laptop and ability to type quickly, along with her knowledge about the history of
the US South, made her feel more comfortable taking an active role because she felt she had some-
thing valuable to contribute. P7’s story further points to the fact that technical skills and access
to ICT artifacts enable the movement of SMA to practice new organizing techniques. While P7
sees her note-taking as a service to the community, she recognizes that it also gives her a degree of
power–her version of what was said is the ocial, archival version. P7 points out, note-taking in
the context of SMA is not just typing up a conversation. It is an active work of interpretation,
research, and analysis.
“Note-taking has to happen knowing that the concept, in the end, is the synthesis, that,
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which is not the same thing as just outlining or typing up. It’s going to a new level of
understanding that blends everything. It’s like how [P6] always says “making a cake,
you have the sugar and the eggs and the flour and then you mix them all together, but
it’s the heat that causes the chemical reaction so you have something dierent.” And
that’s what the synthesis is supposed to be, the chemical reaction in which the notes are
an essential element.” – P7
Technical skills, knowledge, and access to a tool all contribute to a level of functionality and ef-
ciency that P7 embodies. It is therefore natural for SMA to want P7 to be “the note-taker”
of the movement. But, P7 further shared her concern about how this runs the risk of central-
izing the power of documenting the movement to one human being who already identies to
not belong to the center of the movement. P11 notes that she had the same concern with SMA’s
decision-making. She shares that she initially was concerned about the decision-making process
is so tied up in the knowledge and skills of the synthesis—the knowledge and skills were then tied
to specic tools associated with the process.
“Even though you’re people who are skilled in doing it. You’ve got to have it be a number
of people who do it or who know how to do it, and constantly increase that number” –
P11
SMA has been trying to "increase the number" of people who know how to use Google Drive
with regular web-tutorials they organize over the video communication platform Zoom. But
in our participation and observation of such web-tutorials, I saw that these eorts are not free
of tension. To be able to successfully receive training on Google Drive, members would need
to be procient in Zoom or need to join those calls through some tool other than an ordinary
cellphone. Many members, especially those from less-advantaged backgrounds, have simple cell
phones rather than smartphones.
Furthermore, these ICT artifacts were chosen with varying degrees of analysis of their poli-
tics. Politics can be embedded in functionality, and one might also worry that the politics of the
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organization that created a tool are expressed in its design. However, those politics are hard to
access, as P1 notes:
“Zoom is relatively new. We were using FreeConferenceCall.com for years. I mean,
who even knows their politics? We didn’t even look, but it was more just like, we know
this is functional. We know this is useful.” – P1
Some part of the Zoom account world is free, so people can download an app and then
be part of it, but somebody’s got to pay the subscription. We realized that if we raised
enough to pay the subscription, and that equals out to easier to our most aected people,
or older people, or people that we’re trying to build a relationship with if that’s an easier
forum, we will take the cost out. – P6
“The only encrypted form of communication that we have right now is on Zoom. I
really made sure that we had that, and you can go play around with the encryption
choices as well.” – P5
P6 also reects on how the cost of value-analysis is not always nancial. SMA has chosen more
value-driven technology choices in the past. SMA’s website is hosted by MayFirst—a radical tech-
nology collective whose values align with SMA’s beliefs. However, the maintenance of their web
platform has required a signicant amount of coordination between MayFirst and SMA. While
value-driven and inclusive in the strictly technical sense, this technical choice was not the most
ecient. As P8 reects,
“It slows down the process significantly, which makes it difficult to work with when all
you need is to publicize the next general call through the website.” – P8
As P6 describes this conundrum between choosing an open-source solution and paying for a
managed service,
“So, when we look at something like a Zoom, which is an account that costs money,
as opposed to some kind of open source technology, we sort of always have to weigh
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out. We don’t do this super systematically, but we weigh out the number of re-
sources and time that it takes to understand and work with open-source, versus the
time it takes to just get a Zoom account.” – P6
4.4 Envisioning a Grassroots Culture of Technology Practice
To summarize what I have shown with the ndings in the last section, grassroots organizations
strive to make use of ICTs to further their agenda. However, ICTs do not work comfortably
for grassroots purposes and, in fact, sometimes end up distorting grassroots values. For example,
“technically competent” members end up having more power because of their knowledge about
the technical artifacts. Technical competence is further associated with younger age, cis male gen-
der, whiteness, socioeconomic privilege, and other normative characteristics. For a movement
that is run mostly on volunteer capacity and has to overcome many systemic barriers, the choice
of ICTs is driven by functional qualities with varying degrees of analysis of the politics of these
artifacts. Moreover, when SMA has tried to make technical choices (Zoom, Website, etc.) with
some form of value-analysis in mind, the choices have come with hard trade-os—like nances,
usability, technical labor, etc. I argue that the complex sociotechnical reality of SMA is indicative
of the reproduction of cultural values of the chosen ICT artifacts. Further, the tension within
the SMA is a result of two contrasting technocultures coming together: the technoculture of in-
clusivity in grassroots movements and the technoculture of exclusion in ICTs. I graphically represent
this system in Fig. 4.4.
My ultimate goal was to nd ways to resolve some of the conicts between the two techno-
cultures in an eort to design a technology practice that truly centers grassroots culture. In the
view of technocultural theory, this conception of a grassroots culture of technology questions the
expert culture (norms of design set by experts of technology) that ICTs currently emerge from.
Toward this, in the sections that that follow, I rst contextualize the technoculture of the ICTs
used by the SMA using the overall framing of technoculture. Second, I establish SMA’s existing
culture as an emerging technoculture of grassroots inclusivity. Third, I look at the contentions
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of the technoculture of ICTs with the technoculture of grassroots inclusivity. I posit that the val-
ues, practices, beliefs from ICTs’ technoculture often bleed into the technoculture of grassroots
inclusivity, leading the latter to show symptoms of systemic exclusion. Finally, I oer suggestions
on how the relationship between ICTs and grassroots beliefs and practices can be harmonized
toward a more equitable culture of technology practice.
4.4.1 Technoculture of Systemic Exclusion in ICTs
SMA’s sociotechnical realities have interesting parallels with the historical studies of technology
conducted by Arnold Pacey in his book “The Culture of Technology” [101]. Pacey studied the
evolution of the snowmobile and showed how the same technological artifact led to dierent cul-
tural implications for dierent places in the world, sometimes even leading to socially inequitable
outcomes. The technocultural theory provides a helpful roadmap through which technology can
be questioned in its totality, i.e. as a triad of artifacts, practices, beliefs leading to the formation
of a technoculture. I describe more on Pacey’s work and technocultural theory in Chapter 1,
along with a detailed note on what role his view of technology has played in my understanding
of grassroots technology-use. I will be using Pacey’s triad of technoculture (Fig. 2.1) as a lens to
understand the technoculture of ICTs—specically by connecting that triad to contemporary
studies of technology in CSCW and broader HCI.
Sasha Costanza-Chock explores how the culture of exclusion is often embodied in and re-
produced through the design of technological artifacts. [108]. Technology—both in terms of
designed artifacts and the process in which they are designed—embodies and reproduces the val-
ues of “the matrix of domination” (white supremacy, heteropatriarchy, capitalism, and settler
colonialism) [139, 108]. Although design is seen as a domain of paid experts, these paid experts—
at least in the U.S. Silicon Valley design rms—are primarily white and Asian cisgender men.
Women hold 25% of these jobs; Black women hold just 3% of computer programming jobs, and
Latinas, 1% [140]. Although companies are trying to diversify their workforce, “diversifying the
software workforce, unfortunately, will not automatically produce a more diverse default imag-
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ined user” [108, 86].
Normative exclusions through technology are an important area of current HCI and CSCW
research. CSCW researcher Os Keyes points out how the use of automatic gender recognition
technologies has serious implications of excluding trans and non-binary people [141]. HCI re-
searchers Schlesinger et al. observed similar patterns of gendered exclusion in HCI [142], and
further observed racial exclusions that happen through chatbots [88]. As past research shows,
these raced, classed [85], and gendered exclusions perpetuated via technological artifacts have se-
rious consequences [143, 77, 144, 145]. The CSCW community has also purposefully designed
against exclusion [43, 85] and studied emancipatory cultures of technology-practice [43, 146].
These studies are dierent in their methods and motivation but they all ultimately show that
technology can and should be intentionally designed with values that adequately question sys-
temic injustices [78] (based on race [88, 144, 86], gender [43], class ( [147, 85], etc.) that pervade
our lives. I translate my knowledge of ICT’s culture of systemic exclusion in the following into
the triad of technoculture in Fig. 4.2. This view helps with de-blackboxing the complex cultural
phenomenon of ICTs. Opening the blackbox of technology has been a necessary step in the cul-
tural and political analysis of technology suggested by Critical Informatics. For us, in this paper
and in our ongoing work with SMA, it works as an analytical tool that lets us look beyond the
utility of popular ICTs.
4.4.2 Grassroots Inclusivity as an Emerging Technoculture
Inclusivity as sociocultural value has been interpreted in dierent ways. In the dominant dis-
course around the (Western) workplace, inclusivity is broadly understood as synonymous with
diversity of identities [140]. Inclusivity has also often been tokenized in social settings beyond the
workplace [148]. Civil Rights leaders spoke about people of color being included as a symbolic
eort to have a representation of people from marginalized groups. However, in practice, they
had little to no administrative power over making decisions that would actually aect their lives
[128].
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Figure 4.2: Adopting Brock’s reformulation of technocultural theory [86], I unpack the culture
of ICTs. With this formulation, we see, that the commonly used ICT artifacts pervading our dig-
ital existence are in fact products of a complex technoculture. The means of ICT production—
predominantly driven by beliefs and practices of racial, gendered, classed exclusions—are struc-
tured in the design of the artifacts.
SMA actively challenges this version of inclusivity. As P1 points out, the common views of
inclusivity tell us that the problem of systemic exclusion can be xed with equal representation
of marginalized people in power. While representation matters, according to SMA’s beliefs, in-
clusivity cannot be sustained without a transformation of the power structures that enabled such
systemic exclusion for centuries.
This belief is translated to novel practices of inclusivity such as the Peoples’ Movement As-
sembly (PMA). The idea of the PMA is born out of the realization that if we are to demand
the kind of democracy that serves the most marginalized of the society in an equitable way as it
would serve the wealthiest, then we need to rethink the structure of our democratic practices, too.
And so, with an analysis of voting and other democratic decision-making tools in mind, PMAs
were designed as a radically inclusive alternative that questions the very design of parliamentary
democracy in the United States. These beliefs and practices of inclusivity require the support of
certain communication artifacts—both ICTs and non-digital artifacts. Grassroots inclusivity can
therefore be conceptualized as:
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Figure 4.3: SMA’s culture has shown to have set beliefs, practices, and artifacts, which leads us
to present SMA’s culture as an emergent technoculture of Grassroots Inclusivity. While this for-
mulation comes from our analyses of SMA, I oer the technoculture of grassroots inclusivity
as a more generalized framework that can be used to build a technology practice committed to
questioning power and systemic oppression.
An emergent technoculture that strives to include marginalized voices in the uses of technology
to resist systemic oppressions, while simultaneously working toward dismantling the broader
structures that lie at the root of marginalization.
Using my ndings, through the lens of technocultural theory, the idea of grassroots inclu-
sivity can be expressed as the triad of beliefs, practices, and artifacts as shown in gure 4.3. This
frame is useful in several ways. First, this representation can be seen in contrast with that of the
dominant technoculture of ICTs in gure 4.2. Making use of this contrast, in §4.4.3, I argue that
the ICT artifacts used by SMA represent the intersection of these two triads (gure 4.4), lead-
ing to an uneasy t for these artifacts within a grassroots culture of technology practice. Second,
I argue in §4.4.4 that beyond the specic application in this paper, this framing can be used to
make sense of technology-practices in HCI in general—i.e., beyond grassroots movements. Fi-
nally, though ICT artifacts form a small part of the rich and complex technoculture of SMA as
represented in the triad, their uneasy existence in the grassroots fabric engenders a demand for a
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shift away from prioritizing established expert values in technology practice, which I discuss in
§4.4.4.
4.4.3 The Culture of ICTs against Grassroots Inclusivity
What happens when two separate technocultures with signicant power dierentials collide? My
ndings show that the ICTs chosen by SMA resist their practice of inclusivity in signicant ways.
As technocultural theory suggests, we can never separate technology from the practices it pro-
motes and/or resists. Cultural experiences with technological artifacts can therefore provide us
with useful insights on the fundamental value-systems of the technology. Following Pacey’s lead,
if we were to compare the two cultures of technology—the culture of ICTs as shown in Fig. 4.2
and the (techno) culture of grassroots inclusivity as shown in Fig. 4.3—we end up with the fact
that ICTs are situated at the intersection of two contrasting cultures of technology within SMA
(as shown in Fig. 4.4). ICTs’ positionality in the SMA, as well as the design of these artifacts, both
make ICTs our objects of concern in this paper. I argue that the practices and beliefs embodied
by the ICTs sometimes reproduce within a grassroots social movement. Though members of the
SMA are “users” and not the producers of these artifacts, “mere” use of these artifacts, produced
under a dierent technoculture leads to an erosion of the technoculture of grassroots inclusivity
that SMA members aspire to. Furthermore, as Critical Informatics scholar Andre Brock reminds
us [86] in his reformulation of Pacey’s technocultural theory, even when we are considering a site
of use far removed from the site of production, we cannot ignore the technoculture that is asso-
ciated with the means and the site of production of the technological artifact.
For example, for a movement overburdened with political analysis, SMA has had varying de-
grees of success in evaluating the politics of ICTs prior to adoption. There is also a general ex-
pectation within the movement for technologies to be value-free, ecient technical solutions for
their problems. While this perceived neutral quality of technology is in itself a reproduction of
the value-neutral position taken by the makers and marketers of ICT artifacts (Facebook [149],
Twitter [150], Google), adopting ICTs with less consciousness of the values they possess makes
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Figure 4.4: Comparing the culture of ICTs in Fig. 4.2 and technoculture of grassroots inclusivity
in Fig. 4.3 we see that, in the sociotechnical system of the SMA, ICTs are situated at the intersec-
tion of two contrasting cultures of technology. This makes ICTs more prone to reproduce the
values from technoculture of exclusion into the technoculture of grassroots inclusivity, which
further leads to the inequitable outcomes described in this paper.
them even more prone to reproduce their existing values in a community.
I note more of this reproduction happens with values like functionality and efficiency. The
culture of ICTs is often based on the assumption that eciency is correlated with the value of
productivity [151, 104, 152]. Therefore, the most ecient person in the room is the person who
knows the technical artifact in use best and can get the task done fastest [151, 152]. Adopting ICTs
leads to a similar belief within the SMA landscape. Their choice of the same few people in the
roles of facilitator and note-taker is indicative of productivity-driven choices. Functionality and
eciency, however, have dierent meanings for a grassroots social movement than they do for the
makers and marketers of the ICTs used. To form a robust sociotechnical system for grassroots
social movements, designers and scholars of ICTs need to further examine how we can integrate
chosen technical solutions with adequate cultural and organizational practices that embody func-
tionality and eciency in the grassroots sense. If we look at the culture of SMA, we see that their
understanding of a functional and ecient movement is not about being the simplest to man-
age, or the quickest in organizing a protest. The sociopolitical goal of SMA is to include the most
marginalized voices, and in doing so, make decisions that improve the lives of the most marginal-
ized. In P1’s words, that is accomplished by “moving at the speed of trust.” Adopting tools like
Google Drive enhances some needs of decision-making in the movement like documentation and
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archiving while hindering the more sociopolitical goal of distributing the decision-making power
to the most marginalized.
Moreover, the values of functionality and eciency in the production of ICTs, as prior work
shows, are highly gendered [153] and racialized [154, 152] values. The primary workforce from
which these artifacts emerge is white and/or Asian cis-gender males [140]. Prociency in technol-
ogy therefore is associated with whiteness [154, 152, 108, 86], masculinity [108, 98], socioeconomic
status [85, 108, 86], and, to some extent, specic ethnicities [140, 108]. SMA’s sociopolitical cul-
ture organically resists such exclusionary practices, SMA being a movement primarily led by and
centered around people of color. Yet, if we look at who is believed to be technically competent
among just our interview participants it would be P5 (Multi-racial, 24), P6 (white, 41), P7 (white,
75), and P9 (white, 28). The communications work team of SMA that the rst author joined
also shows a similar racialized character. This association of technical eciency with whiteness,
socioeconomic privilege, and younger age is indicative of the gendered, classed, and racialized
means of ICT production that prior work points out [140, 155, 156, 85, 141, 108].
Finally, the culture of ICTs believes that social and political problems can have technical so-
lutions [104, 61, 152]. For example, the ICT artifacts used by SMA such as Google Drive and
Dropbox are made and marketed as technical solutions for the social needs of collaboration and
cooperation. As a more alternative technical solution, SMA’s choice of hosting their website with
MayFirst was also meant to be a more inclusive choice of a technical artifact. All of these technical
solutions fail to account for the more systemic exclusions that the politics of grassroots inclusivity
fundamentally question. If SMA’s sociotechnical reality is any indication, we need to realize that
problems that arise in the grassroots fabric do not have strictly technical solutions. In fact, adopt-
ing communication technologies as technical solutions can sometimes obscure our vision of the
more structural gaps that may exist within a community. For example, the use of Zoom made it
possible for SMA to have regular calls which played a crucial role in creating a sense of commu-
nity for their regional movement. However, these calls are typically announced over emails and
Facebook posts—tools that many SMA members have limited access to. This has the potential
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to exclude the most marginalized members of SMA who should otherwise be at the center of the
movement.
4.4.4 Lessons from the Conicting Technocultures
Technocultural theory suggests that cultural conicts in sociotechnical systems can highlight im-
portant truths about the fundamental assumptions underlying the design of technical artifacts.
From the conict between the technoculture of grassroots inclusivity and the technoculture of
ICTs, I infer important lessons about the future of ICT artifacts wanting to support inclusion
(and other social values), as well as grassroots communities wanting to form their own culture
around technologies they have little control over. The problems I highlight in this paper need to
be resolved from both ends of the cultural spectrum. CSCW and HCI (designers, practitioners,
institutions) have a responsibility to align and resolve some of the fundamental dierences of this
eld with marginalized technocultures, leading to more value-aligned ICTs. On the other end,
the marginalized technocultures will be exercising their voices in many ways—most importantly
by holding the ICTs they use accountable for the values they promote. The following are some
suggestions grounded in the ndings and analysis of this chapter.
Expanding the Vision of Inclusivity in CSCW and broader HCI
The means of technology production (e.g., discriminatory beliefs and practices in the technol-
ogy workforce) have several consequences beyond the lives of workers involved in the making
of technology. The means of production of CSCW technologies shape the values embodied in,
practiced, and reproduced through CSCW artifacts. Thus, we end up with value-laden tech-
nologies with serious implications for power and marginalization in the lives of “users” of these
technologies. In what follows, I argue that the means of CSCW technology production can be
evaluated with our formulation of the technocultural framework of grassroots inclusivity.
Signicant eorts have been made to make CSCW a diverse community, with the hope that
that diversity would also be reected in the artifacts and practices of the community. However,
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as past work points out, inclusivity often gets tokenized and limited in the discourse of repre-
sentation [142, 88, 141, 108]. With the conception of “grassroots inclusivity” as a distinguishable
practice from the more tokenized version of inclusivity, I mean to provide a theoretical framing
of inclusivity that is grounded in lived experiences of a large regional grassroots social movement.
I posit that a substantive change is needed in how CSCW technologies interpret issues of
inclusion, exclusion, marginalization, etc. Toward a sustainable shift, CSCW and HCI need to
be more grounded in structural analysis of oppression, i.e. moving our investigation from “who
is missing from technology discourse” to “why are they missing? How are they missing? What
needs to be transformed structurally in order to dismantle this pattern of exclusion?” Through
my description of SMA’s practices and beliefs around inclusivity, I suggest that grassroots in-
clusivity is a conceptual framework that can help CSCW, HCI, and other communities work
towards centering the marginalized experiences of technology. For example, building on the prac-
tices (Fig. 4.3) of grassroots inclusivity, CSCW designers, researchers, and practitioners working
with/for marginalized experiences of computing (through communities they work with, or have
lived experiences themselves [157]) can engage in critically reecting on values carried through
technologies they use, make, and study [3].
Aligning the technoculture of CSCW and broader HCI with grassroots inclusivity will have
to be a continuous practice—it sure has been for me, as I will share more in the next two chap-
ters. I suggest two possible methods and practices for CSCW designers and practitioners in the
following subsection.
Expanding Design Practices in CSCW and broader HCI
My call for aligning the two technocultures echoes past research [4] and further points to the need
for a kind of value-sensitive design work through collaboration that focuses on outcomes beyond
the design of technical solutions with communities. More practically, this would mean that de-
signers and researchers doing community-centered design would stay suciently involved in the
community before and after creating a technical artifact for and with them. This would enable
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researchers to not only study values as lived experiences of others but also of lived experiences of
themselves as members of the communities being studied.
Close and holistic collaboration can uncover that a strictly technical solution for the problem
of inclusivity, or any other sociopolitical value for that matter, does not exist. As we have seen in
this chapter a strictly technical solution will insuciently address the structural exclusion that is
often at the root of such problems. In reality, designing a culture of technology practice is messy
work, and we, as designers, need to embrace that messiness.
For example, one possible way to capture the messiness of designing a culture of technol-
ogy practice is to consider that every community is heterogeneous and even the seemingly non-
hierarchical communities will often have hidden power structures [49]. Questioning technology
with a technology-practice would further acknowledge that the technical solutions we create may
unequally favor community members in dierent power positions. The task of design therefore
entails asking hard questions about whether the technical solutions we create possess the risk of
becoming a solution that works for a selected few in the community. By identifying the mem-
bers for whom the technical solutions do not work, and further centering their experiences, re-
searchers can begin to explore eective sociopolitical practices that can accompany more technical
solutions. Together, this will lead to a more politically integrated technology practice. My sug-
gestion for making value-driven design a more ongoing, reective process rather than a one-o
event that produces stabilized artifacts embodying desired values, echoes a vast amount of work
done in social and critical informatics. It is particularly aligned with the work of Orlikowski and
her call to studying technology-in-practice as “identifying types of structures of technology use
should help both researchers and practitioners better understand how and why people are likely
to use their technologies and with what (intended and unintended) consequences in dierent
condition” [158].
Sustaining a culture of value-sensitive technology practice will also mean that we stay vigi-
lant for the reproduction of values of technical solutions. These technical artifacts could be from
managed services like Google Drive or self-hosted solutions. CSCW researchers and designers in
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this space will have to try to involve the community to iteratively design around such reproduc-
tions. More concretely, this would entail having open conversations with community members
about the politics and value-risks of technical solutions we collaboratively create. There is a need
to ensure that the communities stay aware of the possible means of reproductions of values, and
further hold technical systems and their designers accountable for the values they promote.
Practicing a Grassroots Culture of Technology
There needs to be a change in the way we think about values in technology. While that can be
a long-term goal for both makers and users of technology, in the meantime, resolution of the
conict between the contrasting technocultures of grassroots inclusivity and ICTs can be done by
de-centering the technoculture of ICTs in this arrangement. This would mean being conscious
of the ways ICTs tend to center the hegemonic values they come with, and then actively resisting
such pattern with grassroots practices to create a truly grassroots culture of technology practice.
In my work I did with the SMA following this phase of inquiry (discussed in the next chapter), I
build on the following principles toward that culture.
Consciousness of the value-risks of ICT artifacts. A core belief of grassroots organiz-
ing is consciousness: knowing and acknowledging the lived experiences of systemic oppressions.
Similarly, they can leverage the lived experiences of technical artifacts centering the experiences
of those who identify as uncomfortable with ICTs.
Inclusion of varied technical knowledge and resources within the movement. Next, a
grassroots technology-practice should carefully reect on the social, cultural, and organizational
resources that dierent organizations and individuals bring to the movement. For example, in
SMA, an organization brings the knowledge of spiritual and cultural grounding, and another or-
ganization brings the skill resource of union organizing and an understanding of class relations
in the Southeastern U.S. These seemingly non-technical resources should be considered as tech-
nological resources along with ones like knowledge of cybersecurity or skills of making a graphic
poster. This will also re-emphasize the belief that technology used by a movement is not separate
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from a movement’s character. Therefore the skills and resources that shape a movement also have
the power and ability to shape our technology-practices.
Careful allocation of resources. In a grassroots technology-practice, the social and cultural
resources should be mindfully allocated so that technical resources do not come at an unrea-
sonable cost of more natural resources like volunteer labor. Allocation of resources should be a
conversation among all members, not just the technologists in the room. Costs can be hidden–
using a particular piece of software or collaborating with another organization’s platform may be
more cumbersome than initially understood, so decisions need to be re-evaluated in light of new
information.
Participatory decision-making about technology. Finally, a core practice in grassroots
social movements is the participatory decision-making process that involves members with varied
experiences of systemic exclusions in every step of determining the future of the movement. All
the other suggestions I made above would not materialize if people with dierent experiences and
access to technology do not make decisions about the technologies together.
4.5 Conclusion
Imagine telling a grassroots organizer thirty years ago that in the future they would have low-cost
or even free access to audio and video conferencing, shared document editing, and the means to
publicize events to thousands of people with a few mouse clicks. They would, rightly, be amazed
and excited. The existence of these technologies is what makes a regional movement like SMA
possible. Technology has come a long way toward helping the voices of people be heard.
However, these technologies also have unexpected consequences. It doesn’t much help to
have a meeting via audio conferencing so people without computers can attend if the meeting is
announced via email. Small barriers like this accumulate, making true democracy hard to achieve.
Even grassroots organizations that rank democratic participation of the marginalized as a top
value struggle to be fully inclusive in their daily practices. The consciousness of the problem is
an important rst step, but not a sucient one, since a careful analysis of available technological
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tools often leads to hard trade-os.
I suggest that there is work to be done in CSCW and broader HCI toward critically examining
both the fundamental values we produce and market our technologies with as well as the conse-
quences of such value-laden technologies. As a possible shift in the means of ICT design and
production, I suggest CSCW and HCI designers draw from the culture (practices, beliefs, arti-
facts described throughout this paper) of grassroots inclusivity—a vision of inclusivity grounded
in a structural analysis of exclusion. While I envision a more integrated technology practice in
CSCW (and therefore more value-aligned ICTs) that accommodates grassroots needs, I argue
that grassroots movements, too, have a role to play in making such an integration happen. Thus,
I call for a localized culture of technology practice in grassroots communities, that is committed
to holding the cultures of ICT accountable for the values they embody and promote. I envision
that a grassroots culture of technology practice will be rooted in the grassroots analysis of systemic
exclusion with a continuous eort to include and center the marginalized voices and experiences
with technology. In Chapter 5, I will share how I have been doing so in the SMA.
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CHAPTER 5
DESIGNING A GRASSROOTS TECHNOLOGY PRACTICE WITH A SOUTHERN
MOVEMENT
5.1 Introduction
Technology, as we have come to know it through recent waves of HCI, can be conceptualized
beyond permanent value-laden artifacts [159, 103, 158, 98]. For instance, CSCW research urges us
to understand technology “as materials whose stability relies upon the continuous reproduction
of their meaning and usefulness in practice” [160]. Engaging with such theoretical works in the
elds of CSCW, HCI, Social and Critical informatics, and history of technology (§2.3.2)—in
Chapter 4—I committed to following a framing of technology practice that takes into account
the social, cultural, and organizational meanings of technology. Additionally, in Chapter 4, my
empirical work led me to envision the idea of a grassroots technology practice that grounds their
ICT-usage in grassroots values and liberatory goals. In this chapter, I share my insights from
designing a technology practice. More specically, I report on what it has meant for me as I have
contributed to the design of a grassroots technology practice in the large-scale regional grassroots
social movement of the Southern Movement Assembly (SMA).
To reiterate some additional context from chapter 4 that will help make sense of the work
that I report on in this chapter, SMA’s technoloculture was indicative of a conict between two
contrasting technocultures: technoculture of grassroots inclusivity and technoculture of exclu-
sion in ICTs. While their goals were of radical inclusivity of marginalized people’s voices in the
movement, the culture of ICTs they had to rely upon made it fundamentally dicult for them
to achieve it.
Avoiding popular ICTs and the culture of Big Tech they represent may not be pragmatically
possible for these movements. Even so, as CSCW designers and researchers we can help support
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community organizations i) in being critically informed of how popular ICTs may be aecting
their movement’s culture, and, ii) in designing a practice of ICTs that is grounded in resistance
and accountability toward the broader culture of ICTs. In this chapter, I share how I have ap-
proached both of these goals with a process rooted in solidarity with communities marginalized
by hegemonic cultures of technology.
In designing technology-use with the Southern Movement Assembly, I stayed away from in-
terpreting technology-use as an appropriation of complete artifacts. Rather, I saw this task as rst
and foremost, understanding technology-use as an enactment of structures associated with a com-
munity and its people. Second, I wanted to understand their beliefs around artifacts separately
from their beliefs and practices around ICTs. Finally, I concentrated on shifting the technology
practice toward the enactment of relational structures with the same ICTs. Approaching these
tasks required a sociomaterial intervention [52]. As Barad notes, this is “about being accountable
to the specic materializations of which we are a part of. And this requires a methodology that
is attentive to, and responsive/responsible to, the specicity of material entanglements in their
agential becoming” [161].
Toward the rst objective of understanding technology-use as an enactment of structure,
in §5.3.1, I report on three movement communication workshops (MCWs) I conducted in Mis-
sissippi, Georgia, and Alabama. Facilitating critical conversations about technology and their
experiences of ICTs was a constant goal for all three workshops. Two out of three workshops
happened as a part of a larger SMA event in rural towns of Mississippi. This was to make sure
that we discuss issues of ICTs in the same space and context as other societal issues were discussed
in. Further, I wanted to take these workshops to the margins instead of asking the marginalized
people to come to an urban location to discuss technology. The workshops revealed the specics
of the structural experiences of marginal users. It is one thing to have an abstract understanding
of the fact that ICTs reproduce oppression (which is what I established in Chapter 4), and a com-
pletely dierent exercise to uncover why ICTs can reproduce exclusion even in these spaces that
question power regularly.
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While the workshops continued to inform me in understanding SMA’s relationship with
artifacts beyond ICTs, toward this second objective, I further co-designed both a physical and
digital handbook of movement communication—responding to a material need pointed out in
the workshops. The material exploration that goes into making a culturally meaningful artifact
helped me see both what a technology artifact can accomplish in a community, as well as, the
limitations to which artifacts alone can help shift practices. I report on that experience in §5.3.2.
Finally, in §5.3.3 I share how I co-designed procedural changes in the community that re-
sponded to the objective of enacting a relational structure of ICTs. In this step, too, workshops
(especially the third workshop) played a key role.
In what follows in this chapter, I rst discuss the details of data collection and analyses. Next,
I shared the ndings from the three categories I mentioned above. Finally, I analyze my ndings
from designing a grassroots technology practice and extract broader lessons for designing tech-
nology practices of resistance and accountability.
5.2 Data Collection and Analysis
The data collection for this period I report on in this chapter followed the overarching guidance
of action research (§2.2). The specic research tools I made use of consist of eldwork, participant
observations, workshops, and iterative design. In what follows, I describe the methods in further
detail. In January of 2019, I discussed a detailed plan of action with the governance council of the
SMA preceding a conversation on specic research questions that would be worth exploring for
all parties involved. This plan—shared in the form of a shared document—included participatory
workshops across the rural South to gather more experiences and knowledges of technology use
as well as the iterative design of a handbook of communications that can be distributed both
physically and digitally.
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5.2.1 Field work, ethnographic observations, participation notes
I kept detailed eld notes and observations from the rst time I attended an SMA event in 2017. In
writing this paper, I took all of my eld notes into account starting from October 2017. Although
I did not join this community as a researcher, I was already invested in the grassroots relationship
with interactive technology, and attending the SMA event was an important event in that quest.
While these notes were taken (with their consent) before a time the specic research question was
set in collaboration with the movement, looking back at it has been helpful. Afterward, the eld
notes were taken more systematically [162]. To minimize the insider bias that close participation
can often lead to, I took detailed notes of events, conversations, decision makings, etc. that were
happening as they were happening; i.e. these notes had minimal interpretation involved from
me. Later in the day, after coming back to my own accommodation, I would jot down some
interpretations.
5.2.2 Participatory workshops
As previously mentioned, one of the means of participation as well as data collection for this re-
search was through the workshops that I organized as a researcher leading the communication
working group. With the uncovering of politics of seemingly technical events like registration
counts (i.e. low registration count from rural people with low internet connectivity) and subse-
quent reections on what that meant for the movement, it became evident that there was a sig-
nicant disconnection growing between the rural and the urban population of the movement.
The workshops were a way to both nd out why and how that was occurring as well as gathering
the ways in which these areas could be brought back at the center of the movement. The work-
shops took place as a part of the SMA events and community meetings in Mississippi, Alabama,
North Carolina, and Georgia. An important consideration at this stage of choosing locations
and contexts of the workshops was to take these discussions to the place where they were needed
the most—these places were also often the places that were missing from conversations about the
technology experience of the movement. Throughout section 5.3, I describe some highlights from
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three of these workshops, referring to them as movement communication workshops (MCW).
The three workshops described in this chapter are MCW1 that took place in Sunower County,
Mississippi); MCW2 in Atlanta, Georgia; and MCW3 in Mobile, Alabama. I share more of the
logistical details about these workshops in Table 5.1. Further, in this same table, I share the re-
search questions that motivated each of these workshops along with an overview of outcomes.
These details are woven into the ndings and analyses shared in this chapter.
The workshops had dierent designs in dierent instances of these events—designed partic-
ularly according to the needs of places where they were taking place. I share the specic structures
and agendas for each workshop in Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4. Typically lasting for 2-4 hours, these work-
shops would start with a grounding exercise—a standard practice of the movement. We would
then have guided discussions with three phases: consciousness, vision, and strategy. This structure
was inspired by the existing practice of the Peoples Movement Assembly (PMA) which I discuss
in detail in the last chapter [132]. Participants sat in a big circle (which led these workshops to be
sometimes known internally as “communication circles”) with standard materials used in these
workshops being: ip-charts, markers, post-its, individual worksheets. I co-facilitated MCW1 in
Sunower County, Mississippi, and wrote the agenda for the workshop with the guidance of an
established organizer of the SMA as her co-facilitator. The workshops held in Atlanta and Al-
abama were organized by me alone with support from other members from SMA. That is to say,
I wrote the initial agenda for these two workshops, and the agenda was then evaluated by other
communication team members and a representative from the leadership. I took up the facilita-
tion responsibilities. Facilitating the workshop entailed taking high-level notes on the ip chart
as the conversations were happening in each phase of the workshop. In the consciousness phase,
the experiences of particular localities are gathered—participants would be encouraged to speak
about the problems they were facing in their own communities around ICTs. This was then fol-
lowed by gathering consciousness about the tools they were using—what their politics meant to
the participants’ lives, what values they embodied, who were these tools ideally made for, and
how were they being appropriated for the movement’s purpose and why. Consciousness was a
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phase dedicated to a holistic examination of the existing relationships between movement mem-
bers and the information technologies of use. In the vision phase of the workshop, participants
would typically go through the consciousness list and share their thoughts and desires about what
a collective vision of a communication infrastructure might look like in the interest of the whole
of the South, or at least for the states they represented. Next, using the ip chart’s record of the
previous two phases, collective strategies would be formed. Finally, the facilitators synthesized the
outcomes of the workshop and shared what the next steps would entail. Every workshop also dis-
cussed outcomes from previous workshops and the ultimate goal of constructing a more critical
technology practice.
5.2.3 Iterative design
The artifact(s) I created with the SMA were almost always designed iteratively. Iterative design
is a cyclical design process that consists of repeating sequences of collecting user feedback on a
designed interface, evaluating the feedback, and subsequent renement of the interface based on
learnings from user feedback [163]. In this chapter, I talk about one of the artifacts we created
in the span of our collaboration—the handbook of movement communication. The version of
the handbook I present in Section 5.3.2 is the rst iteration of its design. In the annual meeting
of 2019, I took the physical prototype to the eld to get initial feedback from the community
members. The handbook, in its current iteration, became an integral part of how the practices
in the meeting were shaped in the end. The digital version of this handbook has also been hosted
online and has also been used by the community in its current iteration. In future work with the
SMA and other grassroots movements, I wish to keep adding to this iteration toward integrating
this artifact into the overall grassroots culture of technology practice.
5.2.4 Evaluation
I shared the principles and process of evaluation I followed overall in my work in §2.2.4. Through-
out the iterations of design—of the workshops, artifacts, and community procedures—I fol-
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Table 5.1: Details on three Movement Communication Workshops (MCWs) conducted in the
rural towns of U.S. South
Workshop Research Questions Location Participants Outcomes
MCW1
• What are the per-
ceptions of ICTs in
the rural commu-
nities of the move-
ment?
• What are some bar-
riers of entry that
lead to low partic-
ipation from rural
organizations?
• How do they envi-




















• How do technology




• What do they imag-
ine their roles to be
in a more equitable
practice of technol-





• Unpacking of what
participants’ exper-






What does it mean to
bridge the gap between
the physical and digital re-







as a future move-
ment goal 5.3.3)
• Identifying the need





lowed the grassroots tradition of ongoing reflection as evaluation [2, 33, 123]. This was a decision
we collectively made when establishing a research partnership with the SMA. The leadership be-
lieved that the process and the outcomes from this research could be routinely examined much
like the rest of the actions conducted by the movement [31, 132]. Further, as I note in §2.2.4, I
committed to staying accountable to this community and its people for the foreseeable future
thus committing to a long-term relational and aective culture [6] of evaluation and reection
of my actions.
5.2.5 Analysis
At the time of analyzing my data for this chapter, I gathered all of the data on technology-use by
the SMA collected by various means. This included my eld notes and participant observations
since October 2017, transcriptions of some workshop conversations I was able to record with
permission from the participants, the data from workbooks distributed in the three workshops,
facilitation notes, notes, and feedback on the dierent iterations of the design of the handbook,
design reections I had done through the iterations.
The techniques of analysis I used were somewhat dierent for the two phases of my action
research with the SMA: for the data collected from 2017 till the time I formally began my research
with the SMA in 2018, and data collected from late 2018 through late 2019. I did a line by line
coding of my eld notes from the rst year when notes were not taken as systematically with
the research questions in mind (the choice of informal note-taking is explained previously in this
chapter; also see §2.2 for details on ethical considerations related to this choice). After doing line
by line coding of a selection of my data, I let some themes emerge from the data sources of these
initial days of work.
Since forming the research questions in late 2018, I began jotting down interpretations within
twelve hours of collecting the data—this is primarily to record and analyze the data from the var-
ious positions of distance [51]. This technique is used in ethnographic work in various elds [47,
51], and I found it to be particularly helpful as the intensity of community involvement increased
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over time. This method worked for post-workshop reections as well since the workshops were
not fully audio/video recorded and being the facilitator of the workshops I could not take real-
time notes other than the visual mapping of conversations I did to keep facilitation on track.
Combining high-level codes and themes from the rst phase with interpretations from the
second phase, I applied inductive analysis to generate the concepts reported in this chapter [46].
These concepts were further iterated on with the framing of “technology and/as practice (§2.3.2)”
in mind.
5.3 Findings: Co-Designing a Grassroots Practice of Technology
Though in SMA’s history as a movement (since 2011) modern technologies were always present
in some capacity, according to my ndings, newer ICTs got added to their sociotechnical system
as the movement grew and more complex tasks emerged. In theory, these ICTs—Google prod-
ucts for document management, internal surveys, emails, photo storage, etc.; Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram for social media outreach; Zoom for regular regional-scale meetings—were being ap-
propriated successfully [94]. That is to say, when I asked members about the performance of these
ICTs, they shared outcomes that matched with what these technologies promised to deliver. The
everyday tasks they needed to accomplish via ICTs were not far removed from what these tools
promised to aord in the rst place. As I shared in the last chapter, the time when I joined the
SMA, the common belief I gathered from the eld was that these tools were a value-add to the
movement, especially, for the movement’s productivity. With the help of modern technology,
SMA was able to produce collaborative documents faster, eciently organize meetings, acquire
donations and media attention—all of which count as invaluable capital for sustaining any or-
ganization let alone a volunteer-run movement led by and centered around people of color that
is constantly having to resist systemic inequity to even exist. However, from the very beginning
of my relationship with the SMA, several members of the leadership also expressed a fear that
modern technology may be driving the movement away from their actual base: Black and Brown
people in the rural South. For these people, modern technology only made the movement more
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inaccessible.
Therefore, although the appropriation of ICTs as it happened in the SMA was successful
in the technical sense, it came with a signicant cost. For a movement whose sole purpose is to
build up a sense of collectivity across the South—the gradual exclusion of the more marginalized
members of the movement is not an acceptable consequence of ICT appropriation. It questioned
the very identity of the movement.
Beyond gathering the wisdom of SMA leadership, as I became a member of the movement
myself, I started noticing the same patterns of exclusions. Additionally, I also noticed that al-
though SMA leadership understood ICTs as a core reason for these exclusions, they also could
not avoid ICT dependencies in sustaining the movement even when they wanted to. For instance,
in an internal meeting that took place in early 2018, one member of the leadership (§4.3.1) noted
this to the communication group,
There is no denying the fact that some of our technologies are complicated and not
easy to reach. We know this. We suer from this. We try to choose better too. The
whole reason we invested in the Zoom plan is so that we accommodate our rural
folks who want to join via cellphone. But there’s also no denying the fact that we
need the Internet to help us be who we are, and so many of our people lack that
access.
This sentiment came back frequently in my conversations with the SMA, especially during mo-
ments of organizational breakdowns that baed the leadership, such as, having alarmingly low
registration count in SMA meetings from rural people who were meant to be at the center of
the meeting. In mid-2018, SMA leadership made an ocial request to the communication team
to look more into the problem—and not with a post-facto investigation of registration count
or other similar outcomes, but through community-centered means of research that would also
help prevent such exclusions in the future. For the time that followed, we worked together toward
co-designing a technology practice rooted in grassroots values.
I share more of this process below, but to put in contrast with the earlier description of tech-
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nology practice, by 2019, SMA was prepared to hold their meetings in rural towns with limited or
no internet connectivity, in fact, they prioritized meeting in rural towns of the South. They also
built long term partnerships with South-based Black-led radio stations and print media organiza-
tions as means toward decolonizing media in the movement. Examining the politics of technol-
ogy became a part of SMA’s culture. Through both informal and formal reections/collective-
evaluations we conducted with SMA members, especially with the rural members of SMA, this
ongoing practice made them feel more connected in the movement. Moreover, they expressed
that they felt more agency over the technologies of the movement.
This shift in relating to technology more critically —particularly with centering the expe-
riences and agencies of members situated at the margins—was accomplished through incorpo-
rating an enacted lens of technology use [103]. An enacted lens reminds us that “investment in
and deployment of technologies is not an indicator of organizational improvement or change.
Such improvement or change depends not on technologies per se, but on whether, what, and
how technologies-in-practice are enacted with them” [103]. It should be noted that this does not
translate to technology scholars teaching communities of practice how to use modern technology
in some “proper” way that preserves the true culture of said community. Such reductive interpre-
tations, although perhaps completely justied given academia’s history of establishing supremacy
over users of technology [53], are far from the truth of our collaboration toward designing a grass-
roots practice and enactment of technology. Rather, I approached this as a task of co-organizing
a movement within the movement—building on and being led by the rich cultural practices in
place in the SMA, I uncovered the following with my ndings: i) why ICTs were being enacted
in the exclusionary way they were in the SMA ii) the meaning in artifacts (including technol-
ogy artifacts) as constructed by the movement, and iii) how to use this analytical and ontological
framing of technology-use to build up a relational infrastructure holding technologies-in-practice
accountable for their consequences in the movement.
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Table 5.2: Structure & Agenda of the First Movement Communication Workshop (MCW1)
Time Phase of the workshop
12PM-1PM




ICTs and broader understand-
ings of technology in the move-
ment
2PM-3PM
Vision: envisioning an alterna-
tive future of technology prac-
tice
3PM-4PM
Strategy: next steps and action
items to the future vision of
technology
5.3.1 Understanding enactment of ICT structures
My relationship with the SMA from the very beginning led me to experience their technologies
as my own. But to understand the structures within those technologies I needed to gather the
experiences of members at dierent positions of power and privilege in the movement. I began
by studying the experiences of the rural South—SMA already had meetings at rural towns of
the South, I accompanied them, participated in their meetings, gradually opened up discussions
around the collective experience of technology in the movement.
ICTs in the SMA gradually claimed a central position once it was brought into the fabric. As
was shared in the last chapter but is nevertheless important to reiterate to ground the ndings
I share here, by the time I joined SMA—seven years into SMA’s organizing history—ICTs were
already established as a symbol of power, a status of modernity in the movement. A popular belief
among the rural demography of the movement was that ICTs favored younger generations in the
movement, often the ones who belonged to the urban, white, middle-class demography. In the
workshops, the same pattern was revealed.
Take the example of the rst movement communication workshop (MCW1) conducted in
Sunower County, Mississippi (agenda shared in Table 5.2). Sunower County is historically sig-
nicant in the civil rights movement of the United States. Activist, community organizer, and
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notable civil rights leader Fannie Lou Hamer was born in the Mississippi Delta and organized in
Sunower County [164]. It is also known for having been home to the Choctaw Indians for hun-
dreds of years before the arrival of white settlers [165]. As of 2019, its population
1
was 73.8% Black,
24.7% white, 1.3% indigenous or Latinx. SMA had multiple long-term members who belonged to
this place—some of whom had even organized with Fannie Lou Hamer during Freedom Summer
in 1964 [123]. In choosing to host a meeting at this particular place, SMA wanted to acknowledge
the meaning this community has held in the history of racial struggles in the U.S. South in the
past as well as in recent times.
This is to say, in my goal of understanding technology structures, I, too, needed to be inten-
tional about choosing the place for these workshops. The history of a place in structural oppres-
sion and its subsequent role in the context of grassroots organizing played an important role in
making this choice. MCW1 took place as a part of a three-day SMA meeting that drew people
from all over the U.S. South. This included people who came from local towns in Sunower
Country and other parts of Mississippi, as well as people who traveled from other parts (for ex-
ample, I was a part of a larger crew that traveled from Atlanta, Georgia) from the U.S. South
to take part in this meeting. We began the workshop at one in the afternoon after lunch—this
scheduling was to accommodate people who were coming from afar. In a room separate from
the overall meeting venue, we set up a circle with chairs for participants to sit on. This remained
a ritual for all of the workshops I conducted—in evaluating the workshop later in the day par-
ticipants noted that the circular arrangement helped participants feel connected to one another.
Another intentional choice, suggested by my co-facilitator (a long-term member of the SMA)
in this workshop, was to keep the use of technologies in facilitating the meeting as minimal as
possible. Only technologies in the room were physical—an easel, an easel pad, and some marker-
pens to take notes with during facilitation. In the consciousness phase of the workshop (Table
5.1), upon answering what ICTs has meant in the community one is representing, a participant
self-identied as a “youth organizer in Mississippi” shared:
1https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/sunflowercountymississippi
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I am a big believer in the power of social media, especially Instagram stories to get
the messages across.
Not all participants shared this sentiment, in fact, most people present in this workshop had a
dierent story to tell about their experience with social media.
I feel as though our use of social media and website is dedicated more toward poten-
tial funding organizations to show that we are up-to-date with new technologies so
we are worthy of their money and trust. Most of our elders do not get the messages
we share on social media anyway, so it either creates extra work for some people to
say the same message through dierent platforms for dierent people or more often
what happens in a volunteer-run already over-burdened community organization
such as ours is that we gradually forget about those to whom our messages do not
reach.
The participant who shared this point of view said so with a feeling of, in her words, “both sadness
and defeat,” as an older person from a local town in Sunower County contributed to this line
of thought.
Yes, we get excluded and feel obsolete in movement spaces, but more than anything
else I feel ashamed of owning just a ip phone, of not understanding social media,
of being afraid of the new wave of technologies entirely. I am not used to feeling
that way in my community.
What this community elder, an indigenous person, referred to was then elaborated on by my
co-facilitator from the SMA: she validated the experience of this village elder and further noted:
Our communities are fundamentally rooted in the knowledges, experiences, and
wisdom of our elders; to lose that would be a loss of an entire culture.
MCW1 was lled with more such stories of lived experiences. One thing we collectively noted
about their ICT experiences was how these reected their experiences with structures outside of
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ICTs. Practice theory already explicitly mentions this possibility, “in their ongoing and situated
action, actors draw on structures that have been enacted previously (both technologies in practice
and other structures) and in such action reconstitute those structures” [59]. What I observed
with my participation in the organization supported this theory: SMA’s enactment of technology
structures followed the same patterns of exclusions seen in broader social structures they operate
in. Though they earnestly strive to resist these exclusions in the social sphere, when the same
exclusions are mediated through ICTs, they are more likely to go unnoticed. Even when they are
noticed, the cost of the examination is too high.
I don’t think we can establish strong credibility among the urban population with-
out a steady presence on social media. And I mean both individuals and allies we
need in the movement as well as organizations that more likely to support us nan-
cially, legally, and otherwise.
On the other hand, this begs for a more complex question asked by a participant at MCW1:
It’s just when we forget about the people who are not on these shiny new wave tech
places aren’t we also perpetuating racism of the last few centuries? And really what
does it mean for movements like ours to look more like new wave technologies and
less like, say, black radical traditions?
Throughout workshops and eld visits I gathered a unifying theme in these individual ex-
periences with ICT and the structures within them, as synthesized by participants at the end of
MCW1,
the historicity of racism and previous experiences with racist structures make it hard
for us movement members, particularly people of color from the rural South] to
trust them [new technologies].
Further, at this stage participants also began to note that the generational gap and the rural-
urban gap the movement witnesses are related to questions about expertise, i.e. who are consid-
ered to be experts of new technologies, i.e. ICTs, in the SMA? We ended MCW1 with the promise
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Table 5.3: Structure & Agenda of the Second Movement Communication Workshop (MCW2)
Time Phase of the workshop
10AM-11PM
Community breakfast & cul-
tural grounding
11PM-12PM
Consciousness: i) reecting on
the experiences of managing
ICTs of the SMA and over-
all notion of technical expertise
(Google Draw activity shared
with Fig. 5.1)ii) reecting on
personal journeys to ICTs
1PM-2PM Community lunch
2PM-3PM
Vision: building on the visions
of future of tech practice from
MCW1, especially the role of
“technology experts” in that fu-
ture
3PM-4PM
Strategy: next steps and ac-
tion items to de-center ICT ex-
pertise and broadening under-
standings of both technology
and expertise
and plan for a future workshop toward identifying and unpacking the very notion of technical
expertise in the movement.
Toward capturing the essence of how technology structures are enacted by the perceived ex-
perts in the community, I conducted another workshop primarily for the members of SMA’s
communication group. This second workshop of movement communication (MCW2) took
place in Atlanta, Georgia (agenda shared in Table 5.3)—where most communications team mem-
bers were located, including me. This workshop took place in an urban location, at an oce
building owned by one of the SMA organizations. This workshop had a dierent setup from
MCW1. For instance, the overall setup of the room had the look and feel of a workplace. Unlike
MCW1, MCW2 involved many technologies—both physical and digital. Almost all of the partic-
ipants had personal computing devices (such as laptops or tablets) in front of them—in MCW2,
I specically wanted participants to reect on the experience of maintaining several ICT artifacts
of SMA. In fact, in the rst phase of the workshop participants made a list of all the digital tools
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Figure 5.1: List of technology resources made by participants of the second movement commu-
nication workshop (MCW2) on Google Draw
and technologies of the SMA was using the Google Draw feature in our shared Google Drive
feature. Fig. 5.1 was the outcome of that activity.
After this activity of mapping out technologies of the SMA, in the consciousness phase of the
workshop, I guided participants toward sharing more on their personal journeys that led them to
be maintainers of these tools—a role in the movement that gives them the status of “technology
experts.” As a member of the communication group, I shared my own journey too.
Grounding ourselves in the more personal journeys we have taken to get close to ICTs, we
began investigating the notion of expertise. Particularly, we reected on what technical exper-
tise meant for the participants. For several members perceived expertise, in reality, meant more
responsibility. It also meant a certain feeling of detachment from the political identity of the
movement. As a young member of the group with several years of youth organizing experience
said:
I feel that being one of the few people who know how to manage Zoom has some-
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how made me less of a political person and more of a technical support person. It’s
as though I am at once the most essential person for a meeting to even take place but
on the other hand my organizing skills or experience has nothing to do with my role.
It was not a rare occurrence for people with technical expertise and roles to suer from this
identity crisis within the movement. They gravitate to the movement because they believe in the
politics and wants to be a part of it in practice, however, as soon as they become a member of
the communication working group they are seen as “technology people”—who are important
for their technical skills and problem-solving abilities but not belonging to the political crowd
of the movement. Members shared that this disconnect often made them feel frustrated, as one
member put it,
If it’s our expertise that is causing us to be seen as a technical support team then we
have much deeper insecurities at play here.
In the vision phase of this workshop, we decided to host a third movement communication
workshop as a part of a larger SMA meeting to discuss more on what it would mean for the rest
of the movement to de-center the notion of technology expertise. Further, participants noted
that one way of approaching this could be by collectively gathering more of the physical resource
as noted with Fig. 5.1—what are the physical resources and artifacts being used by the dierent
community organizations of the SMA, located all over the U.S. South?
5.3.2 Signicance of (technology) artifact in the movement setting
The discomfort felt by the people in the margins of a structure reveals important truths about
the structure itself. It urges us to identify and look more into the dierent actors and elements
that make up the structure. For the SMA, creating, maintaining, and relating to their own ar-
tifacts have been an important part of the movement culture. Artifacts—such as, technology
artifacts, nancial artifacts, cultural artifacts—are considered as key resources that help uphold
the movement’s structure. To feel distant from and intimidated by one of the key artifacts (ICTs
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in particular) was not only an odd occurrence it was also damaging the relationship between the
perceived “experts” and the “non-experts” in the movement.
Toward co-designing a grassroots practice of ICTs we needed to explore the meaning of tech-
nology as an artifact as perceived by the SMA. Separating technology-as-artifact from technology-
as-practice is an important step in the direction of establishing the practice lens of technology
[103], which is also what I set out to do with the SMA. I observed and experienced a range of
SMA artifacts in use: from yers and handbooks to manifestos, from bandanas and t-shirts to
funds, WiFi service, and cellphones to food. Their relationship to material artifacts that help
support the movement carries a deep sense of care and respect. In that, there are spiritual and
cultural grounding exercises in place naming the value of the resources, honoring them for the
role they play in making any meeting happen. Technology artifacts, too, get included with the
same intentions. However, technology also holds a complex meaning and history. Inspired by the
SMA’s grassroots tradition of analyzing social issues, in our workshops, we often looked beyond
the current experiences of technology, and investigate the historical signicance of these experi-
ences. For this, we would listen to the elders as they shared how they have seen communication
practices evolve through the civil rights era in their communities as well as what they learned
from their ancestors about technology (beyond information technology) has meant to them. At
MCW1 in rural Mississippi, one participant noted:
It’s hard to think about technology without thinking about slavery, about stolen
inventions from our people about how technology has always meant power that we
did not have. I trust that modern technology can help our causes of liberation but I
guess I am too old and too poor and too Black to really be able to believe in that.
With the introduction of newer ICTs like the le management software Google Drive or so-
cial media platforms like Facebook, the meaning and denition of what counts as technology
shifted, and this sense of detachment from newer technology artifacts got further stabilized. We
discussed this again in the third movement communication workshop (MCW3) held in Mobile,
Alabama (agenda shared in Table 5.4). MCW3 was similar to MCW1 in design—in that, both
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Table 5.4: Structure & Agenda of the Third Movement Communication Workshop (MCW3)
Time Phase of the workshop
9AM-10AM





tools & techniques including
ICT-use ii) workbook activity
to record digital and physical
resources being used in dier-
ent U.S. South communities
iii) political analyses of ICT
technologies used and connect-
ing lived experiences/feelings




Vision: building on the visions
of future of tech practice from
MCW1 & MCW2, especially
developing a framing from that
future synthesizing all ndings
2:30PM-5PM
Strategy: co-creating principles
& agenda for the framing devel-
oped in the vision phase
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took place in the rural, historically signicant town of U.S. South and both took place as a part of
a larger SMA meeting. However, a distinctive quality of MCW3 was that it was also imagined as
a skill-sharing session—when inviting participants to the workshops we explicitly said that there
would discussions and training around both physical and digital communication artifacts. Partic-
ipants were encouraged to participate if they were interested in sharing their experiences of move-
ment communication in their own communities. This workshop had representation from local
community organizations in Alabama, and further drew people from all over the U.S. South per
the tradition of SMA meetings. This workshop made use of technology artifacts as needed—we
had a projector set up for skill-sharing sessions; an easel, easel pad, and marker-pens for facilita-
tion; we also had some personal computing devices open for people who wanted to discuss the
website or social media management with a hands-on experience.
In the consciousness phase, everyone had a chance to share their skills associated with move-
ment communication with the rest of the group. We specically asked participants to think be-
yond ICTs when sharing these skills, as a result, we had skill-sharing of a range of topics like how
to write the content of a yer so that it reaches the intended audience. We also had ICT-related
training sessions: participants particularly wanted to learn more about social media best prac-
tices, understanding analytics to control the reach of social media posts, and managing websites.
In the consciousness phase, I further handed out a workbook to all participants so they could
take notes of how they felt as they were being introduced to the new ideas and technologies, as
well as what they found challenging about the ICTs being discussed from their own experiences
in their own communities.
Nine out of twenty-one people who attended this workshop said that they have a hard time
trusting social media or any new technology for that matter because their only experiences with
technology have had “violent” implications for their community. A youth organizer from Geor-
gia shared,
I know we are supposed to hail social media for recording videos of police brutality
and what not but I don’t know what’s out there after encountering the surveillance
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devices they have got in our public schools. Machines seem to not like my kind.
Followed by these disclosures, the group reected on how their feelings toward new technologies
are based on actual communal experiences of people of color in the United States and beyond.
On this note, participants were urged to imagine who they thought most of these technologies
(Google Drive, Social Media platforms like Twitter or Facebook, technologies that were discussed
for their utility throughout the workshop) were made for as well as who were they made by.
Well, this morning only in the town hall we talked about the digital divide, I per-
sonally don’t feel like any of the Internet is made for me, for my skin color or my
age.
The group further named the corporations behind these systems. Several people could not name
companies that produce ICTs, many said they “never thought of these new technologies that way.”
The discussion of the workplace behind ICTs also made them curious about the conditions much
of these technologies were made in:
who designs? who builds? Who decides what designs are useful? Who is left out of
this process entirely?
Led by this question at large, I also actively co-created an artifact with the SMA. The process of
making a culturally signicant artifact—the handbook of movement communication—in both
physical and digital forms, was itself a process of uncovering the meaning of technology artifact in
the SMA. Especially in May 2019, after MCW3, the community felt a need for deliberately making
culturally meaningful artifacts that will mend the rocky relationship between “the new and the
old wave of technologies.” Since handbooks were already a part of SMA culture, we decided
to make a movement communications handbook that hosts—in both digitally and physically
accessible ways—my ndings on what it means to create a grassroots technology practice.
In the months that followed, I had several conversations with the communication working
group members on making this tool, while I signed up for most of the development work needed
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Figure 5.2: The rst iteration of the print layout of the handbook of movement communication
begins with an introduction to the idea of movement communications. This iteration was taken
to the annual SMA meeting in November 2019 to gather community feedback on the artifact for
its next iterations.
to bring this tool to life. The communications team also had meetings with members across the
movement to gather feedback on dierent iterations of this process.
In these meetings, the handbook was imagined as an anchor for the technology structure
SMA wished to enact, as opposed to the one that the organization ends up enacting due to the
circumstances mentioned above. In our meetings with community elders and governance coun-
cil members of the SMA, we went through several iterations of design—both in the content and
the layout—that would support that desired enactment. In the nal rounds of this iteration, we
decided that a key element to support this would be to make it a combination of both a living
document for reection on communication practices and a comparatively steady artifact host-
ing the history of communication practices in movement organizing in the South through time.
Specically, it was discussed as,
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I think it would be really cool to see and remind ourselves that we existed and com-
municated and got things done before the Internet came into the picture. We are
not running away from the Internet, but it’s important to never forget that our his-
tories, practices, and victories transcend the digital.
It was further established that the handbook needed to be as freely accessible as possible. One
of the leaders of SMA mentioned in one of these informal discussions about the handbook,
We were producing open-source documents and tools for organizing before it was
called open source. We always believed in the dissemination of movement knowl-
edge as freely as possible. Look at all the handbooks and tools we do have—you can!
Because they are available. And not just on the Internet. We bring it to you, in print,
free of cost.
This led to imagining the handbook of movement communication as a web platform as well
as a physically printed version of the content of the web platform posed as the rst step. Ac-
cordingly, the content of the handbook was in part determined by the motivation for it to exist
as a standalone resource for anyone who wants to facilitate conversations about the politics of
technologies used in their own communities.
As an artifact of grassroots enactment of technology practice, the handbook conveys to its
readers/users the following: i) an understanding of the existing tools for movement communica-
tions, ii) the problems with those tools and how they create the need for communication circles,
and iii) the history of movement communications in the US south, which provides context for
the modern landscape of movement communications.
The handbook begins (as shown in Fig. 5.2) with introducing the grassroots culture of move-
ment communication: specically, there are three calls to action which provide introductory in-
formation about what movement communication is, why we have created a handbook about it,
and how a “user”/reader can use the handbook to look at their own movement’s communication
methods and facilitate conversations about technologies being used in the community.
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Figure 5.3: As a movement community with a rich history of grassroots organizing, SMA has al-
ways valued and grounded themselves in the rich history of the South. Our goal of establishing
ICTs as political subjects in the movement, therefore, also called for a similar historical investiga-
tion.
Next, the handbook discusses the needs for such culture work in a movement—the existing
landscape of movement communication methods, and specically how the use of digital tools
can leave out central members of the movement [5]. On a higher level, this section also provides
context for why MCWs were organized and what specic gaps they ll in the existing landscape. It
also includes guidance on how to host more such workshops in grassroots communities beyond
scholarly interventions.
Finally, to situate the ICTs used in the movement in the overall history of tools in movement
organizing in the U.S. South, the handbook contains a timeline of communication tools in use
from the 1950s to the modern-day. I show a part of this timeline with Fig. 5.3. Each entry on
the timeline describes the communication tool, its purpose, and the organization which imple-
mented it. This format allows readers to understand how the techniques were used while ac-
knowledging the Southern movement groups who paved the way for modern social justice work.
5.3.3 Relational infrastructure to resist technology structures
In our previous chapters, I shared in detail how relationships work as a building block for the
movement structure. Toward the design of a grassroots practice of technology, I found that to be
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particularly useful to ground my eorts with. Throughout our workshops I urged participants
to share what they imagine an ideal technology practice to be like: what do they desire technology
to become in their communities? At the end of the MCW3 hosted in Mobile, Alabama we had a
list of collective visions:
• Decolonize technology use.
• Redene and reclaim technology: our communities have been inventing tech-
nologies since forever. Technology is not just Google or Facebook; growing
our own food, making food, feeding our people is a kind of technology. We
need to take back the denition of technology.
• Support each other in learning new technologies.
• Follow the corporations and their practices.
• Make sure communities are educated about technologies before choosing to
use them.
• Learn how to protect and defend our people in digital spaces.
• Expand our communication beyond social media.
• Take print outs of social media posts to church gatherings, be aware that not
everyone *can* be online.
• Use local print media.
• Bring back the radio.
• Make our own technologies.
• Distribute our own technologies.
In these visions and otherwise, the call for stronger relational bonds persisted. The adop-
tion of ICTs aected the relational dynamic among various entities of the organizational struc-
ture. The urban becoming distant from the rural, younger members starting to grow apart from
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the elders in the community, grassroots organizing as a culture starting to prioritize social me-
dia over their own cultural artifacts, etc. represented the broader relationship breakdowns across
the movement. Toward addressing this, we were intentional in how the communications team
wanted to work on improving relationships not only between people and technology but also,
and more importantly, between the SMA and other Black-led media/technology organizations.
This goal was particularly put to action in May 2019, when SMA began planning their annual
meeting
2
. Their annual meeting, which typically hosts hundreds of people, is a signicant polit-
ical goal for the community every year. It is a way for them to sustain existing relationships and
build new solidarities within the South. This gathering counts as a valuable ritual through which
SMA physically manifests the sense of community that they strive to sustain all year long via dig-
ital networks. Often these meetings are organized with limited funding resources, yet, funding
is allocated more toward getting people to attend these meetings free of cost. Additionally, they
provide scholarship opportunities for people who may need travel or accommodation support
in those days. This is to say, to SMA, these meetings are more than a physical gathering of peo-
ple who care about their cause. It is about intentionally making space for people who are often
forgotten from the decision-making process of traditional democracy.
Technology, especially modern technology and ICTs, plays a key role in making this happen
in reality. However, ICTs also create new dependencies that then inuence organizing decisions
going into the meeting. Some of these decisions are less politically loaded than others, but, ICTs
stay an integral component of this process as those are the mediums that facilitate the collab-
orative eorts from members all over the US South and at times even with members across the
world. For example, even though SMA prioritizes the physical presence of members from all over
the world in the meetings, in reality, it becomes dicult for both nancial and logistical reasons
to get everyone to travel to the event venue. Additionally, organizations associated with SMA try
to raise funds throughout the year for this specic event, and they often need to prove their va-
lidity to funding organizations through Internet presence and activity. Needs such as these start
2
I was specically asked to help with communication and outreach decisions for organizing this meeting by co-
leading the planning group along with other prominent members of the movement.
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posing Internet connectivity as a primary need for the possible meeting venue.
In several of the planning meetings for this annual meeting, there were discussions about
what this need meant for the community. There were engaged conversations that drew from nd-
ings from the workshops—members unanimously agreed that Internet connectivity dependency
contributes to the already existing practices of exclusion that rural areas often already face. The
communication working group met weekly for the next several weeks and came up with a com-
munication strategy that still allowed SMA to host a meeting in rural Mississippi, in a venue that
had limited connectivity both in terms of the Internet and also in terms of being geographically
remote. In developing this strategy, the communication group often went back to the principles
developed in the third workshop shared above. Translating those principles, the communica-
tion team came up with a four-fold approach of communication that involved: i) community
radio, ii) local print media in Mississippi, iii) physical technologies (e.g. walkie-talkies) for inter-
nal coordination at the venue, iv) social media. This consideration posed social media as a small
part of the entire communication strategy—a measure that meant to address the concerns pre-
viously raised by community members of overvaluing social media and undervaluing culturally
meaningful communication venues. This strategy also ended up facilitating new connections to
the movement with local print media and radio stations—both kinds of connection have deep
meaning for the community and were built with long term goals in mind.
In November of 2019, the new communication strategy was put to test during the actual
physical meeting in Mississippi. After reaching the venue on the day before the meeting started,
communication working group members worked closely together to set up cellular repeaters to
boost Internet signals from some mobile connections, set up walkie-talkies to enable in-ground
communication among organizers, a group text messaging medium adding all phone numbers of
people who were attending the meeting. Additionally, they ran a meeting among the leads across
the four components of the communication plan: a member from Black Radio Project in charge
of recording interviews of elders attending the movement shared in this meeting that, “this right
here feels like ‘project: decolonize media’—I am so glad I am here with all of you feeling all the hope
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for our technologies that we harnessed for centuries.”
5.4 A Critical Practice of Technology: Insights from Designing with the SMA
In her book “Race After Technology: Abolitionist Tools for the New Jim Code” sociologist Ruha
Benjamin puts forth a powerful call to reimagine technology [23]. She notes that to “appro-
priate and reimagine science and technology for liberatory ends” are to reimagine “the default
settings–codes and environments—that we have inherited from prior regimes of racial control”
[23]. Throughout my ndings, I see both the appeal and the trap of the default settings of tech-
nology. The appeal of corporate technologies like Google, Facebook, Twitter is not lost among
the grassroots movement communities like the SMA, in fact, it is the opposite. They have to
constantly grapple with two contrasting realities: i.e the utility, scale, and stability that these tech-
nologies provide the systemic boundaries of access and ability these ICTs set up. These volunteer-
run community organizations often lack the privilege to refuse mainstream technologies [89],
and as I noted with the ndings this is due to a range of reasons: from losing credibility among
funders and urban population to losing touch with communities overseas. When the fabric of
technology at large perpetuates and upholds patterns of racial and class segregation [57, 166, 23],
challenging such structures in practice become extremely dicult even for communities that are
most equipped to question systemic exclusions. For SMA, there were two important structures
at odds with each other: the systemically unequal and segregated social structure of the U.S. and
the Global South and the technical structure of mainstream ICTs that play a role in upholding
systemic inequity.
I argue that it is this position that SMA and many other regional grassroots movement or-
ganizations hold in their use of ICTs, that make them uniquely qualied to lead us toward a
future where the practice of technology can be held accountable for the inequities they cause and
perpetuate. I call this future of technology: a critical technology practice. The idea of a critical
practice of technology is not new. It has been articulated as an agenda for technology workers
in the past by notable HCI scholar Phil Agre. Though technology practice in our eld as well as
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the global market of technology has changed since 1997—when Agre suggested that we should
ground technology practice in the reexive work of critique—his vision still holds [167]. He notes
that a critical practice of technology will:
at least for the foreseeable future, require a split identity – one foot planted in the
craftwork of design and the other foot planted in the reexive work of critique. Suc-
cessfully spanning these borderlands, bridging the disparate sites of practice that
computer work brings uncomfortably together, will require a historical understand-
ing of the institutions and methods of the eld, and it will draw on this understand-
ing as a resource in choosing problems, evaluating solutions, diagnosing diculties,
and motivating alternative proposals. More concretely, it will require a praxis of
daily work: forms of language, career strategies, and social networks that support
the exploration of alternative work practices that will inevitably seem strange to in-
siders and outsiders alike. This strangeness will not always be comfortable, but it will
be productive nonetheless, both in the esoteric terms of the technical eld itself and
in the exoteric terms by which we ultimately evaluate a technical eld’s contribution
to society. [167]
Agre’s vision has been further echoed by CSCW and HCI researchers and scholars through
various research endeavors (such as in a workshop organized by Dourish et al. that took place
in a SIGCHI conference in 2004 [168]). In imagining a future of critical technology practice, I
follow Agre and others’ footsteps, and further draw insights from my work of building a simi-
larly grounded technology practice with the SMA. I argue that while the value in creating and
maintaining new technologies of liberation is undeniable, a critical technology practice will go
beyond the creation of new and improved technology artifacts. Incorporating the view of technol-
ogy and/as practice (as described in Section 2.3.2), it will pay attention to the power relationships
between people and technology—especially when working with communities that have been sys-
temically harmed via technologies of oppression. As noted with ndings, I was able to make use
of the framing of technology as practice particularly in my work with uncovering the relationship
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between rural organizing and technology. It oered us opportunities for inquiring into people’s
relationships with past and present structures to see how that shapes their enactment of tech-
nologies of the present. Without the work of understanding and acknowledging the complex re-
lationships that exist between communities harmed and technologies of harm, we cannot begin
to imagine sociotechnical solutions that will truly challenge “the default settings” of technology
as Benjamin calls it [23]. A critical technology practice has to ground itself and grow from cri-
tiques of technology culture at large, and while much of it remains to be explored with future
HCI research, in this chapter, I oer thoughts on what it means to practice a foundational part
of critique: accountability.
Accountability has found many meanings in sociology, anthropology, and even elds of tech-
nology. In my imagination of critical technology practice, I build on the notion of community
accountability. Community accountability is a framework that comes from radical intersectional
feminist philosophies of grassroots organizing [169, 127, 170, 171]—in this way, community ac-
countability is already deeply practice-oriented. Accountability, as realized in grassroots commu-
nities, already exercises a sharp focus on structures—both embodied in and enacted by institu-
tions of power. In my work with the SMA, I facilitated conversations to ensure that technology,
too, is seen through the lens of structures. This helped us in shifting the view of technology from
artifacts that are intimidating and inaccessible to an extension of broader structures that SMA
was already equipped to question and hold accountable.
Communities of practice, especially the ones marginalized by ICTs, hold a role beyond the
binary of users/non-users—their experiences with technology reect broader systemic patterns in
the culture of technology [101]. A critical practice of technology, I argue, will center community
accountability toward ICTs. One of the local organizations of SMA (based in Durham, North
Carolina) focuses primarily on the practice of community accountability in the movement. In
my work of facilitating a critical technology practice with the SMA, we frequently went back to
the practices and framings provided by this organization. They dene community accountability
as:
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“the ability and desire of communities of the oppressed to adopt a “harm-free” way
of thinking and to construct processes and mechanisms that broadly address harm”
[172].
In what follows, in an attempt to provide some suggestions toward designing critical technology
practices, I will discuss i) my work with the SMA as an enactment of mainstream technologies
not only circumventing their embodied structures but also holding them accountable for the
structures they embody, and, ii) the role of designers and scholars of technology in facilitating
such infrastructures of accountability toward the culture of “big tech
3
.”
5.4.1 Enacting Accountability, Enacting ICTs
Grassroots movement organizing is as much about dismantling oppressive social structures as
it is about envisioning and designing a new world free of oppression. However, as community
elders in the SMA told us time and again “we never, for once, believed that freedom is possible
without mutual accountability.” Oppressive forces of racism, classism, sexism, ableism, etc. have
reigned in our local and regional realities for long enough that actual counter-practices and in-
frastructures become essential to resist the enactment of these dominant structures in our own
communities. Grassroots movement organizations are radically aware of this truth and are con-
tinuously working to establish such counter-practices with tools and technologies like democratic
decision making, cultural grounding, community farming.
Big tech—or as is popularly referred to in SMA’s narrative as “new technologies”—often can
be seen as excused from that scrutiny because of how pervasive they have become in the activist
spheres as well. Beyond activism, social media and ICTs, in general, have denitely been subverted
for cultural expressions of blackness [98], queerness [173], etc. While subversion happens, these
subversive practices of ICTs do not negate the fact that these technologies are more likely to sup-
port structures of inequity in society [23]. As Cathy O’Neil put it these technologies “codify the
past. They do not invent the future” [174]. Although in recent times these inequities are being
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Tech
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brought more to the surface with recent protests led by tech workers
4
, Benjamin notes “eorts
to combat coded inequity cannot be limited to industry, nonprot, and government actors, but
must include community-based organizations that oer a vital set of counter-narratives about
the social and political dimensions of the New Jim Code
5
” [23].
I argue that behaviors of accountability grounded in community-powered counter-narratives
are not only possible, they already exist. The feelings toward big tech that rural SMA members
shared with me are indicative of this culture of accountability being already in place. Their refusal
to succumb to the culture of ICTs is a choice driven by prior experiences of surveillance via the
same technologies. This is not to say that desires toward the status of owning ICTs and having
Internet connectivity do not exist among the movement members, but because of their deep-
rooted lived experiences with the social and political dimensions of technology, they are also quick
to identify this desire as largely manufactured as is the “sense of defeat” that participants felt when
having to use social media to stay relevant to funders.
Like any community of a regional scale, these experiences and narratives are not homoge-
neous. Since movement organizations also reect the geography of a place, it was clear from my
experiences that people with the privilege of tech-expertise in the movement did not feel the same
apprehension toward technology. In fact, they often perceived the rural people to have “hostile”
feelings toward technology. While a part of my work with the SMA has been facilitating open
conversations about technology across positions of power and privilege, it has also been about
validating the individual and communal feelings SMA felt toward technology. Often technology
stays limited in the artifact status—an apolitical entity symbolizing progress in the community—
which in itself is a direct enactment of the “master narrative” of technology Benjamin talks about.
SMA too has been responsible for internalizing, then enacting, such master narratives. My work
with the SMA has been to facilitate the movement against such narratives—with tools and sto-
ries [138] that were within the SMA all along but because of the blind spots in ICTs, they became
4https://techworkerscoalition.org
5
A concept Ruha Benjamin coins to describe a range of discriminatory designs that encode inequity in her book
“Race After Technology: Abolitionist Tools for the New Jim Code” [23]
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harder to notice at times.
My visioning of community-powered accountability toward ICTs is very much in line with
how communities have already held technology systems of oppression accountable for centuries
[169, 127, 170, 175]—technologies like policing [166], redlining [176], eugenics [177], etc. Once
ICTs are brought under the lens through which these communities have had to inspect other
technologies all along, and practices of these ICTs are examined and reected upon for the struc-
tures they are promoting, communities can begin to resist the structures within everyday ICTs
more systematically.
My work with the SMA followed this path. Our solution was not to create more complex
technologies (or even when we turned to complex artifacts they did not work well beyond the
center of the movement) or to stop using the mainstream ICTs altogether, instead, we honed in
on the long term relationships and partnerships with Black-led technologies. We did it not as
a token act of solidarity, but with the knowledge that community radio stations hold political
signicance in the South, the power, wisdom, and strength they represent will be invaluable in
redening the meaning of technology in the SMA. The infrastructure of accountability has not
posed a solution to tech monopolies, in fact, so far as our scope of infrastructuring went, we
saw the ICT structures as a conceptual problematic. Conceptual problematics “can only possibly
be resolved—rather than solved—because cultural materials (e.g. “information”) are not causal”
[98]. For example, in this view racism is seen as a conceptual problematic, rather than a “problem”
to be “solved” [98]. Accountability infrastructures such as the one in SMA are therefore long-
term projects that will continue to question and resolve any and every conict that arises from
technology use toward a just distribution of power and privilege in the community.
5.4.2 Role of Designers in Infrastructures of Accountability
In many ways, my role in the SMA was a constant exploration of where and how designers or
scholars of technology can help, if at all. Such existential inquiry is not uncommon for community-
centered research, as Irani and Silberman ask in the context of their role in the activist technology
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Turkopticon, “what if the problem is not how we design in a highly unequal world, but the very
fact that we are read as designers at all” [178]? The issues of power and privilege that I point out
with SMA’s technology-use led me to uncover the contentions surrounding the idea of technical
expertise. In reality, the designer part of my identity alone was often given the same pedestal of
expertise and therefore inaccessible much like the technologies themselves. I was politically val-
ued as a representative of activist circles from the Global South but my credentials as a technology
scholar were seen as separate from my politics.
Designers will always be in a contrasting power position as long as we venture into commu-
nities with our own tools, techniques, methods with limited eorts in contextualizing it. The
rst-ever workshop we conducted with the SMA was designed in collaboration with a long-term
organizer of the community, specically to ensure that talking about technology would not end
up looking any dierent than talking about housing in the community. I stayed away from the
usual participatory design (PD) techniques and brought in insights from PD and other academy-
approved design techniques only when they seemed tting with the culture of the SMA. I did so
because as Irani and Silberman further note “designers and HCI practitioners have a privileged
place as a research community that self-consciously attempts to generate both the futures of per-
vasive technologies and methods for generating those futures” [178]. I wanted to stay conscious
of the ways in which the power and privilege within our design methods shape the story of SMA’s
technology use.
On the other hand, it is uniquely our place as designers and HCI practitioners to get involved
in infrastructures of accountability toward the culture of ICTs—not just ICTs we create and/or
maintain but also ICTs that dominate and shape the culture of technology that in turn shapes
our professional roles as technology scholars. This is not a call to do more user-centered design
of new technology artifacts with community-based organizations, while such actions and collab-
orations are crucial toward pushing science and technology to liberatory ends, we still need to
reconcile with the fact that many of these community-based organizations will have to depend
on big tech for the near future. Designers and technology scholars with more exposure to pow-
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erful technology corporations can help mediate, integrate, and dismantle such dependencies in
community organizations. Not only can this be a way to hold corporate cultures of technology
accountable, but it can also keep us accountable to the communities we touch, and nally hold
the broader culture of expertise (that we massively benet from as designers) accountable for the
harm it creates in an already unequal world.
5.5 Conclusion
I do not think that a long-term, fundamental change in marginalized experiences of technol-
ogy can happen without a substantial change in the social, political, and economic conditions
of a society that make phenomena like Big Tech possible. But I also see the value in pragmatic
workarounds for the meantime—ones that contribute to the broader agenda of dismantling sys-
temic exclusion via technology while simultaneously trying to minimize ongoing harm among
communities that are already having to overcome centuries of technologically-mediated erasure.
In this chapter, I oered the framing of a critical technology practice—grounded in community
accountability and other values of liberation practiced by a Southern movement—toward such
radical enactments of technology, while we collectively build a future where such measures of
circumventing oppressive designs are no longer necessary.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION: VISIONS FOR A GRASSROOTS PRAXIS OF TECHNOLOGY
My work with the grassroots social movements of the U.S. South to the extent I have reported in
this thesis is by no means a conclusive work on the broader agenda that I set out in the introduc-
tion. This is to say, the agenda to construct and practice resistance and accountability against
hegemonic technology cultures of the world has always been and is going to be, a long term
project beyond the scope of a dissertation. Perhaps, beyond the scope of the academy altogether—
who are we to set the rules for how the culture we bet our livelihoods on gets dismantled? But
at the same time, a liberatory future of technology should not be the burden of over-burdened
community organizations alone. My work of helping build a local movement and helping sustain
a regional one has been an exploration in nding the balance with which I can use both parts of
identity—a technology scholar in Western academia and a community organizer from the Global
South—to actively help build that future.
Specically, in this dissertation, I have shared how I established meaningful research partner-
ships with two grassroots social movement organizations—the local organization of Science for
the People, Atlanta (SftP-Atlanta), and the regional movement of Southern Movement Assembly
(SMA)—both based in U.S. South. Although my work with these two organizations produced
academic outcomes—both conceptual and material—my relationship with these communities
has been rooted in my volunteer commitments of social movement work I did with them. Partic-
ipatory action research, the primary method of inquiry that I employed for this work, gave me a
unique opportunity to conduct community-centered research rooted in transnational solidarity
over the cultural connection of the South.
In this chapter, in what follows, I conclude my dissertation by rst sharing the key contribu-
tions and broader impact of my work as I see it. Next, continuing to reect on my dissertation I
share some of my personal takeaways from this work. I hope to channel these takeaways into my
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future work.
6.1 Summary & Contributions
I see the scholarly outcomes of this dissertation to be contributing to the eld of Computer-
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and broader Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). CSCW
research has long established the importance of understanding situated uses of information com-
munication technologies (ICTs). To understand technology, we need to understand the dynam-
ics of both its production and use. Understanding ICTs in use can certainly uncover the needs,
purposes, and motivations of users—as have been studied extensively with CSCW research on
appropriation [58]. That said, my focus in this dissertation has been to posit technology-use as a
way of understanding the cultures of technology production.
This particular way of looking is not new to CSCW. For research within this discipline that
particularly engages with modern critical theories [50] this has been a long-standing project: what
does it mean to rethink the technological object, to move away from “the myth of the lone creator
of new technology on the one hand, and the passive recipients of new technology on the other”
[160]? In her foundational piece “Located Accountabilities in Technology Production,” Lucy
Suchman suggests that for “for technology designers and developers, the basic change implied by
rethinking the technological object is from a view of design as the creation of discrete devices, or
even networks of devices, to a view of system development as entry into the networks of working
relations – including both contests and alliances – that make technical systems possible” [160].
Reconstructing technology relations, as Suchman puts it in that article, was a call to action.
With my work and this dissertation, I see myself primarily as responding to this call. In many
ways, my nding of the fact that modern ICTs create a division within communities of practice
is something that we already knew. My ndings conrmed this truth. We further knew that users
have been working around these gaps—by training themselves to gain more expertise, to catch up
to digitization of work and workplaces [63]. We knew that designers and developers of modern
technologies have been trying to be more aware of these gaps and further mitigate them with
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more user-centered, participatory approaches to design [48]. Makers and marketers of corporate
technologies, too, have extended their eorts to bridge the digital divide (for example, with their
distribution of devices among the disadvantaged people, or, building better internet access in
rural areas). This dissertation does not negate the validity of these eorts in any way, but it does
urge us to rethink the fundamentals of what we have come to know as ICT-mediated digital gaps
in communities.
The work of reconstructing technology relations, as I established through this dissertation,
goes beyond providing token access to technology devices and the ability to appropriate or even
create custom technology artifacts for organizational goals. I argue that it also urges designers,
developers, practitioners, and users to examine technology-mediated exclusions as extensions of
structural harm. In this way, I see this dissertation to be broadly contributing to ways in which
CSCW designers and researchers can approach fraught technology relations in communities of
practice that are also victims of structural oppression.
To do so, I took on a method that allowed me, as a researcher, to be aware of the ways in
which power and privilege are intertwined with the position of a technology scholar. Participa-
tory action research (PAR), as a method, allowed me to switch roles—between a researcher and
an activist. It also oered me space to reect on my own experiences with both technology and
structural harm. I see this dissertation to be a contribution toward our methodological choices
for how to reconstruct technology relations in communities. While PAR may not be the only way
to conduct such research, the tools and practices that I mention throughout the dissertation can
be incorporated in broader ethnography-based research in CSCW.
I further note that the work of reconstructing technology relations needs us to be rst aware
of the consequences of a fraught technology relation. With my rst study with SftP-Atlanta, I
contributed an understanding of exactly what is meant when we speak of modern ICTs being mis-
aligned with liberatory goals. In that, I identied three core values—inclusivity, privacy/security,
and social translucence—to be missing from the popular ICTs used by grassroots social move-
ments.
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With my second study with the regional movement of the Southern Movement Assembly
(SMA), I contributed an additional layer to this understanding of the consequences of conicted
technology relations. I noted that with BIPOC communities organizing against structural op-
pression, and especially communities of the South, this conict is often cultural. The framing of
the culture, as this dissertation argues, is a particularly useful lens to look at technology-mediated
structural exclusion. This study ultimately leads me to generate a theory for why using ICTs lead
to exclusionary consequences even for communities that actively question structural exclusion.
The theory suggests that these communities are often at an awkward intersection of technocul-
ture of exclusion and technoculture of inclusivity. That is to say, while they need to rely on the
ICTs and the culture of systemic exclusion they are often produced from, their adoption of ICTs
also makes them inherit the cultural traits of ICT production. ICTs, much like other structural
phenomena, reproduce their values in sites of their use. A key contribution of this study was
the systematic analysis of structurally conicted technology relations—particularly, in a regional
community in the U.S. South.
Toward constructing a grassroots praxis of technology, that would address structural gaps
perpetuated by technology, I further took a sociomaterial approach. That is to say, method-
ologically, I used a combination of material and discursive exploration of ICTs in the move-
ment. Specically, I organized three participatory workshops, collaboratively designed a handbook
of movement communication, and contributed toward building a relational infrastructure for re-
sisting ICT structures of a regional movement. A key contribution from this nal part of my dis-
sertation was the translation of a theory into practice—specically, I worked on translating the
theory of reproduction of ICT values I generated with my earlier study. I found the combined
and iterative use of theory and practice to particularly be useful in surfacing the lived realities of
ICTs. For instance, the theory I generated with the interview study only suggested that ICTs can
reproduce their values onto the fabric of a community leading to complex implications for its
culture. But it is only with the application of material and discursive practices of workshops and
design that I could surface why such reproduction happens even in communities that actively
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stand against it. I posit that this is not only caused by values currently embodied by ICTs but
also their enactment of ICTs is related to how the harm caused to them by technology systems
and structures of the past. While this theory and the particular lived realities that the theory is
grounded on can be seen as contributions on their own, I also present the overall sociomaterial
approach as a useful technique for studying technology-use as a way to elicit hegemonic cultures
of technology production.
Finally, I see my dissertation as an attempt in community-centered, praxis-oriented research.
In this dissertation, I am particularly committed to grassroots praxis, but beyond that, I see many
opportunities for following a similar approach in community-centered research in CSCW with
a commitment to a dierent base of theory and practice. In what follows, I share some of my
personal takeaways from this dissertation and grassroots praxis in general.
6.2 Reections & Visions for the Future
As a CSCW researcher and an individual committed to the cause of public accountability toward
the hegemonic culture of technology, the most important thing I have gathered along the way is
hope for a liberatory future of technology and society, for resistance to a hegemonic culture of
technology is not only possible it is already happening. There is massive inequality on the side of
resistance, we are outnumbered and over-exhausted, but we are here. The Southern Movement
Assembly (SMA) frequently uses a slogan that goes “the seas are rising and so are we”—I have al-
ways taken several quiet moments to fully grasp the power in that slogan—all the countless times
I have heard it. It speaks to the impossible challenge many communities—mostly indigenous,
poor people of color living in coastal areas of the South—face against the rising temperature of
the earth, the sea levels, and the climate capitalism driving it all. The slogan, “so are we” carries a
stubborn faith in the power of the people, in their collective anger, because they are not only rising
in number they are rising in their consciousness, visions, and strategies too. The consequences
of climate change are more immediate and more fatal than the consequences of Big Tech in these
communities, but if I had to take away a pearl of singular wisdom from the epistemologies of the
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South, it would be to never lose focus on the intersecting ways capitalism operates. Technolo-
gies of oppression are connected and mobilized, we who refuse to let them win have to be too.
The slogan is also a reminder of the fact that no matter how big and overwhelming systems of
oppression and erasure look like, the resistance can be just as loud and overpowering.
In my vision, a grassroots praxis of technology–one that I studied, designed, and theorized
throughout this dissertation—will facilitate a carefully nuanced analysis of technology struc-
tures in the future. This future calls for a synergistic eort from both theory and practice—a
phenomenon theorized in Chapter 2 of this thesis in the name of praxis. Portuguese economist
Boaventura de Sousa Santos whose book “Epistemologies of the South: Justice Against Epis-
temicide” has substantively inuenced my writing in this thesis, notes an ever-growing distance
between theory and practice in the political Left. He describes in great detail how this distance
has been well warranted, especially since “Eurocentric critical theory (and the political Left it
founded) has not acknowledged: women, indigenous peoples, peasants, Afro-descendants, pi-
queteros, the unemployed, gays and lesbians, and the Occupy movement”—movements and so-
cial groups that—“dwell not in industrial urban centers but rather in remote sites, whether in
the forests and river basins in India or up in the Andes and in the larger plains of Amazonia” [7].
With this, Santos paints an important but frequently overlooked picture of the Global South
and its deeply diverse epistemologies. While he sees the value in Eurocentric critical theory, he
poses that it has perpetuated a deep discrepancy between what is stated in theory and what is
happening in the eld of liberation around the world—a discrepancy deeply rooted in the fact
that these theories ignored the political existence of these global struggles. However, the discon-
nect between theory and practice has come with signicant consequences for the political Left.
For example, it has been largely failing at identifying what it is up against: is it aiming at replacing
capitalism with a post-capitalist future, or is it attempting to replace neoliberalism with a type of
capitalism with a more human face? I posit that the same can be argued for how we understand
technology at the moment—our theories about technology getting detached from our under-
standings of contemporary technology practices carry the risk of this ambiguity too. Do we want
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to build technologies toward that post-capitalist future? Or do we want to replace one capitalist
technoculture with another? As a well-documented example for the latter, we can take the trend
of replacing the technoculture of product design with the technoculture of “design thinking”
led by Silicon Valley [85]. A grassroots praxis of technology—grounded in epistemologies of the
Global South including the U.S. South—will urge designers, researchers, practitioners to take
the former stance.
What does it mean to take this stance—practically and intellectually? In Chapter 3, I reected
on what grassroots culture means for the regional movement of the SMA. Their commitment to
grassroots praxis can be seen in the way they designed their movement structure, their mode of
participatory decision-making, and perhaps most importantly how they stay ideologically open
to form global solidarities. In my experience of the movement, they refuse to compromise on
this commitment to grassroots culture for the sake of ecacy or political coherence. While the
hegemonic culture of technology drove the movement to choose technical eciency over inclu-
sivity at times—the movement was fundamentally open to its growth beyond that pattern. A
grassroots praxis of technology will similarly stay vigilant of the way the hegemonic technology
culture may interfere with its commitment.
For this, we will need to sustain a culture of technology that prioritizes its own accountability,
especially prioritizes to be held accountable by the people and communities hegemonic cultures
have excluded for so long. A grassroots praxis of technology will be centered on community ac-
countability. Accountability in this sense is not just an evaluation of how smoothly our tools
function in communities, it is also an evaluation of whether our tools (and our designer selves)
are needed in the community at all. As discussed in Chapter 4, my work with the SMA was a
constant exploration in nding what works for the community—this required me to reject the
belief often perpetuated in institutions of technology i.e. as technology scholars our only way to
help communities is with new sociotechnical solutions involving novel artifacts. A preoccupa-
tion with novelty in technical artice is both misguided and narrow-sighted. I was working with
a community that carried wisdom predating industrial visions of the modern world—wisdom
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that was rooted in their survival against forced labor, migration, dehumanization of their core
identities. Learning from how they relate to modern technology as well as what their technolog-
ical imaginaries are proved to be more important and necessary than creating a novel technical
“solution” in the name of grassroots design. Toward prioritizing community accountability, a
grassroots praxis of technology will similarly prioritize marginalized cultures and their radical










We aim to develop a culture of movement 
communication that is rooted in the 
acknowledgement that our tools and 
technologies are political objects. 
,
This handbook reflects
 the views of the 
Southern Movement 
Assembly.
Accessible online at 
movementcommunication.org
How to use this handbook
The communication methods used by social movements in the United States and 
around the world have have been evolving constantly since the 19th century, 
beginning with non-digital communications. In modern activism, although 
communication practices rely on social media, email, online meetings, and other 
digital tools, a lack of access and ability around these digital tools can 
disempower community members. This “digital divide” of information being lost is 
rooted in exclusion that stems from the platforms and their values. 
The Southern Movement Assembly calls for accountibility towards these platforms. 
We ask you to organize communication circles---a purposeful effort to come togeth-
er to discuss communication challenges, make sense of the challenges in a broader 
political framework, and discuss potential solutions. 
Our ultimate goal is to create a culture of movement 
communications that resists exclusion via digital 
technologies. 
We offer this handbook as a tool for political education and understanding current 
communication needs. This is our first step towards building that future of technol-
ogy in our movements. 
Sections 1 and 2: What are Movement Communications? and Why a Movement 
Communications Handbook? describe the current landscape of communication 
needs, existing solutions, and the shortcomings of existing solutions.
Section 3: History of Movement Communications in the US South is a timeline 
of US South in relation to grassroots movements and the evolution of communica-
tion technologies.
Section 4: Practice of Movement Communications discusses the radical inspira-
tions, theory, and practices behind communication circles.
Section 5 provides a space for community members to share the principles they 
came up with during their own communication circles. 
What are movement communications?
Throughout history, our people have used many tools and techniques of 
communicating the word of the movement, e.g. flyers, brochures, maps. Most 
recently these tools have taken a shift to digital technologies such as social media 
platforms  (Facebook, Twitter, etc.), collaboration platforms (Google Drive), 
and more. We may not agree with these digital monopolies, but we have to rely on 
them.
With a culture of movement communication, we 
mean to develop a cohesive practice of communica-
tion that is rooted in the acknowledgement that our 
tools and technologies are not mere instruments, 
Why a handbook of movement 
communications?
Popular digital platforms of today are built upon capitalistic values of efficiency and 
productivity, which are often associated with whiteness, masculinity, young 
age, and class status. Adopting these tools has the risk of perpetuating similar be-
liefs within our movements. This translates to technological power and knowledge 
being held by just a few members whose identities are associated with the values 
of technological efficiency. The choice to use digital communication tools also iso-
lates members living in areas with unreliable internet connection.  These are only a 
few of the many consequences we are seeing in our communities.
We acknowledge that our choice of going digital can often directly conflict with the 
cultures of Black, Indigenous, and People of Color in the South. This handbook is 
a first step towards starting a broader conversation about modern technology and 
exclusion in our communities.
History of Movement Communication 
Tools in the US South
Our cultures of communication transcend the use of digital tools. This timeline displays a glimpse of the 
rich history of movement communication tools and techniques used for the purpose of Southern move-
ment organizing from flyers to online chat rooms. We want to be mindful of this history, and accept digital 
tools as a part of our overall journey of communication. 
We want to be mindful of this history, and accept digital tools as a part of our overall journey of commu-
nication. We communicated before digital tools were ever invented. We will continue to come together 
regardless.
History of Movement Communication 
Tools in the US South
Practice of Communication Circles 
What does it mean to imagine a communications infrastructure for our collective 
liberation, our dear movement? Organize a workshop, a meeting, a gathering of 
your people to discuss what you collectively want from your technologies. Who 
controls your technologies? Who is feeling left out in the movement because of 
your technologies? 
We ask you to reflect on your technologies like you reflect on your community prin-
ciples, make this collective reflection a ritual in your community. 
Need examples? We organized several workshops in rural towns of the South that 
looked like the following.
Typically, we start by forming a circle. We were intentional about bringing all who 
represent us---our elders, our youth, our disabled folks, rural folks--all who make 
our community what it is. Make sure you are in a place that welcomes all too. We 
typically go through the following four rounds. The questions we list are some ex-
amples, you know your community best, you know what questions are most im-
portant for your folks to discuss.
Where are you from? This is when you check in with folks around you. Share 
where you are from. What are you living for?  Who are your people? Who are you going to call 
during an emergency in your community? This is your space to ground yourself in whatever 
ways that suit your community.
Consciousness. Name the technologies you are using in the movement. What are 
the corporations and instituitions that made them? Who were they made for? Who were they 
made by? What values do they support? Who gets excluded by your choice of using them?
Vision. What are the technologies you want to keep using going forward? How do you pla 
n on reaching out to the folks who are less comfortable with modern technologies? Can you 
imagine a future where your technologies no longer divide you, but bring you closer?
Strategy. How would you imagine a future of communications where you prioritize 
hearing the systemically unheard? What technologies do that future entail? 
What are some principles you came 
up with in your communication circle?
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